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ABSTRACT
This Thesis is devoted to the theoretical study of non classical features of
light that arise from its interaction with matter. Matter (of an atomic, semi-
conductor or superconductor nature) is here described at the ultimate quan-
tum limit, i.e., as a system that can only occupy a few discrete energy levels,
nding its most fundamental representation in the case of the two-level sys-
tem, with only two states available. Light, on the other hand, is described as
a single electromagnetic mode—a resonance in an optical cavity—which be-
haves as a quantum harmonic oscillator. When they are coupled, the strongly
nonlinear character of matter is thus translated into the light mode. This The-
sis explores some of the consequences of this inheritance in the framework
of quantum optics and open quantum systems.
The Jaynes-Cummings model, the most fundamental one in quantum op-
tics, accounts for such a coupling between a single harmonic oscillator and a
two-level system. In the limit in which only a few photons are present, many
eorts have been dedicated to the observation of a photon being aected by
another one due to the mediation of the two-level system, thus realizing the
paradigm of photon-photon interaction. On the other hand, the character of
the problem changes drastically when the system is taken to the opposite
extreme, where the cavity does not contain only a few photos, but a large
number of them. In that case, the Jaynes-Cummings model turns into the
Mollow description of resonance uorescence from the dressed two-level
system, where the cavity can, in essence, be described as a classical eld. In
this limit, all the quantum features of the system manifest only in the emis-
sion from the two levels, whose energy structure gets strongly modied by
the classical eld.
The physics of the Jaynes-Cummings and the Mollow model, stand as the
two fundamental pillars of quantum optics, describing, in principle, two op-
posite regimes of the same system. In this Thesis we show that, when these
two scenarios are put together, that is, by exciting with an external laser a
two-level system which is also coupled to an optical cavity, we can design
sources that emit light with unprecedented properties. Namely, we achieve
regimes of continuous emission from the cavity mode in which all the light
is grouped in N-photon bundles, with N an integer, that can be optically
tuned in real-life laboratories. In this conguration, the cavity is harvesting
and enhancing the N-photon de-excitation events that otherwise take place
in the dressed two-level system with a very small probability, and that are
typically greatly outnumbered by ‘normal’ single-photon events. Through
these processes, several photons are emitted with strongly correlated fre-
quencies making these extremely rare events stand out in measurements of
coincidences between the detection of photons of dierent color.
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The rst part of this Thesis addresses the study of such strong frequency
correlations at the two photon level (N = 2). It starts with an analysis of the
measurement itself: the time and frequency-resolved second-order correla-
tion function. In a joint eort with an experimental group, we demonstrate
that, even in classical systems, the map of correlations arising from all the
possible combinations of two frequencies reveal non-trivial features. Such
features correspond to a counter-intuitive manifestation in color space of
the celebrated Hanbury Brown and Twiss eect. When bringing this quan-
tity to the quantum domain we identify the regions of strong correlations in
the emission of the dressed two-level system that violate fundamental lim-
its imposed by classical mechanics and local hidden-variable theories. These
strong correlations manifest at frequencies that can be put in resonance with
a cavity mode, which allows to harvest them and exploit them in the way
described before. In the rest of the Thesis, we explore the consequences of
doing so, and identify dierent regimes of N-photon emission not only in
the simplest example of a two-level system, but also in a four-level system,
the biexciton, dressed by a laser via a two-photon excitation. The inclusion
of extra degrees of freedom brought by the later provides another renement
for the theory, with the consequence of a better control and the possibility to
generate a wider range of non-classical states, including bundles of photons
that are entangled between them.
RESUMEN
El objetivo de la presente Tesis es el estudio teórico de aquellas propiedades
no clásicas de la luz que emergen de su interacción con la materia. Aquí la
materia está descrita en el límite cuántico, es decir, como un sistema que solo
puede ocupar unos pocos niveles discretos de energía, encontrando su repre-
sentación más fundamental en el caso del sistema de dos niveles, con solo dos
estados disponibles. La luz, por otra parte, es descrita como un único modo
electromagnético—una resonancia en una cavidad óptica—que se comporta
como un oscilador armónico cuántico. Cuando ambos se acoplan, el carac-
ter fuertemente no lineal de la materia es transladado al modo de luz. Esta
Tesis explora algunas de las consecuencias de esta herencia, dentro del marco
teórico de la óptica cuántica en sistemas abiertos.
El modelo Jaynes-Cummings, el más fundamental en óptica cuántica, de-
scribe tal acoplo entre un único oscilador armónico y un sistema de dos
niveles. Muchos trabajos se han enfocado en observar, en el límite en el que
solo unos pocos fotones están presentes, a un fotón siendo afectado por otro
debido a la mediación del sistema de dos niveles, haciendo así realidad el
paradigma de la interacción fotón-fotón. Por otro lado, el carácter del prob-
lema cambia drásticamente cuando el sistema es llevado al extremo opuesto,
donde la cavidad no contiene unos pocos fotones, sino un número elevado
de ellos. En ese caso, el modelo de Jaynes-Cummings se transforma en la
descripción de Mollow de un ‘átomo vestido’, donde la cavidad puede, esen-
cialmente, ser descrita como un camplo clásico. En este límite, todas las carac-
terísticas cuánticas del sistema se maniestan únicamente en la emisión del
sistema de dos-niveles, cuya estructura energética se ve fuertemente modi-
cada por el campo clásico.
La física del modelo Jaynes-Cummings con pocas excitaciones y la física
de Mollow del átomo vestido se alzan como los dos pilares fundamendan-
tales de la óptica cuántica, mientras son considerados límites opuestos del
mismo sistema. En esta Tesis demostramos que, cuando juntamos estos dos
escenarios, podemos diseñar fuentes de luz con propiedades sin precedentes.
En concreto, describimos regímenes de emisión continua en los que toda la
luz está agrupada en paquetes de N fotones, donde N es un entero que puede
ser ajustado ópticamente cambiando parámetros que están bajo control en el
laboratorio. La combinación de ambos escenarios puede llevarse a cabo, por
ejemplo, excitando con un ĺáser externo al sistema de dos niveles acoplado
con una cavidad óptica. Curiosamente, la física del problema se encuentra en
realidad en la dinámica del átomo de Mollow vestido por el láser. El papel de
la cavidad, en este caso, está recopilando las fuertes correlaciones cuánticas
ya presentes en el átomo vestido.
Estas fuertes correlationes tienen su origen en eventos de de-excitationes
de dos fotones que tienen lugar en el átomo vestido con una pequeña proba-
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bilidad, siendo vastamente superados por eventos de un solo fotón. Sin em-
bargo, en aquellas ocasiones excepcionales en las que estos procesos tienen
lugar, varios fotones son emitidos con frecuencias fuertemente correlacionadas.
Esto hace que estos eventos de extrema rareza sobresalgan en medidas de co-
incidencias entre detecciones de fotones de distinto color.
La primera parte de esta Tesis se centra en el estudio de estas correlaciones
entre frecuencias. Comienza con un análisis de la magnitud en si misma: la
función de correlación de segundo orden resuelta en frecuencias. En un es-
fuerzo conjunto con un grupo experimental, hemos demostrado que, incluso
en un sistema clásico, el mapa de correlaciones que se revela al considerar
todas las posibles combinaciones de dos frecuencias tiene características no
triviales. Dichas características se corresponden con una manifestación en
el espacio de colores del conocido efecto de Hanbury Brown y Twiss.
Al llevar esta magnitud al dominio cuántico, identicamos regiones de
fuertes correlaciones en la emisión del sistema de dos niveles vestido que
violan límites fundamentales impuestos por la mecánica clásica y las teorías
locales de variables ocultas. Estas fuertes correlaciones se maniestan a fre-
cuencias que pueden ser puestas en resonancia con una cavidad, permitiendo
que ésta recopile y explote estas correlaciones del modo que hemos descrito
anteriormente. En el resto de la Tesis, exploramos las consecuencias de hacer
esto, e identicamos distintos regímenes de emisión de N fotones, no solo
en el caso más simple de un sistema de dos niveles, sino también para un
sistema de cuatro niveles, el biexcitón, vestido por un laser mediante la res-
onancia de dos fotones. La inclusión de nuevos grados de libertad por parte
del biexcitón trae nuevos renamientos a la teoría, con la consecuencia de
un control más no y la posibilidad de generar un rango mayor de estados
no clásicos, incluyendo paquetes de fotones entralazados entre sí.
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1INTRODUCT ION
For the rest of my life I will reect on what light is.
— Albert Einstein
1.1 MOT IVAT ION
On his celebrated television series Cosmos: A Personal Voyage, Carl Sagan
famously noted:
“We are the way of the Cosmos to know itself”.
Should we be considered the Universe understanding itself, light shall de-
nitely be regarded as the medium it uses to do so.
378,000 years after the Big Bang, the Universe cooled enough for electrons
and nuclei to recombine into neutral atoms and become transparent, allow-
ing photons, no longer trapped in a cloud of plasma, to escape towards the
Cosmos. Hundreds of millions of years later, the rst stars began to glow,
adding a myriad of photons to the primordial background of radiation. Ever
since, these photons have permeated the Universe, travelling in straight lines
with the remarkably property of not aecting each other.
Such an army of criss-crossing photons reecting in every possible object
at the maximum speed allowed in the Universe was an invaluable source
of information for those blind organisms that had to make physical contact
with an object in order to know that it was there. From some small patch
of light-sensitive pigments, more than forty independent times did light mo-
tivate the evolution of the eye [57]; an organ so sophisticated as to make
Darwin himself believe that the idea of its formation by natural selection
was “absurd in the highest possible degree”. Figure 1.1: Principalstages in the evolution ofthe eye. a, Region of pho-tosensive cells. b, Foldedarea for limited directionalsensitivity. c, ‘Pinhole’ forfiner directional sensitivityand limited imaging. d, Lensdevelopment. e, Iris andseparate cornea develop-ment. Source: WikimediaCommons.
Even after the development of the eye, light has continued assisting our
particular evolution towards a higher understanding of the Universe. From
those initial seeing organisms, to the rst sailors guided by the Sun and the
stars, light has provided us with a door to the unknown, culminating in its
star role in the three last revolutions of Science: Maxwell’s unication of elec-
tricity and magnetism; Einstein’s special relativity; and quantum mechanics,
the theory upon which this Thesis is built.
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Figure 1.2: Guided by polarization. Medieval Ice-landic texts mention that Viking sailors used a ‘sun-stone’ to aid them in the navigation. It has beenspeculated that Vikings could have taken advan-tage of the polarization of light by making use ofan Iceland spar, a natural light polariser that canbe used to locate the sun in the sky in cloudy con-ditions [106]. Painting: Summer in the GreenlandCoast Crca Year 1000 by Jens Erik Carl Rasmussen.
Quantum mechanics was born with the problem of the ultraviolet catastro-
phe regarding the emission of a black body. The solution found by Planck,
who assumed that energy was quantized, led Einstein to realize that light
must indeed composed by particles, that we now call photons, which he in-
troduced to account for the photoelectric effect. Photons are the elementaryWhile Einstein was rightabout the existence ofphotons, the photoelectriceffect can actually beexplained only with thequantization of matter only.
excitations of the electromagnetic eld, in the same sense that electrons are
elementary excitations of the electron eld. In our current understanding of
the Universe, given by quantum eld theory, such elds permeate all space
and are the basic substratum of reality. Our ultimate understanding of light
is given by quantum electrodynamics (QED), the relativistic quantum eld
theory of the interaction between light and matter. This model stands as the
most successful theory in History, with predictions such as the anomalous
magnetic moment of the electron, measured to an outstanding precision of
11 signicant gures.
The new knowledge of the world brought by the theory of quantum me-
chanics led to very signicant technological developments, such as the tran-
sistor, which is the basic component of our modern electronic technology, or
the laser, with a wide range applications ranging from metrology to medicine.
Nevertheless, while the working principles of the laser are quantum mechan-
ical in nature, the light of a laser itself its not quantum, in the sense that it
can perfectly be understood with Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetism.
However, states of light exists that are, in essence, quantum mechanical.
This has implications that could have never been envisaged in Maxwell’s
era, with light providing us, once again, with new, unprecedented ways to
view the world and interact with it. The technological developments of the
last decades make it possible to devise systems in which light and matter
coexist at the ultimate quantum limit, opening exciting avenues both in the
exploration of fundamental phenomena and in the design of new quantum
technologies.
This Thesis is devoted to the theoretical study of systems in which the
most basic building block of light, the photon, interacts with
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1.2 THE DAWN OF QUANTUM TECHNOLOG IES
Due to its inherently probabilistic nature, quantum physics was at its birth
a theory dicult to accept by many of the physicists of the time. Even those
responsible of its development, like Planck or Einstein, did not seem ready
to assimilate the implications of their own discoveries, with a reluctance
commonly summarized by Einstein’s words: “God does not play dice with
the Universe”. Still today, the postulates of quantum mechanics are object of
discussion, as illustrated by the ongoing debate on the meaning and inter-
pretation of the collapse of the wavefunction [187].
Nevertheless, the quantum trauma is now long gone, and scientist have
realized that, behind the apparent uncertainty of quantum mechanics, not
only a world of beautiful theories and extremely precise predictions exists,
but also a plethora of opportunities to be exploited. The aim of quantum
technologies is to harness and put the exotic properties of quantum states,
such as quantum superposition of states or entanglement, to use.
A prominent example is quantum information [173], a discipline based on
the paradigm of the qubit, the quantum analogue of the minimum unit of in-
formation in classical physics, the bit. Contrary to its classical counterpart,
the qubit can not only be in one of the two states associated to 0 and 1, but
in any possible quantum superposition of them.
Figure 1.3: A qubit, the minimalunit of information in quantumphysics. A two-level system con-sisting in the states |g〉 (the 0) and|e〉 (the 1), can also be in any ar-bitrary superposition of the two,represented as a point in the Blochsphere.
With already commercial applications available such as quantum key distri-
bution systems [90], the Holy Grail of quantum information science is the
quantum computer [173], a device able to exploit the massive parallelization
power of a quantum superpositions of qubits in order to realize calculations
impossible to achieve with current technology, such as fast factorization of
numbers, powerful database searching or simulation of complex quantum
systems.
The photon is a privileged candidate to perform as a qubit, since this infor-
mation can be encoded in many degrees of freedom such as polarization, fre-
quency, spatial mode or time. Moreover, the maximum transmission speed
oered by photons and their low noise properties make them an ideal re-
source in quantum communication [91], acting as channels that transfer in-
formation (in form of qubits) between nodes that may consist on material
qubits [122]. In general, photons have been a favourite testbed for the most
fundamental quantum mechanical phenomena, featuring for instance the
rst demonstration of entanglement [18, 83], and their quantum state can
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be employed in other quantum technologies such as quantum metrology or
quantum lithography. Both disciplines aim to exploit quantum correlations
to perform measurements and resolve features beyond conventional bounds
of precision [89]. Some of these limits are the shot-noise, unavoidable uctu-
ations in the amplitude of the electric eld associated to its particle nature,
or more generally, the standard quantum limit (SQL), a fundamental impre-
cision in the measurement of an observableO associated to the back-action
perturbation associated to Heisenberg uncertainty principle:
∆O∆F ≥ h¯/2 , (1)
where F is the conjugate of O. The shot-noise limit is then a particular
case of the SQL. For instance, this can be achieved by the use of squeezed
states [87], in which the quantum uctuations in phase space are reduced
in one direction (related to the variable chosen for the measurement) at the
cost of being increased in the perpendicular one. These states have been
generated in the laboratory by means of the nonlinear process of spontaneous
parametric down-conversion (SPDC) [182], and have been used to achieved
the best broadband sensitivity at LIGO [1], the observatory responsible for
the recent detection of gravitational waves [2] .
Figure 1.4: Squeezed states of light. In light,the canonical conjugate variables x and p cor-respond to the field ‘quadratures’: in-phase andout-of-phase amplitudes of the electromagneticfield. Here, the top panel features a coherentstates: the most classical quantum objects, withthe minimum possible uncertainty imposed by theHeisenberg limit, similar for both quadratures. Therest of the cases depict different squeezed states,where the fluctuations in on quadrature are re-duced at the expense of increased fluctuationsin its conjugate. Source: Wikimedia Commons.
A related approach to achieve enhanced sensitivity is the use of entangled
states [89]. An important example is the case of NOON states, entangled two-
modes states of N photons in a superposition where all photons are in either
one mode or the other:
|NOON〉 = 1√
2
(|N, 0〉+ |0, N〉) . (2)
When these two modes correspond to the two input arms of a Mach-Zehn-A Mach-Zehnder inter-ferometer determines therelative phase changebetween two beamsoriginating same source.
der interferometer, phase changes φ can be determined with a precision
∆φ ≥ 1/N, which oers a √N enhancement over the SQL, ∆φ ≥ 1/√N.
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These states have been generated by mixing coherent beams with light emit-
ted from SPDC [4], and have already provided phase supersensitivity beyond
the SQL in a quantum polarized microscope [117].
nonlinearities at the single photon level All the applica-
tions outlined above require some sort of interaction between the photons
that has to be enabled by nonlinear optical processes [46]. The current goal
is to bring these interactions to the limit in which the presence of one photon
alters signicantly the propagation of another one, which is a challenging
task due to the small nonlinear response of light in the limit of individual
photons [46, 178]. The eort, however, is worth it, since it would allow the
implementation of technologies such as optical transistors with no Ohmic
heating [164], logical gates between photonic qubits, protocols of quantum
non-demolition measurement [177], single-photon nonlinear switches [122],
or, what is the topic of this thesis, generate non-classical states of light. All
the types of non-classical states that can be generated, such as squeezed
states, Schrödinger kittens [54], entangled photon-pairs [84, 124, 143], or
Fock states [39, 47, 55, 97, 201], share the common property of not accepting Fock states |N〉 are stateswith a perfectly well definednumber of particles.a classical interpretation, and their applications range from its said use inmetrology and lithography, to its potential for quantum spectroscopy [43,
86], bioimaging of living tissues [107, 159, 242] or the direct imprinting of
pure states into optical targets [42–44, 53]. Single-photon Fock states |1〉
stand out as the essential ingredient of many of these future quantum tech-
nologies [6, 44, 178]. In 2001, it was even demonstrated that scalable quan-
tum computing is possible without any nonlinearity, just with by using op-
tical linear elements and single photon sources [137]. The non-linearity is,
of course, necessary for the generation of single photons.
The standard approach to overcome the problem of small nonlinear inter-
action at the single photon level is to interface quantum emitters, material
dipoles with a discrete set of energy levels, to optical cavities, which are, in
essence, two mirror conning light between them.
1.3 SEM ICONDUCTOR CAV I TY QED
Nowadays, many platforms exists that are able to implement the fundamen-
tal paradigm of the Jaynes-Cummings model [120], which the interaction
between a single electromagnetic mode and a two-level system. This model
is one of the pillars of quantum optics and, by extension, of the present The-
sis; detailed discussions about it can be found in Section 2.2 and Chapter 5.
In the microwave regime, an architecture that has demonstrated outstand-
ing capability to explore regimes of light matter interaction are supercon-
ducting circuits [114, 240]. In the optical domain, one approach is to use
atoms trapped inside inside high-nesse optical cavities [29, 139, 141] or, in
the solid state, to employ semiconductor ‘articial atoms’ known as quan-
tum dots and heterostructures able to conne light. This thesis is a theoret-
ical work based on fundamental models that can be implemented in any of
6 introduction
these congurations, which at our level of description only corresponds to
changing the parameters of the model. Nevertheless, we will consider with
particular interest the case of semiconductor solid-state systems, due to its
promising prospects of developing of on-chip, scalable architectures [80, 178,
194, 208]. For this reason, we oer on the following a short introduction to
the physical systems that implement, in the solid state, the theoretical mod-
els that we use in the rest of this Thesis.
1.3.1 semiconductor quantum dots: single photon sources
Quantum dots (QDs) stand out as a very promising option for the imple-
mentation of scalable, on chip architectures for photonic quantum technolo-
gies [154, 178]. QDs are 0-dimensional semiconductor structures in which
the motion of charge carriers is strongly conned to regions of a nanometric
size. Connement is achieved by the modulation of the conduction and va-
lence bands of the semiconductor, what is done by embedding the QD within
a semiconductor matrix, for instance, In(Ga)As on GaAs. The QD host quasi-
particles consisting on electron-hole pairs bounded by Coulomb interaction,
which are known as excitons. Excitons have a discrete set of energy levelsThe exciton is a quasi-particle that formed fromthe hydrogen-like boundstate of a conduction-band electrond anda valence band-hole.
arising from the connement potential and Coulomb interaction, which is
why QDs are regarded as articial atoms. Despite they suer from strong
dephasing mechanisms as compared to real atoms, they pose an important
advantage with respect to them: their position is xed in space. Moreover,
the controlled manipulation of the structure of the surrounding material al-
lows to embed the QDs in a eld-eect device, or, as is the case of interest
in this Thesis, in an optical microcavity, c.f. Fig. 1.5 a.
Commonly employed methods to grow semiconductor QDs are based on
self-assembled growth, the Stranski-Krastanow (SK) being the most used [154].
Strain due to crystal mismatch between substrate and deposition materials
gives rise to nucleation of three dimensional islands on top of a at lm
known as wetting layer (WL). To provide connement, quantum dots must
be overgrown in a process known as capping. The strong changes on the
morphology of the QD that take place during this process can be used to
Figure 1.5: Experimentalimaging of semiconduc-tor QDs. a, Ga0.7In0.3Asquantum dots embeddedin a microcavity (the insetshows a surface image ofthe uncapped QDs [155]. b,STM image showing thetwo kind of islands thatusually appear in Stranski-Krastanow samples: pyra-mid and domes [136].
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tune the emission properties of the QD. For instance, partial capping and
annealing (PCA) processes [144], whose eect is to reduce the height of the
QD, are used to blue-shift the emission from the QD.
The nonlinear, discrete energy structure of QDs allows them to act as a
two-level system. One of the most promising prospects for QD is their per-
formance as deterministic single photons emitters. However, although they
provide excellent suppression of multi-photon emission, they emit in ran-
dom directions and suer a strong dephasing due to the interaction with the
phonons, spoiling their indistinguishability [178]. As we discuss in the next
Section, these problems are solved by embedding the QD in a microcavity.
1.3.2 optical microcavities
Optical microcavities are structures able to conne an electromagnetic eld
in the range of the micrometers. A typical strategy used for this aim is to ar-
ticially design samples with a periodic index of refraction, yielding a band
structure for light inside the material similar to the one typically studied
for electrons in solids. Namely, these bands feature bandgaps of forbidden
energies: photons of those energies impinging the material are unable to
penetrate it, in a destructive interference process known as Bragg reection.
A defect in this periodic structure will create an edge state inside the gap:
inside the defect, photons of the forbidden energy can live, unable to go into
the bulk due to the unavailable density of states. This is the working princi-
ple behind the planar heterostructures typically used in semiconductors, in
which slabs of dierent materials, such as gallium arsenide (GaAs) together
with aluminium arsenide (AlAs), are alternated creating a pillar structure
called ‘distributed Bragg mirror’ [115, 155, 215]. Placing these mirror one
in front of each other creates a microcavity (the space inside acting as the
defect mentioned earlier). Besides pillars, many other cavity structures exist,
such as the already mentioned photonic crystals [108, 132, 140], nanobeam
cavities [179] or microdisk cavities [13, 217]
Figure 1.6: Band structure of a photonic crystal.The periodic pattern creates a band structure with aforbidden region (yellow). The inclusion of a defect(removal of a hole) creates an edge state inside thegap, corresponding to photons that resonate inside thedefect and are unable to be transmitted to the bulk.Image adapted from [123].
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When a quantum emitter such a QD is embedded within an optical cavity,
the later alters the density of nal states available for the QD to emit into. In
the weak coupling regime, this aects its lifetime in accordance with Fermi’s
Second Golden Rule. The decrease in the lifetime of the QD due to the decayDespite bearing thename of Enrico Fermi,Fermi’s Golden rule wasdeveloped by Paul Dirac.It gaves the transitionrate Γ from a initial state|i〉 to a final state |f〉:
Γ = 2p¯ih ρ|〈|H|f〉|2
trough the cavity channel its known as Purcell enhancement of the emission
or Purcell eect. The lifetime of the QD in the absence of the cavity is given by
the inverse rate of the decay rate toward the vacuum or the bulk, τσ = γ−1σ .
The presence of the cavity decreases this lifetime by adding another decay
channel with a Purcell decay rate κ,
τσ = (γσ + κ)
−1 (3)
which is given by:
κ =
4g2
γa
(4)
where γa is the decay rate of the cavity itself, and g the QD-cavity cou-
pling rate (see Chapter 2). This process yields a better emission in terms of
brightness, redirection of the light and indistinguishability, already showing
impressing gures of merit in the solid state [215].
When g ≥ |γa − γσ|/4, the coupling between light and matter is so
strong as to allow light to be absorbed and re emitted several times before
it is nally lost trough the imperfect mirrors. The regime of strong coupling
is then reached; photons and material excitations do not behave as indepen-
dent entities anymore, and new quasiparticles mixture of light and matter,
the polaritons, emerge.
1.4 SUMMARY OF CONTENTS
This Thesis is structured as follows.
In Chapter 2, we provide a background of the theoretical concepts nec-
essary to understand the rest of the Thesis. We introduce the quantization
of the electromagnetic eld and the interaction with matter, and discuss the
physics of open quantum systems from the perspectives of both the Heisen-
berg and the Schrodinger equations of motion. The later yields the expres-
sion for the master equation, the central dynamical equation of this Thesis,
which describes the evolution of the reduced density matrix of the system
after the elimination of the degrees of freedom of the environment.
Chapter 3 discuss the generalization of the Hanbury Brow Twiss eect to
the full color domain. We report results from a pioneering experiment per-
formed at the group of Daniele Sanvitto at CNR NANOTEC, Lecce, based
on a novel streak camera setup. These experimental results are described by
a classical theory of an amplitude-stabilized, phase-diusing eld, and by
two quantum theories: spontaneous emission from an initial state and emis-
sion from a steady-state of a two-mode condensation model. The theoretical
results prove that the features observed are a fundamental behaviour of pho-
tons due to their bosonic nature, and complete the picture of the Hanbury
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Brow Twiss eect by extending it to the full color space. The results of this
Chapter have been accepted for publication in Scientic Reports [210].
Chapter 4 we introduce the model of two-level system strongly dressed by
a laser (the Mollow regime) and analyse the the frequency-resolved correla-
tions of photons emitted by it. We express this correlations in terms of their
deviation from the boundaries imposed by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
and Bell’s inequalities. By doing so, we show that the emission with the
strongest quantum character (deviating the most from the predicted classi-
cal expectations) is the one that takes place at frequencies further from real,
single-photon transitions.
Chapter 5 introduces in detail the physics of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamil-
tonian, which describes the coupling between a cavity and a two-level sys-
tem, and its extrapolation to dissipative systems. We discuss the main ap-
proaches that can be taken in order to evidence the nonlinear nature of the
Jaynes Cummings ladder in observables of the light emitted by the cavity,
showing that, in particular, photon statistics is extremely sensitive to the
mechanism of excitation. We discuss a series of counter-intuitive resonances
appearing in the statistics when the two-level system is excited directly, and
show that N-photon Rabi oscillations can be achieved by tuning the laser at
those precise energies.
Chapter 6 describe the dynamics of a two-level system strongly driven by
a external laser and coupled to a cavity. We derive analytical expressions of
eective Hamiltonian that show that N-photon coupling can be achieved
between the dressed- atom and the cavity. We prove that this mechanism
is associated with a regime of emission of N-photon bundles, and study in
which situations it is more ecient than o-resonant, single photons mech-
anisms that spoil the emission. We introduce a novel quantity, the purity
of N-photon emission, that characterizes the performance of an N-photon
emitter by quantifying the percentage of light that is emitted in form of N-
photon bundles, and show that it can be highly increased by ltering the
emitted light. Finally, we introduce quantities that generalize the standard
observables used in quantum optics to the study of the bundles of N-photons,
showing that, when these bundles are regarded as the basic constituent of
light in regimes of pure N-photon emission, behaviours such as antibunch-
ing are revealed.
In Chapter 7, we take the results of Chapter 6 to the next level by in-
troducing a more complex emitter: the biexciton. We analyse the frequency-
resolved correlation maps to identify dierent scenarios of two-photon emis-
sion, and show that these maps are dependent on the polarization of the
photons, existing photons strongly correlated in frequency, only when they
have opposed polarizations. This allows us to devise continuous sources of
states of light entangled in polarization and frequency.

2THEORET ICAL BACKGROUND
Wisdom begins in wonder.
— Socrates
James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), born in Edinburgh,Scotland, established thefoundations of classicalelectromagnetism, bringingtogether the concepts ofelectricity, magnetism andlight. In Einstein’s words,Maxwell’s work was the"most profound and the mostfruitful that physics hasexperienced since the timeof Newton".
2.1 QUANT I ZAT ION OF THE FREE ELECTROMAGNET ICF IELD
The rst step for our description of light-matter interaction at the quantum
limit will be the quantization of the free electromagnetic eld. Here, we will
outline the key elements of this procedure; a detailed derivation can be found
in many textbooks on quantum optics [87, 99, 157, 229].
Maxwell’s equations of motion for electromagnetic elds read, in the SI
convention:
∇E = 1
ε0
ρ , (Gauss’s law) (5a)
∇× E = −∂B
∂t
, (Faraday’s law of induction) (5b)
∇B = 0 , (Gauss’s law for the magnetic eld) (5c)
∇× B = µ0j+ µ0ε0 ∂E
∂t
, (Ampère’s circuital law) (5d)
where ρ is the electric charge density, j is the current density, ε0 is vacuum The vacuum permittivity ε0and the magnetic constantor vacuum permeability µ0describe the capability ofvacuum to sustain withinitself an electric and amagnetic field, respectively.Their values are:µ0 = 4pi × 10−7N A−2,ε = 1/(µ0c2),where c is the speed oflight:c =299 792 458m s−1
permittivity and µ0 is the magnetic constant. Note that, for notational conve-
nience, we write the scalar product of vectors as ab and the vector product,
as a× b, and we omit explicit spatial and time dependence of the vectors,
i.e., E ≡ E(r, t). We can express the electric and magnetic eld strengths, E
and B, in terms of the vector potential A and the scalar potential, V:
E = −∂A
∂t
−∇V, B = ∇×A . (6)
By doing so, Maxwell’s equations (5c) and (5d) are automatically fullled.
Inserting Eq. (6) into Eqs. (5a) and (5b) yields:
∇(∇A)−∇2A+ 1
c2
∂2A
∂t2
+
1
c2
∇∂V
∂t
= µ0j , (7a)
− ε0
(
∇2V +∇∂A
∂t
)
= ρ , (7b)
with c the speed of light:
c = (ε0µ0)−1/2 , (8)
and where we made use of the vector identity:
∇×∇A = ∇(∇A)−∇2A . (9)
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gauge transformations. the coulomb gauge. The solution
of these equations is simplied if we impose an additional condition on the
potentials. This can be done, since A and V are not unique: Eq. (6) is the
same for any pair of potentials (A,V) and (A′,V ′) related by the following
gauge transformation:
A′ = A+∇χ, V ′ = V − ∂χ
∂t
, (10)
with χ(r, t) an arbitrary function of space and time. This freedom allows
us to specify the following condition for the vector potential, known as the
Coulomb gauge:
∇A = 0 . (11)
This choice simplies equations (7a) and (7b), that become:
∇2A− 1
c2
∂2A
∂t2
= −µ0j− 1c2∇
∂V
∂t
, (12a)
−∇2V = ρ/ε0 . (12b)
Under this gauge, the scalar potential V is just the instantaneous Coulomb
potential of the charged particles, since it satises Poisson’s equation of elec-
trostatics, Eq. (12b).
Now, according to Helmholtz’s theorem, we can write the vector eld j as
a sum of a transverse component jT, with zero divergence, and longitudinal
component jL, with zero curl:
j = jT + jL , (13a)
∇jT = 0 , (13b)
∇× jL = 0 . (13c)
As A is transverse by denition of the Coulomb gauge (11), and ∇∂V/∂t
is longitudinal since the curl of a gradient must be zero, we can separate
Eq. (12a) into transverse and longitudinal parts:
∇2A− 1
c2
∂2A
∂t2
= −µ0jT , (14a)
1
c2
∇∂V
∂t
= µ0jL . (14b)
In the same way, the electric eld can be divided into transverse and longi-
tudinal components, which in this gauge are given by:
ET = −∂A
∂t
, (15a)
EL = −∇V . (15b)
One of the main advantages of the Coulomb gauge is this clear separation
of Maxwell’s equations into two distinct sets:
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i Transverse equations that describe electromagnetic waves, inuenced
by transverse currents.
ii Longitudinal equations that arise from charge densities, describing the
instantaneous change of the electrostatic potential when the charges
move.
the free classical field We consider now the case of electromag-
netic waves in a region free of any charges, which leads to a wave equation
for the vector potential:
∇2A− 1
c2
∂2A
∂t2
= 0 . (16)
In order to work with a discrete set of variables, we will conne the electro-
magnetic eld within a square box of nite size L = V1/3, that can be taken
arbitrarily large. By taking periodic boundary conditions, we can write a
formal solution of the equation in terms of normal modes: Normal mode along the xaxis of an electromagneticfield confined in a box.A(r, t) =∑
k
∑
λ=1,2
ek,λ
[
Ak,λe−iωkt+ikr + A∗k,λe
iωkt−ikr
]
, (17)
where the wavevector k takes the values:
k = (kx, ky, kz) =
2pi
L
(n1, n2, n3), n1, n2, n3 ∈ Z , (18)
ek,λ correspond to the polarization vectors, that full:
ek,λk = 0, ek,λek,λ′ = δλ,λ′ , (19)
and ωk is given by:
ωk = kc . (20)
We will now quantize the electric eld by turning the classical coecients
into quantum operators. This is done by the identication of the system’s
Hamiltonian, given by:
HEM =
1
2
∫
V
(
ε0E2 +
1
µ0
B2
)
dV , (21)
with that of an harmonic oscillator. Obtaining E and B by inserting A from
Eq. (17) into Eq. (6), and evaluating Eq. (21), one nally obtains [87, 157]:
HEM = ε0V∑
k
∑
λ
ω2k(Ak,λA
∗
k,λ + A
∗
k,λAk,λ) . (22)
If we dene now variables pk,λ and qk,λ as fullling:
Ak,λ =
1
2ωk(ε0V)1/2
[ωkqk,λ + ipk,λ] , (23a)
A∗k,λ =
1
2ωk(ε0V)1/2
[ωkqk,λ − ipk,λ] , (23b)
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the Hamiltonian (21) takes the very familiar form
HEM =
1
2∑k
∑
λ
(p2k,λ +ω
2
kq
2
k,λ) . (24)
Each term of this sum corresponds to the Hamiltonian of a simple harmonic
oscillator of unit mass. Each pair of the classical quantities (pk,λ, qk,λ) are
then canonical coordinates that satisfy the fundamental Poisson bracket rela-
tions:
{qk,λ, qk′,λ′} = 0 , {pk,λ, pk′,λ′} = 0 , {qk,λ, pk′,λ′} = δk,k′δλ,λ′ . (25)
Following the canonical quantization scheme [71], the classical coordinates
(pk,λ, qk,λ) can be turned into quantum operators ( pˆk,λ, qˆk,λ), with the clas-
sical Poisson brackets being replaced by commutators multiplied by (ih¯)−1:
[qˆk,λ, qˆk′,λ′ ] = 0 , [ pˆk,λ, pˆk′,λ′ ] = 0 , [qˆk,λ, pˆk′,λ′ ] = ih¯δk,k′δλ,λ′ . (26)
We can then dene the quantum creation an annihilation operators as:
aˆk,λ =
1
(2h¯ωk)1/2
[ωk qˆk,λ + i pˆk,λ] , (27a)
aˆ†k,λ =
1
(2h¯ωk)1/2
[ωk qˆk,λ − i pˆk,λ] , (27b)
satisfying the following commutation relations:
[aˆk,λ, aˆk′,λ′ ] = [aˆ†k,λ, aˆ
†
k′,λ′ ] = 0 , (28a)
[aˆk,λ, aˆ†k′,λ′ ] = δk,k′δλ,λ′ . (28b)
In terms of these operators, the quantum Hamiltonian operator can be
written as:
HˆEM =∑
k
∑
λ
h¯ωk
(
aˆ†k,λ aˆk,λ +
1
2
)
. (29)
The electromagnetic eld is thus described as a collection of quantum har-
monic oscillators of frequency ωk. The amplitudes Ak,λ have then become
operators given by:
Aˆk,λ =
(
h¯
2ωkε0V
) 1
2
aˆk,λ , (30)
yielding quantized vector potential and electric eld operators of the form:
Aˆ =∑
k
∑
λ
(
h¯
2ωkε0V
) 1
2
ek,λ[aˆk,λei(kr−ωkt) − aˆ†k,λe−i(kr−ωkt)] ,
(31a)
Eˆ = i∑
k
∑
λ
(
h¯ωk
2ε0V
) 1
2
ek,λ[aˆk,λei(kr−ωkt) − aˆ†k,λe−i(kr−ωkt)] . (31b)
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2.2 INTERACT ION OF THE QUANT I ZED ELECTROMAG-NET IC F IELD W ITH MATTER
We introduce here the expression of the Hamitonian for light-matter inter-
action at the quantum level, which is the main topic if this Thesis. We regard
matter as a collection of particles of mass mi and charge ei. The interaction
between the particles is given by the Coulomb potential:
U(· · · , ri, · · · , rj, · · · ) = 14piε0 ∑i,j
i 6=j
ei, ej
|ri − rj| . (32)
The Hamiltonian of the many-particle system of charges is thus given by:
HˆE =∑
i
pˆ2i
2mi
+U (33)
where the sux E stands for ‘electronic’, and where pˆi = −i∇i is the mo-
mentum operator of the i-th particle. Let us consider now the interaction
of these particles with an electromagnetic eld. It has to be such that the
theory is invariant under gauge transformations of the form (10), a require-
ment fullled by the so-called minimal coupling , consisting in replacing the For a long time, the vectorpotential was not believedto have a direct physicalinterpretation, being E andB the physical observablequantities. However, itsdirect appearance in theminimal coupling Hamilto-nian allows it to affect thewavefunction and produceinterference phenomenaeven when the fields vanish.This effect, discoveredby Y. Aharonov and D.Bohm [5], revealed thefundamental role that theelectromagnetic potentialsplay in quantum theory.
momentum of the i-th particle by [51]:
pˆi → pˆi − eic A(ri) . (34)
This yields a total Hamiltonian for the light-matter system:
Hˆ =∑
i
(pˆi − eiA(ri))2
2mi
+U + HˆEM , (35)
with HˆEM given by Eq. (21). This Hamiltonian is written in a form that does
not take advantage of the dierence of length scale between the size of the
atom and wavelength of the radiation. We can cast it into a more useful
expression by applying a gauge transformation to the potentials (10) in order
to obtain:
Hˆ =∑
i
{
[pˆi − ei(A(ri) +∇χ(ri))]2
2mi
− ei ∂χ
∂t
}
+U + HˆEM , (36)
where χ(r, t) is an arbitrary function of position and time. There are cases
in whichA remains approximately constant over the distribution of charges,
like in the case of atoms excited by optical light, where A varies in a scale
of hundreds of nanometers, while the typical atomic dimensions are of the
range of a few Ångströms. In that situation we can consider the vector po-
tential to be spatially uniform, A(r, t) ≈ A(t), in what is called the dipole
approximation. We can then choose the gauge function χ(r, t) = −A(t)r,
which leads to the Hamiltonian:
Hˆ =∑
i
pˆ2i
2mi
−∑
i
ei rˆiE+U + HˆEM = HˆE + HˆEM + HˆI , (37)
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where E = −∂A(t)/∂t. This can be written in terms of the dipole moment
d of the charge distribution:
dˆ =∑
i
ei rˆi , (38)
giving an interaction Hamiltonian:
HˆI = −dˆEˆ , (39)
where in the last stage we used the quantized electric eld Eˆ given by Eq. (31b),
evaluated at the position of the atom. dˆ acts on the Hilbert space of the
charge system, and can be written in the basis of eigenvectors of the Hamil-
tonian of the charges alone, HˆE|i〉 = Ei|i〉:
dˆ =∑
i,j
dij |i〉〈j| , (40)
where dij ≡ 〈i|dˆ|j〉. dˆ has odd parity, and therefore, the diagonal elements
of the operator in the basis of eigenfunctions vanish [157]:
〈i|dˆ|i〉 = 0 . (41)
the jaynes cummings hamiltonian In many calculations, we
are concerned just about the optical transitions between two energy lev-
els of the matter system, |g〉 and |e〉, such that the dipole is described as a
two-level system (2LS) and dˆ is just a 2× 2 matrix, given by:
dˆ = d(σˆ† + σˆ) , (42)
where σˆ and σˆ† are the annihilation and creation operator of excitations the
2LS:
σˆ = |g〉〈e| , σˆ† = |e〉〈g| . (43)
In that case, the interaction of the dipole with a mode of the electric eld
with wavevector k and polarization λ (whose annihilation operator we de-
scribe just as aˆ ≡ aˆk,λ to ease the notation) is:
HˆI = h¯g(σˆ† + σˆ)(aˆ+ aˆ†) , (44)
where the coupling rate is given by:
h¯g = iek,λd
(
h¯ωk
2ε0V
) 1
2
eikr , (45)
with r the position of the dipole at whichA is considered to be approximately
constant.
In the rest of this Thesis, we will typically reduce the problem to single
mode interaction, i.e., we will consider the case of one resonance in a cavity
mode much closer to the transition energy of the 2LS than the rest of the
resonances of the cavity. Furthermore, we shall assume for simplicity that
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the orientation of the dipole is such that g is purely real; we will eliminate all
constant terms in the Hamiltonian that play no role in the dynamics (such
as the zero-point energy of HˆEM); and nally, we will adopt the notation
of natural units h¯ = 1. Note that, since we will take h¯ = 1 from now on,
we will speak in terms of energy and frequency indistinctly, assuming the
relationship E = h¯ω. We will also drop the ˆ notation for operators, except
in those cases where it is needed to highlight the dierence between them
and classical quantities. Considering that the cavity has a free energy ωa,
and the energy dierence between the two levels of the 2LS is ωσ, we obtain
the total Hamiltonian with notation that will be followed on the rest of the
text:
H = ωaa†a+ωσσ†σ+ g(σ† + σ)(a+ a†) . (46)
The last step is to perform a rotating wave approximation that eliminates
the fast-rotating terms gσ†a† and gσa that do not conserve energy from the
Hamiltonian, valid when g ωa,ωσ. As a result, one obtains the so-called
Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian [120]:
Edwin Thompson Jaynes(1922-1988), is knownfor initiating the MaxEnt(maximum entropy) interpre-tation of thermodynamics.Ironically, he introduced in1963 the Jaynes-CummingsHamiltonian, togetherwith his student FrederickCummings, as an effort todemonstrate that quantiza-tion of the electromagneticfield was unnecessary. In1966, he bet Peter Franken100$ whether he could,in 10 years, carry out thecalculation of the Lamb shiftwith a classical descriptionof the electromagneticfield [220]. Despite he wasable to predict a form ofspontaneous emission andLamb shift without fieldquantization, the inaccuracyof the results finally gavethe victory, decided byLamb himself, to Franken.
HJC = ωaa†a+ωσσ†σ+ g(σ†a+ σa†) . (47)
This Hamiltonian stands as the most basic description of light-matter inter-
action at the quantum level, and will be used extensively in the rest of this
Thesis.
2.3 THEORY OF OPEN QUANTUM SYSTEMS :THE LANGEV ING EQUAT IONS
We discuss now the theory of a quantum system interacting with a large
reservoir of modes from the perspective of Heisenberg’s equations of motion
for the operators. Our discussions here are mainly adapted from Refs. [41,
85, 232].
2.3.1 the quantum langevin equations
We consider a total Hamiltonian of the system S plus the reservoir R, given
by:
H = HS + HR + HSR . (48)
Here, HS is the free Hamiltonian of the system, about which we make no
assumptions yet. HR is the Hamiltonian of the reservoir, which we consider
to be an innite set of electromagnetic modes:
HR =∑
k
ωkb†kbk , (49)
with bk a bosonic annihilation operator of a photon of the bath with wavevec-
tor k. This Hamiltonian is similar to (29), but omitting the sum in polariza-
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tions; we consider for simplicity that only one polarization is relevant. Fi-
nally, the system-reservoir interaction reads:
HSR = i∑
k
gk(b†kc− bkc†) , (50)
which describes the coupling between the reservoir and a mode of the sys-
tem given by the annihilation operator c. We make no assumption regard-
ing the nature of this mode; it can be bosonic if the coupling is to a cavity
(c = a) or fermionic if the coupling is to a 2LS (c = σ). We will only as-
sume that, under the action of HS, it evolves with a resonant frequency ω0
as c(t) = e−iω0tc(0). gk is the coupling rate. This coupling Hamiltonian,
which resembles the shape of the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian (47) (but
with a dierent phase factor) can actually be regarded as the rst term of a
series expansion of any possible coupling between the bath and the system.
The Heisenberg equations of motion for bk and c are then given by:
∂bk
∂t
= −iωkbk + gkc , (51a)
∂c
∂t
= −i[c, HS]−∑
k
gk[c, c†]bk . (51b)
Equation (51a) can be formally solved to obtain:
bk = e−iωk(t−t0)bk(t0) + gk
∫ t
t0
e−iωk(t−t
′)c(t′) dt′ . (52)
Introducing (52) into (51b), we get:
∂c
∂t
= −i[c, HS]−∑
k
gk[c, c†]e−iωk(t−t0)bk(t0)
−∑
k
g2k
∫ t
t0
[c, c†]e−iωk(t−t
′)c(t′) dt′ . (53)
Note that, for notational convenience, we do not include explicitly the time
dependence on t on the operators (i.e., c ≡ c(t)).
going to the continuum limit At this point it is useful to per-
form a limit to the continuum, considering the bath is innitely large. This
is done by replacing the sums in k by the following integral:
lim
L→∞∑k
=
∫ ∞
0
ξ(ω)dω . (54)
where ξ(ω) is the mode density counting the number of states in a given dω.
We will assume a linear dispersion ωk = c|k| and a one-dimensional bath
(k = k) of length L, so that ξ(ω) = L/2pic. In this limit, the Kronecker
delta converges to the Dirac delta:
lim
L→∞
δk,k′ =
2pic
L
δ(ω−ω′) . (55)
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This leads us to the following denition of the continuous boson operators:
b(ω) =
√
L
2pic
bk , (56)
which satisfy commutation relations:
[b(ω), b†(ω)] = δ(ω−ω′) . (57)
Finally, we dene the spectral density J(ω) as:
J(ω) = ξ(ω)g2k , (58)
so that in the one-dimensional case we are considering, J(ω) = L2pic g
2
k . Then,
we rewrite Eq. (53) in the continuous limit:
∂c
∂t
= −i[c, HS]−
∫ ∞
−∞
√
J(ω)[c, c†]e−iω(t−t0)b0(ω) dω
−
∫ ∞
−∞
J(ω)2 dω
∫ t
t0
[c, c†]e−iω(t−t
′)c(t′) dt′ . (59)
where b0(ω) is the value of b(ω) at t = t0. The lower integration limit has
been extended from 0 to −∞, since only the reservoir modes of frequency
ω close to the free frequency of oscillation of c will contribute signicantly
to the integral.
first markov approximation We will now assume that J(ω) is
independent of the frequency around the range of ω where the integrals are
non-negligible, which is called the rst Markov approximation. Therefore, we
set:
J(ω) = J(ω0) ≡ γ/2pi , (60)
and dene the input eld operator as:
bin(t) ≡ 1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iω(t−t0)b0(ω) dω . (61)
Using the relation∫ ∞
−∞
e−iω(t−t
′) dω = 2piδ(t− t′) , (62)
the input eld is shown to satisfy:
[bin(t), b†in(t
′)] = δ(t− t′) . (63)
Substituting (60) and (61) in Eq. (59), using (62) and the following relation:
∫ t
t0
c(t′)δ(t− t′) = 1
2
c(t) , (64)
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we arrive to the so-called quantum Langevin equation:Paul Langevin (1872-1946),born in Paris, developedthe so-called Langevindynamics, an approach tothe dynamical modellingof molecular systems thataccounts for the omission ofexternal degrees of freedomby using stochastic differ-ential equations. A publicvoice against fascism, hewas held under house arrestby the Vichy governmentduring World War II.
∂c
∂t
= −i[c, HS]− [c, c†]
[γ
2
c+
√
γbin(t)
]
. (65)
In a similar manner, we could have write the formal solution of b(ω) as:
b(ω) = e−iω(t−t1)b1(ω)− g(ω)
∫ t1
t
e−iω(t−t
′)c(t′) dt′, (66)
dene the output eld as:
bout(t) =
1√
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iω(t−t1)b1(ω) dω , (67)
and obtain an analogous quantum Langevin equation in terms of the output
eld:
∂c
∂t
= −i[c, HS] + [c, c†]
[γ
2
c−√γbin(t)
]
. (68)
We can obtain a relation between the input and output elds by substracting
Eq. (68) from Eq. (65):
bout(t) = bin(t) +
√
γc(t) , (69)
which are the so-called input-output relations.
These equations allow us to determine the evolution of the system opera-
tor c(t) by considering bin(t) as a noise term independent of the system. This
can be done, since its denition in terms of b0(ω) allows us to freely specify
it as initial conditions assuming that, at t0, no correlation exists between the
system and the reservoir. The evolution of any system operator can then be
completely specied by xing the mean values and correlation functions of
the input eld. For example, in the simplest case where the external eld is
initially in vacuum, we have:
〈bin(t)〉 = 〈b†in(t)bin(t′)〉 = 0 , (70a)
〈bin(t)b†(t′)〉 = δ(t− t′) , (70b)
which allow us, for the case of a bosonic mode c = a with HS = ωaa†a, to
readily solve the equation for 〈a(t)〉:
〈a(t)〉 = e−γ/2〈a(0)〉 . (71)
2.3.2 the output field
Despite they can be used to do so, Langevin equations will not be employed
in this Thesis to solve the dynamics of the system. However, they provide
a key connection between the reservoir elds and the system’s dynamics
that justies the approach that we will take in the rest of the Thesis to de-
scribe the light emitted by the system. In the Heisenberg picture, the vecto-
rial component of electric eld of the reservoir in the direction of the chosen
polarization reads:
E(x, t) = E(+)(x, t) + E(−)(x, t) , (72)
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with
E(+)(x, t) = i∑
k
(
ωk
2ε0AL
) 1
2
bk(t)eikx , (73a)
E(−) = E(+)(x, t)† . (73b)
where A is the cross section of the reservoir. From Eq. (52), we see that
the output eld is then given by a free, unperturbed part plus another term
originating from the interaction with the source:
E(x, t) = E(+)f (x, t) + E
(+)
s (x, t) , (74)
where
E(+)f (x, t) = i∑
k
(
ωk
2ε0AL
) 1
2
eikx−iωk(t−t0)bk(t0) , (75)
and
E(+)s (x, t) = i∑
k
(
ωk
2ε0AL
) 1
2
eikxgk
∫ t
t0
e−iωk(t−t
′)c(t′) dt . (76)
We see that Eq. (74) and Eq. (69) are equivalent readings of the same fact:
the output eld consists on two terms; the free evolution of the initial eld
plus the uorescent eld emitted by the system. The integral in (76) can be
simplied by taking the sum in k to the continuum. Then, if we take into
account that only modes with frequency close to the resonant frequency ω0
of the mode c(t′) will contribute to the integral in ω, we can use Eq. (62) to
obtain:
E(+)s (x, t+ x/c) = i
(
ω0
2ε0Ac
)1/2√
γ c(t) (77)
for 0 < x < ct, so that:
E(+)(x, t+ x/c)− E(+)f (x, t+ x/c)
= i
(
ω0
2ε0Ac
)1/2
[bout(t)− bin(t)] = i
(
ω0
2ε0Ac
)1/2√
γ c(t) . (78)
Therefore, if the input eld is in vacuum, any normal-ordered correlator of the
output eld depends only on the system operator c, meaning that we can obtain
direct information of the system’s dynamics from the measurement of the
output eld. This important result allow us, from a theoretical point of view,
to link the observables measured in the output electric eld—which are those
accessible in the laboratory—to our description of the system alone, by mak-
ing the association c → E(+). Then, one only needs to be able to describe
the evolution of c, which we can do by means of the Langevin equation, or
the master equation that we will introduce below.
The situation is more complicated if the input eld is not in the vacuum
state [41]. However, we can always trivially extend the derivations above to
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the case of coupling to several reservoir (all of them contributing to the total
value of γ), and consider one of them (in which we perform the detection)
to be in vacuum. Then, the previous reasoning applies, and we can assume
that the output eld on that channel can be linked to the system operator
c. Therefore, in the rest of this Thesis we will work under this assumption
and not longer worry about the state of the output eld, focusing instead on
system dynamics under the assumption that normal-ordered correlators of
c are mapped into normal-ordered correlators of E(+).
2.3.3 coherent excitation
We discuss now a case of particular interest for the system’s dynamics: the
initialization of the input eld as a coherent state of frequency ωL. This
coherent state fullls:
〈b0(ω)〉 = αδ(ω−ωL) , (79a)
〈b†0(ω)b0(ω′)〉|α|2δ(ω−ωL)δ(ω′ −ωL) , (79b)
with α the amplitude of the coherent state. We can in this case dene a new
input operator
ain(t) = bin(t)− 〈bin(t)〉 , (80)
where ain(t) is a mode in vacuum and, setting t0 = 0 and using Eq. (79a),
dene the mean value of the input eld as:
〈bin(t)〉 = α√
2pi
e−iωLt . (81)
Introducing this in the Langevin equation (65), we obtain an analogous Langev-
ing equation:
∂c
∂t
= −i[c, HS]− [c, c†]
[γ
2
c+
√
γain(t)− iΩe−iωLt
]
, (82)
with a vacuum noise term proportional to ain(t), and an extra term propor-
tional to Ω, where:
Ω = i
√
γ
2pi
α . (83)
This term can be included as a coherent driving term HC in the Hamiltonian:
∂c
∂t
= −i[c, HS + HC]− [c, c†]
[γ
2
c+
√
γain(t)
]
, (84)
Assuming for simplicity a phase of the input eld that makes Ω real, this
Hamiltonian takes the form:
HC = Ω
(
σeiωLt + σ†e−iωLt
)
. (85)
This term corresponds a continuous driving that excites the system coher-
ently, and oer a good description of the pumping sustained by an external
laser, with an intensity I = |E|2 proportional to Ω2. This is the model of a
coherent driving that we will use in the rest of the Thesis.
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2.4 UN ITARY TRANSFORMAT IONS :MOV ING TO A NEW ROTAT ING FRAME
In the preceding Section we obtained a kind Hamiltonian that we will en-
counter very often
H = ωσσ†σ+Ω
(
σeiωLt + σ†e−iωLt
)
. (86)
and that is explicitly time-dependent. In this situation, a very convenient
approach is moving to the rotating frame of the laser, where these time de-
pendent terms disappear from the Hamiltonian. This is done by applying a
unitary transformation U such that:∣∣ψ′〉 = U |ψ〉 , (87)
where |ψ〉 is a state ket of the system. We will specify later which transforma-
tion is useful to eliminate the time dependence in Eq. (86), for now we leave
it undened. We want now to nd the new Hamiltonian HR (R stands for
‘reference’, or ‘rotating’) in the rotating frame, such that the time evolution
of the states |ψ′〉 follow a Schrödinger equation:
i∂t
∣∣ψ′〉 = HR ∣∣ψ′〉 . (88)
By substituting (86) in (88), it is easy to obtain:
HR = UHU† + i(∂tU)U† (89)
Now, note that as we dened it, HR is not the original Schrödinger Hamil-
tonian transformed into the new reference frame. Such a transformed Hamil-
tonias, that we will denote H′, would be given directly by the similarity
transformation H′ = UHU†. It is dened in such a way that the measured
observables are the same as in the original reference frame:
〈ψ|H |ψ〉 = 〈ψ′∣∣H′ ∣∣ψ′〉 (90)
so that it describes the same physical quantity. When we put ourselves on
this frame, however, the laws of physics seem dierent and the resulting ef-
fective dynamics do not follow the Schrödinger equation for H′ anymore;
they do, instead, for a dierent Hamiltonian that we call HR. Therefore,
when referring to the Hamiltonian of the new reference frame, we must be
aware of the vocabulary being used and pay attention to know whether it
refers to H′ or HR.
2.4.1 the interaction picture
The interaction picture is just a particular instance of the change of reference
frame just discussed. In this particular case, the unitary transformation is
chosen to be:
U = eiH0t, (91)
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where H0 is a part of the total Hamiltonian H = H0 +V, generally, a non-
interacting part whose eigenstates and eigenvalues are already known. In
this case, we have:
∂tU = iH0U , (92)
and by substitution in (89) we get:
HR = eiH0tVe−iH0t ≡ VI , (93)
which gives the usual expression for the evolution of a state in the interac-
tion picture |ψ〉I:
i∂t |ψ〉I = VI |ψ〉I . (94)
Note that when discussing the interaction picture, the usual nomenclature—
which is the one used in Eq. (94)—already makes clear that what we call HR
is in fact not the similarity-transformed Hamiltonian from the Schrödinger
picture, and therefore is denoted VI. We will nevertheless adopt the Hamilto-
nian HR terminology, because, as we will see, the eect of the unitary trans-
formation that we will typically make is just to remove the time dependence
and lower the free energies by the frequency of the laser.
2.4.2 removing the time dependence
Given a time dependence of the form:
H = ωbb†b+Ω
(
b eiωLt + b†e−iωLt
)
, (95)
with b a (bosonic or fermionic) system operator, the choice that we make in
order to eliminate the time dependence in the Hamiltonian is:
U = eiωLtb
†b , (96)
which, as one can see, is almost identical to a change to the interaction pic-
ture, but uses the frequency of the exciting eld ωL instead of the frequency
of the mode b.
By using the commutator
[
b†b, b
]
= −b (which, interestingly, is obeyed
for both bosonic and fermionic operators) and the Baker-Hausdor lema, that
reads:
e−θPˆOˆeθPˆ = Oˆ− θ[Pˆ, Oˆ]+ θ2
2!
[
Pˆ,
[
Pˆ, Oˆ
]]
+ · · · = e−θ LˆPOˆ , (97)
where
Lˆ0POˆ = Oˆ , (98a)
LˆPOˆ =
[
Pˆ, Oˆ
]
, (98b)
LˆnPOˆ = Lˆ
n−1
P
[
Pˆ, Oˆ
]
, (98c)
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one obtains:
UbeiωLtU† = eiωLt
[
b− (iωLt)b+ (iωLt)
2
2
b+ · · ·
]
= b , (99a)
Ub†e−iωLtU† = b† , (99b)
Uωbb†bU† = ωbb†b , (99c)
i(∂tU)U† = −ωLb†b , (99d)
yielding the following expression for the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame
of the laser:
HR = (ωb −ωL)b†b+Ω(b+ b†) . (100)
in which the time dependence is removed and the free energy of mode b is
substituted by its detuning to laser frequency ωL. If the total Hamiltonian
features a coupling between two modes b and c and a coherent driving of
one of them:
H = ωbb†b+ωcc†c+ g(b†c+ bc†) +Ω
(
b eiωLt + b†e−iωLt
)
, (101)
the unitary transformation needs to be:
U = eiωLt(b
†b+c†c) , (102)
and the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of the laser results in a shift of
the free energy of both modes:
HR = (ωb−ωL)b†b+(ωc−ωL)c†c+ g(b†c+ bc†)+Ω(b+ b†) . (103)
2.5 THEORY OF OPEN QUANTUM SYSTEMS : THE MAS-TER EQUAT ION
In Section 2.3, we tackled the problem of describing the dynamics of a system
S coupled to a revervoir R from the perspective of Heisenberg’s equations
of motion for the system’s operators. In this section, we introduce an alter-
native approach based on the Schrödinger picture, i.e., in the evolution of
the state vector of the system. In this description, however, the state of the
system cannot be given by a pure wavefunction. Instead, it needs to be de-
scribed in terms of a density matrix, since the basis of this approach is to
trace out the reservoir’s degrees of freedom, which forces us to describe the
system as an statistical ensemble of quantum states.
2.5.1 the master equation
Our purpose is to obtain the equations of motion for the reduced density
matrix for the system alone:
ρ(t) = TrR{ρtot(t)}. (104)
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where TrR represents the partial trace over the reservoir degrees of free-
dom. If the density matrix ρ of a composite system S⊗ R is given by: ρ =
∑
i,µ,i′,µ′
αiµα
∗
i′µ′ |iS〉 |µR〉
〈
i′S
∣∣ 〈µ′R∣∣, the parcial trace over R is dened as:
TrRρ =∑
µ′′
〈
µ′′R
∣∣ ρ ∣∣µ′′R〉 = ∑
i,i′,µ
|iS〉
〈
i′S
∣∣ αiµα∗i′µ . (105)
The evolution of the total density matrix is given by the analogue of the
Schrödinger equation to mixed states, the von Neumann equation:
∂ρtot
∂t
= −i[H, ρtot] , (106)
where H is the total Hamiltonian of the system and reservoir, as in Eq.(48).
The density matrix in the interaction picture (see Section 2.4.1) is given by:
ρ˜tot = ei(HS+HR)tρtote−i(HS+HR)t , (107)
and evolves according to:
∂ρ˜tot
∂t
= −i[ ˜HSR(t), ρ˜tot(t)]. (108)
where ˜HSR is explicitly time-dependent in the interaction picture. By for-
mally integrating Eq.(108) and puting the solution back on the commutator,
we get:
∂ρ˜tot
∂t
= −i[H˜SR, ρtot(0)]−
∫ t
0
[H˜SR(t), [H˜SR(t′), ρ˜tot(t′)]]dt′ . (109)
In the same way that we assumed a given initial state of the output eld
uncorrelated from the system for the derivation of the Langevin equations,
we will now assume that at t = 0 the total density matrix of the system and
the reservoir is factorized:
ρtot(0) = ρ(0)ρR(0) , (110)
where ρR(0) is a reservoir density matrix and ρ(0) is the initial state of the
system. The partial trace over ρ˜tot gives:
TrR{ρ˜tot} = eiHStρe−iHSt = ρ˜ , (111)
and, after tracing over the reservoir in (109), we get:
∂ρ˜
∂t
= −
∫ t
0
dt′ TrR{[H˜SR(t), [H˜SR(t′), ρ˜tot(t′)]]} (112)
where for simplicity we assumed TrR[H˜SRρR(0)] = 0 to remove the rst
term.
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born approximation We make know the so-called Born approxi-
mation, in which by using the fact that the system and the reservoir remain
uncorrelated to zeroth order in HSR:
ρ˜tot(t) = ρ˜(t)ρR(0) +O(HSR) . (113)
we can write Eq. (112) to second-order in HSR, obtaining the master equation
in the Born approximation::
∂ρ˜
∂t
= −
∫ t
0
dt′ TrR{[H˜SR(t), [H˜SR(t′), ρ˜(t′)ρR(0)]]} . (114)
2.5.2 markov approximation and lindblad equation
We will now consider a specic model for the interaction with the form of
Eq. (50), as we did in Section 2.3. In the interaction picture, it reads:
H˜SR(t) = i∑
k
gk
(
b†kce
i(ωk−ω0)t + bkc†e−i(ωk−ω0)t
)
≡ Γ˜† c˜+ Γ˜c˜† (115)
By substituting it in Eq. (114), we obtain:
∂ρ˜
∂t
= −
∫ t
0
dt′
{[
cc†ρ˜(t′)− c†ρ˜(t′)c
]
e−iω0(t−t
′)〈Γ˜†(t)Γ˜(t′)〉
+
[
c†cρ˜(t′)− cρ˜(t′)c†
]
eiω0(t−t
′)〈Γ˜(t)Γ˜†(t′) + h.c.
}
(116)
where 〈Γ˜†(t)Γ˜(t′)〉 ≡ TrR{Γ†(t)Γ˜(t′)ρR(0)} and we have assumed the
reservoir to be in a thermal state at temperature T (vacuum corresponding
to the particular case of T = 0):
〈bkbq〉 = 0 , (117a)
〈b†kbq〉 = nT(ωk)δk,q , (117b)
nT(ωk) =
e−ωk/kBT
1− e−ωk/kBT (117c)
yielding:
〈Γ˜†(t)Γ˜†(t′)〉 = 0 , (118a)
〈Γ˜(t)Γ˜(t′)〉 = 0 , (118b)
〈Γ˜†(t)Γ˜(t′)〉 =∑
k
g2ke
iωk(t−t′)nT(ωk) , (118c)
〈Γ˜(t)Γ˜†(t′)〉 =∑
k
g2ke
−iωk(t−t′)[nT(ωk) + 1] . (118d)
markov approximation The second approximation that we make
is the Markov approximation: it assumes that any change imprinted by the
system into the reservoir trough the interaction HSR is quickly lost, i.e., that
the correlation functions of the reservoir, Eq. (118), decay very fast on time.
The possibility of these changes aecting back S is what makes Eq. (114) non
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Markovian, i.e., the evolution of ρ(t) depends on its past values ρ(t′). If cor-
relations are quickly lost, these changes cannot go back to S; mathematically,
this amounts to replacing ρ(t′) by ρ(t) in Eq. (114), since the integrand de-
cays faster than the typical timescale in which ρ(t) varies signicantly. This
yields the master equation in the Born-Marko approximation:
∂ρ˜
∂t
=Re{A}[2c†ρ˜c− cc†ρ˜− ρ˜cc†] + Re{B}[2cρ˜c† − c†cρ˜− ρ˜c†c]
− i Im{A+ B}[c†c, ρ˜] (119)
with
A =
∫ t
0
dτ〈Γ˜†(t)Γ˜(t− τ)〉e−iω0τ , (120a)
B =
∫ t
0
dτ〈Γ˜(t)Γ˜†(t− τ)〉eiω0τ . (120b)
Taking the continuum limit (54) in Eq. (118), using the denition (58) of
the spectral density, and the relationship:
lim
t→∞
∫ t
0
e−i(ω−ω0)τ dτ = piδ(ω−ω0) + i P.V.
ω0 −ω , (121)
where P.V. indicates the Cauchy principal value, we obtain:
Re{A} = pi J(ω0)nT(ω0) (122a)
Re{B} = pi J(ω0)[nT(ω0) + 1] (122b)
Im{A+ B} = ∆
= P.V.
∫ ∞
0
J(ω)nT(ω)
ω0 −ω dω+ P.V.
∫ ∞
0
J(ω)[nT(ω) + 1]
ω0 −ω dω (122c)
We transform now back to the Schrodinger picture:
∂ρ
∂t
= −i[HS, ρ] + e−iHSt ∂ρ˜
∂t
eiHSt , (123)
and use Eq.(122), together with the denition of γ of Eq. (60), to write the
master equation of a system in contact with a thermal reservoir :
∂ρ
∂t
=− i[HS, ρ]− i∆[c†c, ρ]
+
γ
2
[nT(ω0) + 1]
(
2cρc† − c†cρ− ρc†c
)
+
γ
2
nT(ω0)
(
2c†ρc− cc†ρ− ρcc†
)
. (124)
This master equation, with special emphasis on the case of a reservoir in vac-
uum, nT(ω0) = 0, will be the central equation of motion which, in dierent
variants, we solve in this Thesis. The term proportional to ∆ is a Lamb shift,
which we will always consider to be included in the denition of ω0. In a
system with several emitters coupled to the same reservoir, it would yield a
coherent coupling between the modes; special attention must be taken then
with the counter-rotating terms in the coupling Hamiltonian, that we did
not consider here but that become relevant in that case [95].
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the lindblad eqation Equation (124) has the form of a Linblad
master equation:
∂ρ
∂t
= −i[H, ρ] +∑
O
Γc
2
LO(ρ) , (125)
where the sum is over a set of operators O that form a linear basis in the
system’s Hilbert space, and LO(ρ) are the so-called Lindblad terms:
LO(ρ) ≡
(
2OρO† −O†Oρ− ρO†O
)
. (126)
Equation (125) describes a general, physical evolution of the density matrix;
it is trace-preserving and completely positive for any initial condition. In A completely positive(CP) trace-preservingmap between spaces ofoperators are known inquantum information theoryas a quantum channel.
physical terms, each Lindblad termLc(ρ) accounts for some type of incoher-
ent processes induced in the system due to its interaction with the reservoir.
For instance, O = c describes a leakage of excitations on mode c, which
are transformed into photons of the output eld. In the example of Eq. (124),
this phenomenon occurs at a rate Γc2 =
γ
2 [nT(ω0 + 1)] and it is present
as well when the reservoir is in vacuum, describing the spontaneous emis-
sion of photons into the environment. On the other hand, O = c† describes
an incoherent source of excitations into the system, it is dependent on the
temperature, and we refer to it as incoherent pumping.
In a general scenario, Γc and Γc† do not need to be connected by the tem-
perature T as in Eq. (124). For instance, in semiconductor QDs, which we
theoretically described as a 2LS with annihilation operator σ, an incoher-
ent pumping term can originate from the excitation of electron-hole pairs at
higher energies, than then relax into the exciton level [174]. One then xes
independently Γσ ≡ γσ an Γσ† ≡ P [62, 149, 150]. Another typical Lindblad
term arises from an interacting Hamiltonian of the type HSR = Γ†c†c+ h.c.,
and it has the form γφ2 Lc†c(ρ). This process is known as pure dephasing, and
it has the eect of destroying coherences in the density matrix (o-diagonal
elements) while keeping intact the populations. It typically originates from
the coupling to a vibrational phonon bath. As an example, a semiconductor
QD under incoherent pumping and pure dephasing could be described by
the following master equation:
∂ρ
∂t
= −i[Hρ] + γσ
2
Lσ(ρ) + P2Lσ†(ρ) +
γφ
2
Lσ†σ(ρ) . (127)
2.6 COMPUT ING OBSERVABLES
2.6.1 the liouvillian and the steady state
The general master equation (125) is usually expressed as:
∂ρ
∂t
= Lρ , (128)
where L is the Liouvillian superoperator. In this form, the master equation
nds a very simple, formal solution:
ρ(t) = eLtρ(0) . (129)
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The easiest way to deal with the Liouvillian superoperator, both from a con-
ceptual and a practical point of view, is to picture it simply as a matrix of
dimension h2 × h2, with h the dimension of the Hilbert space, acting on a
ρ that has been ‘attened’ to become a vector ρ of dimension h2. It is easy
to deduce from (129) that, in order for L to describe a physical evolution
that brings the system towards a steady-state, all its eigenvalues λi must
have a negative real part, except an eigenvalue which will be equal to zero,
λ0 = 0. The eigenstate of L with eigenvalue λ0 (its nullspace) is indeed the
steady-state of the system ρSS, since it will satisfy:
LρSS = 0 . (130)
Many of the calculations performed in this Thesis consist in the computa-
tion of such a steady-state. Once L has been written in matrix form and the
elements of ρSS have been arranged in the shape of a vector, ρSS, Eq. (130)
takes the form of a linear system of equations which are, however, not in-
dependent. An ecient way of computing the steady state is to substitute
any of these equations (we arbitrarily choose the rst one) by the constraint
Tr{ρSS} = 1. This amount to changing the rst row of L by another one
with 1s in those entries L1,i that multiply and element of the diagonal of ρSS,
ρSS,i = ρSS,kk, and 0s in the rest. This yields a matrixM that gives solution
for ρSS in terms of a simple linear equation:
ρSS =M−1c , (131)
with c and independent term simply given by c = (1, 0 · · · , 0).
The numerical computation of the steady state will normally imply the
truncation of a Hilbert space that, as in the case of a simple harmonic oscil-
lator, is formally innite. The numerical denition of the superoperator L,
which benets greatly from its sparse nature, can be done very eciently by
using the following rule [171]:
Kρ = (Aˆ⊗ BˆT)ρ↔ K(ρ) = AˆρBˆ . (132)
This tells us the way in which the superoperatorK(ρ) acting on ρ as AˆρBˆ is
translated into a h2 × h2 matrix that multiplies ρ in the ‘vectorized’ frame-
work. This matrix is simply given by Kronecker product of the two operators.
With this rule, every term in the Lindblad equation (125) can be immediately
cast into this matrix form. Once the steady state density matrix ρSS has been
determined, any steady state mean value of a system observable X can triv-
ially be computed as:
〈X〉SS = Tr{XρSS} . (133)
While this method to build L and get ρSS is ecient and fairly automatic, in
order to compute steady state observables it is sometimes more convenient
to write down the equations of motion of the observables themselves. For a
general master equation such as Eq. (125), the equation of motion for 〈X〉 is
given by:
∂〈X〉
∂t
= Tr
{
X
∂ρ
∂ρ
}
= −i〈[X, H]〉+∑
O
ΓO
2
(
〈[O†,X]O〉+ 〈O†[X,O]〉
)
.
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(134)
This equation depends on the values of other observables of the system,
dening a set of correlators whose equations of motion are coupled. While
this set might be indeed innite, there are occasions in which it is nite
even if the dimension of the Hilbert space is not [58]. In that case, one can
compute steady state observables exactly without resorting to any kind of
truncation.
2.6.2 the quantum regression theorem
We have already encountered expectation values of the form 〈A(t)B(t′)〉,
featuring a product of operators evaluated at dierent times, c.f. Eq. (118).
To compute these correlators in the framework of the master equation (i.e.,
Schrödinger picture) we recourse to a theorem routinely applied in quan-
tum optics: the quantum regression theorem. In this Section we outline the
derivation provided by K. Mølmer in [166].
If we consider an orthonormal set of states {|i〉}, any system operator A
can be written as:
A =∑
ij
Aij |i〉〈j| . (135)
We can see that the information about the system is then encoded in the
expectation values 〈|i〉〈j|〉, since the expectation values of any operator will
be given by:
〈A〉 =∑
ij
Aij〈|i〉〈j|〉 . (136)
We can then write the density matrix as:
ρ =∑
ij
ρij |i〉〈j| , (137a)
ρij = 〈|j〉〈i|〉 (137b)
so that
〈A〉 = Tr{ρA} . (138)
In this terms, if we dene a matrix ρA(t, τ) as:
ρA,ij(t, τ) ≡ 〈A(t)(|j〉〈i|)(t+ τ)〉 , (139)
the two-time expectation value 〈A(t)B(t+ τ)〉 can be written as:
〈A(t)B(t+ τ)〉 =∑
ij
〈A(t)Bji|(|j〉〈i|)(t+ τ)〉
= ∑
ij
ρA,ij(t, τ)Bji = Tr{ρA(t, τ)B} . (140)
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The problem reduces then to calculate the evolution of ρA(t, τ) as a function
of τ, given by:
∂
∂τ
〈A(t)(|j〉〈i|)(t+ τ)〉 = 〈A(t) ∂
∂τ
(|j〉〈i|)(t+ τ)〉 . (141)
Let us now write the evolution of the density matrix, Eq. (128), as:
∂ρij
∂t
=∑
mn
Lij,mnρmn . (142)
This means that, to keep consistency with Eq. (137), the evolution of the
operators (|j〉〈i|)(t) must be:
∂
∂t
(|j〉〈i|)(t) =∑
mn
Lij,mn(|n〉〈m|)(t) + Fji(t) , (143)
where Fij(t) are operators with expectation value equal to zero. The pres-
ence of these operators originates from the coupling to the reservoir, and
though they do not appear in the master equation due to the zero mean,
they are necessary to preserve relations between products of operators suchThe fluctuation dissipationtheorem establishes thatany kind of damping mustalso have associatedsome sort of diffusion.
as commutators. They are the analogue to the noise terms in the Langevin
equations, and as such, are a manifestation of the uctuation dissipation the-
orem.
By substituting Eq. (143) in (141), those terms involving the average of Fij
disappear by assuming that 〈A(t)Fji(t + τ)〉 = 〈A(t)〉〈Fji(t + τ)〉 = 0,
leaving:
∂
∂τ
〈A(t)(|j〉〈i|)(t+ τ)〉 =
∑
mn
Lij,mn〈A(t)(|n〉〈m|)(t+ τ)〉 (τ ≥ 0) , (144)
or, in short:
∂
∂τ
ρA,ij(t, τ) =∑
mn
Lij,mnρA,mn(t, τ) (τ ≥ 0) . (145)
This means that ρA(t, τ) follows the same dynamical equation as the density
matrix, but starting from a dierent initial state, given by:
ρA(t, 0) = 〈A(t)(|j〉〈i|)(t)〉 = Tr{ρA(|j〉〈i|)} = ρA (146)
and, from Eq. (140), the two-time expectation value is given by:
〈A(t)B(t+ τ)〉 = Tr
{
BeLτ[ρ(t)A]
}
. (147)
The two-time correlation can then be obtained form the knowledge of L
alone, without any information on the noise operators Fij. This is the Quan-
tum Regression Theorem. It is important to note that expression (147) is for
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positive τ only; for τ < 0 we cannot assume that A(t) and Fji(t+ τ) are un-
correlated. We can however repeat the argument for an analogue correlator
of the form 〈A(t+ τ)B(t)〉, for τ > 0, which yields:
〈A(t+ τ)B(t)〉 = Tr
{
AeLτ[Bρ(t)]
}
. (148)
This argument can be extended to multiple times, giving:
〈A(t3)B(t2)C(t1)〉 = Tr
{
AeL(t3−t2)
[
BeL(t2−t1)[Cρ(t3)
]}
(149)
for t3 > t2 > t1. Another type of correlator that we will usually encounter
is of the form 〈A(t)B(t+ τ)C(t)〉, which applying the quantum regression
theorem reads:
〈A(t)B(t+ τ)C(t)〉 = Tr
{
AeL(τ)[Cρ(t)B]
}
. (150)
2.6.3 the fluorescence spectrum
One of the immediate applications of the quantum regression theorem is the
calculation of the spectrum of the light emitted by the system. In 1977, Eberly
and Wódziewicz considered the problem of dening a time-dependent spec-
trum S(ω, t) of a non-stationary eld E(t) [73], a subtle problem given that
one aims to retain the dependence on two conjugate variables, frequency
and time. In the experiment, the dependence on both time and frequency
can be retained because the lter has a nite linewidth, meaning that fre-
quency is not perfectly determined and, therefore, time is not completely
undetermined. One is forced the include this indeterminacy in the theory
as well, which amounts to working with a ltered version of the eld. The
standard choice is a Lorentzian lter, that gives, in the frequency domain, a
frequency-ltered eld Eω0,Γ(ω):
Eω0,Γ(ω) ≡ H(ω;ω0, Γ)E(ω) , (151)
with H(ω;ω0, Γ) the function of a lter of linewidth Γ, centered at ω0
H(ω,ω0, Γ) =
(Γ/2)eiω0
Γ/2− i(ω−ω0) . (152)
By Fourier transforming Eω0,Γ(ω) back to the time domain, we get the fre-
quency and time dependent ltered eld:
Eω0,Γ(t) =
Γ
2
∫ ∞
0
e−(iω0+Γ/2)t
′
E(t− t′) dt′ , (153)
from which the time-dependent spectrum is then obtained:
SΓ(ω, t) ≡ 〈E∗ω,Γ(t)Eω,Γ(t)〉
=
(
Γ
2
)2 ∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e(iω0−Γ/2)t1e(iω0−Γ/2)t2〈E∗(t− t1)E(t− t2)〉 dt1dt2 .
(154)
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In most occasions, we will consider limit of a steady state spectrum:
S(ω) ≡ lim
Γ→0
t→∞
SΓ(ω, t) , (155)
and by means of the association E+(t) ∝ a(t) that we discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.2, we will describe the uorescence spectrum of the light emitted by
the mode a as:
S(ω) =
1
pi
Re
∫ ∞
0
eiωτ〈a†(0)a(τ)〉dτ , (156)
which is has the form given by the Wiener-Khinchine theorem [73, 160, 235]
and is normalized to the steady state population of the mode:∫ ∞
−∞
S(ω) dω = 〈a†a〉 = Tr
{
a†aρSS
}
. (157)
calculation of the spectrum By means of the quantum regres-
sion theorem, Eq. (146), we can express the spectrum as:
S(ω) =
1
pi
Re Tr
{∫ ∞
0
eiωτaeLτ[ρSSa†]
}
. (158)
The evolution given by L is trace-preserving, so for any value of τ, we must
always have
Tr
{
eLτ[ρSSa†]
}
= Tr
{
ρSSa†
}
= 〈a†〉 . (159)
On the other side, in the limit τ → ∞, the result of the evolution of ρSSa†
by the action of L must be proportional to ρSS, which is the eigenstate of L
of eigenvalue 0. Therefore, we nd:
lim
τ→∞ e
Lτ[ρSSa†] = 〈a†〉ρSS . (160)
We can then formally integrate Eq. (158) to obtain:
S(ω) =
1
pi
Re Tr
{
−a 1L+ iω
[
ρSS
(
a† − 〈a†〉
)]}
+ Sc(ω) . (161)
where
Sc(ω) = δ(ω)|〈a〉|2 (162)
is the coherent component of the spectrum. In the following we will omit this
term, since the rst is the one that contains all the non-trivial information
of the quantum dynamics of the system.
In this form, the calculation of S(ω) requires the evaluation of the inverse
of L + iω for each ω that we choose. Since we are interested in a whole
range of ω, for computational purposes it is more convenient to write the
inverse in terms of the diagonalized Liouvillian −D, which satises:
−D = E−1LE , (163)
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where E is the matrix of eigenvectors of L. One then has:
eLτ = −EeDτE−1 (164)
and the formal integration of the spectrum yields:
S(ω) =
1
pi
Re Tr
{
aE 1D − iωE
−1
[
ρSS
(
a† − 〈a†〉
)]}
(165)
We have thus translated the problem to computing the eigenvectors E , but
now it needs to be done only once. In the ‘vectorized’ framework, we write
ρSS(a† − 〈a†〉) as a vector ρA, such that the product of a inside the trace is
another vector:
E 1D − iωE
−1ρA ≡ ξ . (166)
Now, taking h as the size of the truncated Hilbert space, we can recast this
vector again into matrix form:
Mmn ≡ ξh(m−1)+n , (167)
and express the spectrum as:
S(ω) =
1
pi
Re Tr {Ma} . (168)
It is easy to see that ξα is given by:
ξα =∑
β
Qαβ
1
λβ − iω , (169)
with λβ ≡ Dβ,β the β-th eigenvalue of L, and
Q = Ediag
(
E−1ρA
)
. (170)
The spectrum is thus given by:
S(ω) =
1
pi
Re∑
β
∑
k,n
Qh(k−1)+n,βank
λβ − iω , (171)
which can be written in a more illustrating way:
S(ω) =
1
pi ∑
β
[
(γβ/2)Lβ
(ω−ωβ)2 + (γβ/2)2 −
(ω−ωβ)Kβ
(ω−ωβ)2 + (γβ/2)2
]
,
(172a)
ωβ ≡ Im{λβ} , (172b)
γβ ≡ 2 Re{λβ} , (172c)
Lβ ≡ Re{Zβ} , (172d)
Kβ ≡ Im{Zβ} , (172e)
Zβ ≡
h
∑
kn
Qh(k−1)+n,βank . (172f)
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This tells us that the uorescence spectrum is made of a sum of Lorentzian
shapes, centered at a frequency given by the imaginary part of the Liouvil-
lian eigenvalues and with a linewidth given by their real part. The weight of
each the Lorentzian is given by Lβ, such that the integrated spectrum is:∫
S(ω) dω =∑
β
Lβ , (173)
and each of them has a dispersive term proportional to Kβ that breaks the
symmetry of the Lorentzian around ωβ.
3THE COLORED HANBURYBROWN-TWISS EFFECT
Color is my daylong obsession, joy, and torment.
— Claude Monet
3.1 INTRODUCT ION
Is light ultimately a wave, or a particle? This question has been the focusof one of the longest debates in scientic history, with successive newdiscoveries, such as Newton’s corpuscle theory, Huygens’ wavefronts,
Maxwell’s ndings on electromagnetism, Young’s double slit interference,
or the photoelectric eect, that seemed to balance alternatively the discus-
sion in favour of one of the two views. The last of these discoveries was
the Hanbury Brown-Twiss eect, evidenced by Robert Hanbury Brown and
Richard Twiss in the late 1950s. In a time when wave-particle duality was
already a well established concept, and the nature of light was apparently
perfectly understood, the discovery of correlations between independently
emitted photons, clear from the wave standpoint, oered a last challenge
to the understanding of light as an ensemble of quantum particles. These
observations kindled a discussion that would culminate with the rened de-
velopment of the idea of coherence by Roy. J. Glauber and the birth of the
eld of quantum optics.
This Chapter focuses on the theoretical description of a pioneering exper-
iment studying frequency-resolved correlations between photons. This ex-
periment has revealed that, in contrast to what Hanbury Brown and Twiss
observed in the 1950s, when light within a single spectral peak is frequency-
ltered, photons of dierent frequencies show a tendency to avoid each
other. The theoretical results of this Chapter evidence that this behaviour
does not correspond to any particular feature of the light source but, on the
contrary, constitute a fundamental phenomenon that extends the seminal
observations of Hanbury Brown and Twiss to the full color domain.
The results exposed in this chapter are published Scientic Reports [211?
].
3.1.1 the intensity interferometer
At the end of World War II, radar technology, initially conceived for military
purposes, started being applied to more pacic endeavours. In particular, the Radio sources are as-tronomical objects thatemit strong radio waves,and represent some of themost violent and energeticphysical events on theuniverse.
development in the detection of radio waves—originally intended to detect
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reected waves from distant, metallic objects such as planes—opened the
way for the observation of previously unknown stellar objects known as
radio sources, leading to the birth of radio astronomy.
The rst problem faced by radio astronomers was to determine the size of
the new, bright radio stars that were being discovered, such as Cassiopeia A
and Cygnus A. Working on this question, Hanbury Brown made the follow-Robert Hanbury Brown(1916-2002) was a Britishscientist born in Aru-vankadu, India. He playeda crucial role in the de-velopment of the airboneradar. His most importantcontributions are the onesdiscussed in this section:the development of theintensity interferometerand the discovery of theHanbury Brown-Twiss effect.
ing observation:
“If the radiation received at two places is mutually coherent, then the uctu-
ation in the intensity of the signals received at those two places is also corre-
lated” [101].
Based on this insightful realization, and with the mathematical aid of his
collegue Richard Twiss, Hanbury Brown led the development of completely
new kind of interferometer: the intensity interferometer. In this kind of de-
vice, light coming from a given source is detected by two dierent detectors,
and their intensities are correlated, in contrast to the Michelson interferom-
eter, in which light is rst made to interfere and then collected on a single
detector.
To understand the working principle behind intensity interferometry, and
the comparison with the usual phenomenon of optical interference, we will
consider the case depicted in Fig. 3.1: two light sources S1 and S2 and two
detectors D1 and D2, with dS the distance between the sources, and dD the
distance between the detectors. We will assume that the distance between
sources and detectors, L, is much larger than dS and dD. If the source Si emits
a spherical electromagnetic wave of amplitude ai, wavevector k and phase
φi, the total amplitude of the electric eld at detector Di is approximately
given by:
Ei =
1
L
(
a1eik ri+iφ1 + a2eik ri
′+iφ2
)
, (174)
where i ∈ {1, 2}, ri = |ri|, and ri are the distances dened in Fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Schematic view of a HanburyBrown and Twiss experiment. Light comingfrom two sources falls into two detectors D1and D2. The intensities of the light fields de-tected at D1 and D2 are then correlated.
The intensity in each of the detectors will therefore be given by:
Ii = |Ei|2 = 1L2
[
|a1|2 + |a2|2 + Re
(
a∗1a2e
ik(r1 ′−r1)+i(φ2−φ1)
)]
(175)
This equation describes the conventional spatial interference pattern in the
intensity of the light eld typically discussed in classical optics. It requires a
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xed phase relationship between the two elds, which is usually achieved by
splitting a quasi-monochromatic eld in parts that are later recombined to in-
terfere. Despite the theoretical simplicity of its description, the observation
of this direct interference between the light coming from two independent
sources could not be observed until the development of the laser in the 1960s, A laser (acronym for “lightamplification by stimulatedemission of radiation”)was built for the first timein 1960 by Theodore H.Maiman at Hughes Re-search Laboratories, basedon the theoretical work ofCharles Hard Townes andArthur Leonard Schawlow.
which provided for the rst time a source of coherent light whose amplitude
and phase remains constant for a time long enough to be measured.
If, on the contrary, the elds would have unstable, uctuating phases,
these interference fringes would no longer be visible. We can easily prove
this by considering the phases φi as quantities that vary randomly in time,
so that every physical observable of the electric eld that depends on the
phase O(φi) has to be regarded as a stochastic variable. The quantities of
interest are then the expectation values 〈O(φi)〉, given by averaging O(t)
over many stochastic realizations of the phase evolution or, in a steady state,
by averaging it over time. Under a random evolution of the phase with zero
mean value, 〈φi〉, the averaged intensity of Eq. (175) takes the form:
〈I1〉 = 〈I2〉 = 1L2 (|a1|
2 + |a2|2). (176)
Interestingly, even in situations in which no interference pattern can be ob-
served in the intensities themselves, the measurement of intensity correla-
tions, dened as the average of the product of intensities 〈I1 I2〉, can reveal
that interference has actually taken place. It is easy to demonstrate this math-
ematically: if we perform the average 〈I1 I2〉 using Eq. (175) we are left with
a non-vanishing interference term,
〈I1 I2〉 = 1L4
{
|a1|4 + |a2|4 + 2|a1|2|a2|2[1+ cos[k(r1 − r2 − r1′ + r2′))]
}
,
(177)
that depends on the separation between the two sources. This interference
term, the basis of the intensity interferometer, is also of a lower frequency
and more robust to atmospheric eects as compared to the Michelson inter-
ferometer [209].
The rst realization of an intensity interferometer was in the early 1950s [37],
when Hanbury Brown and Twiss measured the diameter of several radio
sources using two radio telescopes. Radio waves coming from a star have
an approximately constant amplitude and phase on a certain coherence area
at a given time, and, as originally noted by Hanbury Brown, the output sig-
nal of two detectors placed within this area will be correlated, see Fig. 3.2.
When the separation between the detectors increases, the signals recorded
by both of them become less correlated, reaching a point, when the distance
between them is larger than the transverse coherence length, where they uc-
tuate independently. From this transverse coherence length one can infer
the apparent size of the star.
In the optical domain, the rst evidence of the interference of light com-
ing from independent sources was provided by Forrester, Gudmundson and
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Figure 3.2: Working principle of Hanbury Brownand Twiss’s stellar interferometer. The curves cor-responds to the intensity measured by the detec-tors as a function of time: when the detectors donot fall within the same coherence area, the fluc-tuations of their output signals are not correlated.
Johnson in 1955, in a pioneering experiment that measured the beating be-
tween two spectral components of the light emitted from a thermal source [82].
More importantly, they demonstrated that the delay between photon absorp-
tion and electron emission in the photodetectors was small enough to follow
the rapid uctuations of the light intensity, which allowed to measure inten-
sity correlations in the optical domain. This was precisely what Hanbury
Brown and Twiss decided to do in order to test the working principle of the
new interferometer with visible light. Certainly, if it worked for electromag-
netic waves at radio frequency, it should work as well at optical frequencies.
However, scientists had got used to think of visible light as composed of
photons (contrary to the case of radio waves, that nobody regarded as an
ensemble of photons, even if they are). Because of this, the idea of Hanbury
Brown and Twiss found a strong opposition when it was applied to the op-
tical domain; the principle behind their device challenged the physical un-
derstanding of some of the brightest minds of the time, who still had very
present Dirac’s words from his celebrated textbook on quantum mechanics:
“Each photon then interferes only with itself. Interference between dierent pho-
tons never occurs” [71].
Thinking in term of quantum particles, it was indeed dicult to understand
that photons emitted from independent atoms of the surface of a star could
show any tendency to arrive together to two photodetectors placed within a
certain coherence area. The opposition that Hanbury Brown and Twiss faced
was so erce that, in the own words of Hanbury Brown: “If science had a
Pope, we would have been excommunicated” [101]. Despite the experiment of
Forrester, Gudmundson and Johnson (1955) [82] had already proved the op-
tical mixture between independent photons, Dirac’s words were denitely
challenged by the experiment performed by Hanbury Brown and Twiss in
1956 [102] in which, in order to demonstrate that the working principle of
their interferometer held in the visible domain, they measured the correlated
arrival of photons emitted from a thermal source. They described this source
as coherent, meaning quasi-monochromatic, since this was before the change
in the terminology of coherence introduced by Glauber. The experiment they
devised unveiled a fundamental phenomenon, the Hanbury Brown-Twiss ef-
fect, that eventually led to the birth of quantum optics, and the experimen-
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tal conguration that they devised, the Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup (see
Fig. 3.3), became an ubiquitous experiment in the eld.
3.1.2 the hbt effect: photon bunching
The HBT experiment analyzed the intensity correlations on the light emitted
by a mercury arc (that can be regarded as a thermal source). This time, the
two detectors were placed at the outport ports of a beam splitter that divided
a single light beam coming from the source, previously ltered to achieve a
monochromatic eld. If the length of the two output paths were made equal,
the detected signals should be the same and the uctuations would therefore
be correlated. As the path lengths become dierent, one would study the
correlations between the signal and itself at dierent times, and it would
become less correlated; the experiment can indeed be equally understood
by considering the time correlations of the intensity measured by a single
detector. The fact that the signals are correlated when there are zero delay
seemed surprising when one thought in term of photons: it implied that
photons emitted from a thermal source show a tendency to arrive together
to the detectors, the so called photon bunching eect.
This eect was again easy to understand when thinking of light in clas-
sical terms, but dicult to believe for many if one pictured it in terms of
photons emitted by independent atoms. A subsequent work by Brannen and
Ferguson [36] tried to disprove it with an experiment that, as later noted by
HBT themselves [103], lacked the sensitivity to reveal the phenomenon. The
atmosphere of confusion regarding the eect is well summarized by the fol-
lowing sentence from the paper of Brannen and Ferguson: “(. . . ) if such a
correlation did exist, it would call for a major revision of some fundamental
concepts in quantum mechanics”.
the classical view From a classical point of view, the origin of the
correlations observed by HBT is clear. We can consider thermal/chaotic light
as a sum of the electric elds emitted by N radiating atoms; the eld Ei(t)
emitted by the i-th atom is written as:
Ei(t) = E0eiω0t+φi(t). (178)
Figure 3.3: Schematic view of a typical HanburyBrown and Twiss setup. A light beam is separated ona beam splitter (BS) and directed into two detectorsD1 and D2. The intensities of the light fields detectedat D1 and D2 are correlated at C.
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Here, the phase φi(t) is a stochastic variable that changes randomly, due
for instance to atomic collisions (see Fig. 3.4). The total electric eld is then
given by:
E(t) =
N
∑
i=1
Ei(t) = E0 e−iω0t
[
N
∑
i=1
eiφi(t)
]
= E0 e−iω0ta(t)eiψ(t) . (179)
Figure 3.4: Chaotic electrif field. a, Stochastic dynamics of the phase φi(t) of thelight emitted by an individual atom.b, Fluctuating intensity of a chaotic field E(t). c,Distribution of chaotic light in phase space, each point representing the value of theelectric field at a given time.
It is easy to see that the intensity of the total eld I(t) = E∗(t)E(t) uc-
tuates around the mean value I¯ = N E0 as given by the stochastic amplitude
term a(t). The origin of this term is the interference between all the atomic
contributions to the eld, and the eect of this interference is to decrease
the intensity of the eld with respect to the mean value at some times, and
increase it at other, eectively cluttering the eld and originating the bunch-
ing eect.
the qantum view The description of the eect from the quantum
point of view was insightfully explained by Purcell [191], settling the argu-
ment that had took place during 1956. When considering Dirac’s words (“a
photon interferes only with itself” ), one must bear in mind that “itself” is ill
dened when the photons involved are indistinguishable. In this case, it is
well known that exchange degeneracy gives rise to interference eects inExchange degeneracyrefers to fact that all ketsof the form c1|φ1,φ2〉 +c2|φ2,φ1〉 give the sameset of eigenvalues whenmeasurement is performed.
which it is twice as likely to nd two identical Bose particles together as
it would be if we calculated that probability considering independent parti-
cles. This is the quantum-mechanical origin of the eect observed by HBT,
and the fact that it can be perfectly described by classical theory shows that
the principle of superposition in classical electromagnetism is ultimately a
manifestation of the bosonic character of photons.
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3.1.3 measuring the correlations: second order correlationfunction
The calculations of Purcell indicated that the positive correlations would be
clearer using a more monochromatic source (as will be discussed later). This
posed the question, after the development of the laser on the 1960s, whether
the correlations observed by HBT would also be present on these highly sta-
ble, monochromatic light beams, generated by strong polarization currents
that were known to emit Poissonian distribution of photons (henceforth, sta-
tistically independent) [92]. In order to answer that question, in an eort that
awarded him a Nobel Prize in 2005, Roy. J. Glauber formalized the theory of
optical coherence by dening rigorously the quantity describing the count-
ing measurements of HBT: the second-order correlation function g(2), dened
as:
g(2)(t, τ) =
〈Eˆ−(t)Eˆ−(t+ τ)Eˆ+(t+ τ)Eˆ+(t)〉
〈Eˆ−(t)Eˆ+(t)〉〈Eˆ−(t+ τ)Eˆ+(t+ τ)〉 , (180)
with Eˆ±(t) the negative/positive frequency part of the Heisenberg electric
eld operator at time t and τ the time delay between detections (omitting
position dependence for simplicity). Now a central quantity in quantum op-
tics, it describes the statistical distribution between photons in their stream
of temporal detection. In a steady state, this quantity is independent of t:
g(2)(t, τ) = g(2)(τ) . (181)
In that situation, we will use in this text the following terminology for its
value at zero delay:
g(2) ≡ g(2)(τ = 0) . (182)
The generalization of this quantity to higher orders, g(n), follows straight-
forwardly. The work of Glauber evidenced that the condition of coherence
in the usual optical sense, g(1) = 1, which is related to the monochromatic-
ity of the eld, should extent to all orders, g(n) = 1. When g(2) takes values
larger than 1, it describes the tendency of photons to arrive together to the
detectors, the bunching eect observed by HBT. On the other hand, values
lower than 1 would indicate a tendency of photons to not arrive to the de-
tectors at the same time, a feature arising from the particle nature of light
that, as will be explained in detail in Section 4.4.1, cannot be reproduced
by any classical eld. The measurement of a g(2) lower than 1 in the reso-
nance uorescence of atoms can be regarded as the rst direct evidence of
the existence of the photon [135].
Figure 3.5: Visualization of coher-ent, bunched and antibunched light,according to the statistical distribu-tion of photon detection times.
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3.1.4 frequency-resolved correlations: the two-photon spec-trum
Some elements of the previous discussion suggest the important role that
the spectral structure of light has on its own temporal correlations. Purcell
already included the nite line-shape of light as a fundamental element of
his description, and the implications for extremely monochromatic lasers
was the motivation behind the theoretical developments of Glauber. This
Chapter revolves around a quantity that explicitly takes into account the
frequency of the light: the frequency resolved correlation function, i.e., the
second order correlation between photons having two specic energies. The
idea behind the measurement of this quantity is summarized in Fig. 3.6; it
extends the standard HBT setup, that just provides the temporal correlations
within a light beam, by placing dierent lters in each of the output arms
of the beam splitter, measuring instead the correlations between dierent
spectral components.
Figure 3.6: Scheme for the measurementof frequency resolved correlations: a differ-ent filter is placed in each of the arms of theHBT setup, so that correlations are measuredbetween light of different spectral windows.
Since time and frequency are conjugate variables, by retaining the energy
degree of freedom one performs a characterization of a fundamentally dif-
ferent type than, for instance, tracking position or polarization. If we are
able to tell the precise time at which a photon has been detected, it will be
impossible to specify its frequency, and viceversa. From a physical point of
view, this limitation is easy to understand if one pictures a lter as an optical
cavity with a certain linewidth. If the cavity is placed on the path followed
by a stream of photons, only those that are resonant with it will be able to
enter and eventually cross to the other side, and their frequency will be per-
fectly specied. However, the narrower the linewidth of the cavity is, the
more time will the photon spend inside it, increasing the time uncertainty
in its detection.
Figure 3.7: Illustration ofthe time-frequency uncer-tainty in terms of a filtermade of an optical cavity.
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The fundamental problem of describing a frequency and time-dependent
eld like the one we would obtain in front of a frequency lter was tack-
led by Eberly and Wódkiewicz in 1977 [73]; the solution amounts to include
the lter in the description, which is both a physical and mathematical ne-
cessity to describe a frequency-time dependent eld. The electric eld after
passing through a Lorentzian lter with frequency component ωi and width
Γ at time ti takes the form:
Eˆωi ,Γ(ti) =
Γ
2
∫ ∞
0
e−iωite−Γt/2Eˆ(ti − t) dt . (183)
This expression for the eld can now be used to compute the frequency-
resolved correlations that we would measure with the setup of Fig. 3.6. The
formal theory of time and frequency resolved correlations was established
in the 80s [50, 56, 138, 176], and it upgrades Eq. (180) to the second order
frequency-resolved correlation function:
g(2)Γ (ω1, t1;ω2, t2) =
〈: T [∏2i=1 Eˆωi ,Γ(ti)Eˆ+ωi ,Γ(ti)] :〉
∏2i=1〈Eˆωi ,Γ(ti)Eˆ+ωi ,Γ(ti)〉
, (184)
now using the frequency-ltered eld (183), and where T , (resp. :) refers to
time (resp. normal) ordering. Equation (184) provides the tendency of a corre-
lated detection of one photon of frequencyω1 at time t1 with another photon
of frequency ω2 at time t2. In this work, we will only consider Lorentzian
lters, which in the time domain corresponds to the exponential functions
of Eq. (183). However, our discussion applies to other types, such as square
lters [126].
In the steady state, this quantity depends only on τ = t1 − t2:
g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2; τ), (185)
and for the case of zero delay we will adopt the following notation:
g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) ≡ g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2; τ = 0) . (186)
Figure 3.8: Method of sensors for the com-putation of frequency-resolved correlations.The system Q is weakly coupled to a setof N sensors, described as two-level sys-tems with frequencies ωi and decay rates Γithat account for the frequency and linewidthof the filters. In the limit of small couplingrates εi, their correlations allow to recoverthe N-th order, frequency resolved correla-tion function.. Image from [67].
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computation of freqency-resolved correlations From the
theoretical point of view, the calculation of this quantity and its generaliza-
tion to higher orders turned out to be quite demanding. In 2012, Elena del
Valle et. al. [67] developed a method that allow to compute it eciently and
easily for any order and time delay. This theory establishes that frequency-
resolved correlations of the light emitted by any open quantum-system are
the same as the correlations between “sensors” at these frequencies (see
Fig. 3.8). These sensors are bosonic, commuting modes with annihilation
operator ςi, i = 1, 2, free energy ωi and decay rate Γi—accounting for the
frequency linewidth of the sensors—that are weakly coupled with a small
coupling constant ε to the emitting mode, described by the annihilation
operator a. They are included in the dynamics by the Hamiltonian term
HS = ∑i ωiς†i ςi+ ε(ς
†
i a+ ςia
†) and Lindblad terms Γ2 ∑i Lςiρ. For instance,
frequency-resolved correlations at zero delay are then computed as:
g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) = limε→0
〈ς†1ς†2ς2ς1〉
〈ς†1ς1〉〈ς†2ς2〉
. (187)
In practice, since the coupling to the sensors must be very small so they do
not aect the dynamics of the system, they have a negligible population and
can be described as two-level systems.
Many measurements of frequency-resolved correlations have been per-
formed for xed sets of frequencies, merely by inserting lters in the paths
of a standard Hanbury Brown–Twiss setup [7, 70, 109, 127, 199, 227]; how-
ever, this new computational technique [67] allowed to reveal the concep-
tual importance of this measurement by spanning over all possible combi-
nation of energies, giving rise to a so-called two-photon correlation spectrum
(2PS) [96, 186].
Considering the most common case of coincidences—τ = 0 in Eq. (180)
and t1 = t2 in Eq. (184)—one elevates in this way a single number, g(2), to
a full landscape g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) of correlations. The quantity dened by such
Figure 3.9: Two photon spectrum (2PS)of the Jaynes-Cummings system. Span-ning the frequency-resolved correlationsover all possible combinations of ener-gies can reveal whole families of physi-cal features, in this case related to themulti-photon transition taking place inthe nonlinear ladder of energy levels.Color code: Red, larger than 1; White,1; Blue, lower than 1. Image from [96].
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a landscape (the 2PS) acquires a fundamental meaning by revealing certain
physical features [96, 186], in the same way that the normal spectrum is
meaningful because its an observable that spans over a frequency range.
Figure 3.9 shows one of these landscapes of correlations only visible when
spanning over all the frequency range , corresponding in this case to the
2PS of the light emitted by a two-level system coupled to a bosonic mode,
the Jaynes-Cummings system [96]. This quantity provides a much deeper in-
formation than the standard correlation functions, since frequency–resolved
correlations are observables that cannot be associated to a given quantum
state, as they also bring information on the dynamics of emission.
3.2 2PS OF A POLAR I TON ENSEMBLE : EXPER IMEN-TAL RESULTS
This Chapter focuses on the theoretical description of a joint experimental-
theoretical work that provided, for the rst time, a full measurement of a
two-photon correlation spectrum. In this Section, we oer a brief overview
of the experimental methods and the results that were obtained.
3.2.1 experimental scheme
The experiment measured, at the single photon level, frequency-resolved
correlations in the light emitted from a macroscopic out-of-equilibrium en-
semble of exciton-polaritons pumped around the threshold of condensation.
Polaritons are strongly-coupled light-matter bosonic particles in a semicon-
ductor microcavity [130]. Such a source is more convenient than a laser
because it is, for our purposes, essentially a laser with a broad linewidth,
thereby allowing the spectral ltering. Besides, polaritons have enjoyed thor-
ough studies of their coherence properties, including at the quantum optical
level [3, 20, 68]. The experiment is based on a streak camera setup that de- A streak camera measuresultrafast time variations inthe intensity of a beamof light by applying asynchronized voltage thatdeflects photoelectronsinto a spatial profile on adetector.(see Fig. 3.10).
tects individual photons from the spontaneous emission of an ensemble of
polaritons maintained in a non-equilibrium steady state under continuous
wave (cw) excitation. This is the rst time that such a technique has been
used in the continuous pumping regime.
Figure 3.10: Experimentalsetup The reflected lightfrom a microcavity is dis-persed onto a streak cam-era detecting at the single-photon level and stored inindividual frames, whosepost-processing allows tobuild photon-correlationlandscapes.
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The setup is sketched in Fig. 3.10: light coming from the steady state of po-
laritons is dispersed by a spectrometer and is directed into the streak camera
that is able to detect single photon events, as has already been demonstrated
with standard photon correlations in time domain only, under pulsed excita-
tion [236]. The sweeping in time and dispersion in energy allow the simul-
taneous recording of both the time and frequency of each detected photon
in successive frames that are post-processed to calculate intensity correla-
tions. Each frame includes several sweeps: in Fig. 3.10, 8 sweeps per frame
are shown as vertical orange stripes, with red dots indicating single photon
events. Within each sweep, a time of 1536 ps is spanned in the vertical di-
rection (3.2 ps per pixel), while the photon energy, obtained by coupling a
spectrometer to the streak camera, is measured as horizontal pixel positions
within each sweep (each sweep covers a total energy range of 456.7 µeV,
with 10.6 µeV per pixel). With the time- and energy-range used in the ex-
periment, the overall temporal and energy resolution of the setup are of 10
ps and 70 µeV, respectively. Correlation landscapes are obtained from coinci-
dences between these clicks, with an average of≈ 1.69 clicks per sweep in a
total of 350 000 frames. All the analysis is done with the raw data only: there
is no normalisation and the correlations go to 1 at long time self-consistently.
3.2.2 experimental results
Figure 3.11 shows the experimental 2PS for the polariton state at τ = 0, and
the temporal correlations for three points of the (ω1,ω2). A clear evolution
of the correlations from positive (g(2)Γ (ω,ω) ≈ 1.5 in region 1) to negative
correlations (g(2)Γ (−ω,ω) ≈ 0.7 in region 3) is observed.Figure 3.11: Experimentaltwo-photon correlationspectrum. Left: Exper-imental observation ofg(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) for the spon-taneous emission from asteady-state of polaritons.Right: Time-resolvedcorrelation for the threeregions marked in thecolour map: (i) on thediagonal (ω1 = ω2)exhibiting bunching, (ii)in the region of transitionwith no correlation, (iii)correlating opposing elbows,exhibiting anticorrelations.
The anticorrelations between photons is a remarkable feature that diers
signicantly from the positive correlations originally observed by HBT. The
purpose of the rest of this Chapter is to demonstrate that these features do
not emerge as a particular property of the emitter, but are instead the man-
ifestation of a deeper, fundamental phenomenon; they portray the rst ev-
idence of a HBT eect generalized to the full frequency-frequency domain:
the colored Hanbury Brown–Twiss eect.
Another fundamental feature of the theory is that correlations depend on
the frequency windows that select which photons are correlated. Smaller
windows lead to stronger correlations but, again, at the price of a smaller
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Figure 3.12: Effect of the filterwidth. Two-photon correlation land-scapes g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2; 0) as a functionof the filter width. a Fraction ofthe peak, 74.10 µeV. b, Roughlyhalf-peak width, 158.80 µeV. c, Full-peak filtering, corresponding tostandard auto-correlations. Theposition of the two filters is shownexplicitly on the spectral line asthe red and yellow windows (or-ange when overlapping). Colorscaleas in Fig. 3.11. d, Time evolution,experiment. e, Time evolution, the-ory from the condensation model,see Section 3.3.3.
signal. While it does not correspond exactly to a change in the width of
the lter, the eect is neatly illustrated by changing the number of pixels
of the streak camera that we associate to a given frequency. In Fig. 3.12, we
show the dependence of the 2PS on the size of the frequency windows for a
point that features antibunching. When the frequency window is very large,
Γ γa, both the experimental and theoretical g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2; τ) recover as ex-
pected the results of standard photon correlations which have always been
reported to be larger than 1 for this kind of systems [21, 128, 158]. As the
size of the frequency window decreases, the system shows a transition from
bunching to antibunching, demonstrating how the statistics of coloured pho-
tons can be easily tuned externally.
3.3 2PS OF A POLAR I TON ENSEMBLE : THEORET I -CAL D ISCUSS ION
We now analyse and discuss the experimental results from three following
perspectives:
1. A general analysis of the correlations of a classical, phase diusing
eld.
2. A general analysis of light spontaneously emitted from an initial quan-
tum state.
3. A specic analysis modeling the physical system used in the experi-
ment.
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This discussion will show that the eect reported experimentally can be re-
produced by both classical and quantum models of a very general nature,
that provide a remarkable quantitative agreement.
3.3.1 classical analysis: frequency correlations of a phase-diffusing field
We now go back to some of the concepts commented in Section 3.1. There,
we discussed how Purcell had already included the linewidth of the light as
an essential element of his theoretical description; we now enter in more de-
tails regarding that matter. In [191], Purcell associated the uctuations of the
intensity of the electric eld to the linewidth of the light (“whether it be set
by circumstances in the source itself or by a lter” ). Such uctuations in ampli-
tude correspond to a “cluttering” of the eld in the time domain, and are di-
rectly translated into positive correlations of the kind observed by HBT, typ-
ical of a thermal eld like the one depicted in Fig. 3.4. Some elds, however,
can have a nite linewidth even if they have a stable, constant amplitude
corresponding to g(2) = 1. This is the case of lasers, whose linewidth above
threshold is determined by random uctuations of the phase and indeed
present a fundamental lower limit known as the Schawlow-Townes limit.The Schawlow-Towneslimit is a minimum valuefor the linewidth of a laserset by quantum fluctuations,e.g., spontaneous emis-sion. It was theoreticallydiscovered by Schawlowand Townes in 1958 [204],before the laser was ex-perimentally demonstrated.
It is well known that spectral ltering within the linewidth of such phase-
diused elds transforms the phase noise into intensity noise [14, 172]. This
thermalization of the eld is responsible for the bunching in the diagonal
line (corresponding to lters of equal frequency) that we observe in the ex-
periment; in this sense, this feature is nothing but the manifestation of the
standard HBT eect: positive correlations presented by a thermal eld .
Figure 3.13: Thermalization due to fre-quency filtering Phase noise is convertedinto intensity noise after frequency filtering.
From a classical point of view, this can be understood with the particular
case of a quasi-monochromatic eld E(t) that has a nite bandwith given
by a phase diusion process:
E(t) = E0e−i[ω0t+φ(t)] , (188)
where φ(t) is a stochastic function that evolves, for instance, according to a
random walk providing the line broadening. As is clear from Eq. (183), the
frequency-ltered eld is obtained by summing the eld to itself at dierent
times. If phase diusion is present, this corresponds to the superposition of
elds with random phases, which is analogous to the description of a thermal
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eld that we showed in Eq. (179). Such a superposition of elds of equal
frequency but dierent phase produces interferences that wildly oscillate in
a chaotic intensity prole, resulting in uctuations in the intensity of the
ltered eld Iω,Γ that satisfy:
〈Iω,Γ2〉
〈Iω,Γ〉2 > 1 . (189)
This is well known textbook material [157]. Interpreted in terms of photons,
the underlying particles thus tend to “clump” together, and increase the spac-
ing between their arrival time, which gives rise to the bunching eect.
intensity anticorrelations We have just seen how phase noise
is converted into intensity noise by frequency-ltering (see Fig. 3.13). In a re-
lated but subtler way—which is the novel feature reported in this experiment–
such correlations can be negative when they involve dierent frequencies.
This remains true at the single particle level, as is demonstrated by the ex-
periment, showing anticorrelations between individual photons of dierent
colors. Since we want to show that the eect is linked to the aforementioned
conversion of phase noise into amplitude noise by ltering, we can keep
the paradigmatic case of a quasi-monochromatic eld, that has only phase
noise, Eq. (188). On physical grounds, one expects that a eld with a stabi-
lized Poynting vector (in which the uncertainty in the number of photons
detected in a certain time window is given by the shot noise) cannot yield
in average more photon counting events per unit time when spectrally re-
solved than it does without being frequency-ltered. Therefore, the detec-
tion of a clump of photons of some frequency in a small time window—in
which photons are detected as random events prior ltering—must lower the
probability of detecting photons at other, dierent frequencies, in order for
the total rate of detected photons to be preserved. The anticorrelation we
observe can therefore be interpreted as a consequence of energy conserva-
tion (in the classical sense related to photon number, not frequency) acting
together with the HBT eect, that yields bunching of indistinguishable pho-
tons of equal frequencies. The photons on the detector, even if unrelated in
the rst place, cannot aord to remain so when frequency-ltered.
This argument is veried by explicit computation of Eq. (184) applied on
the eld (188), assuming random walk dynamics for the phase. In that case,
the phase dierence ∆φ(τ) = φ(t+ τ)− φ(t) has the following properties:
〈∆φ(τ)〉 = 0 ,
〈∆φ(τ)2〉 = 2γ1|τ| ,
〈ei[φ(t)−φ(t−τ)]〉 = e−γ1|τ| ,
〈e2i[φ(t)−φ(t−τ)]〉 = e−γ2|τ| . (190)
In the case of a phase diusing eld that we consider here, the fourth orther
correlation constant γ2 is given by γ2 = 4γ1. However, we left γ2 in the pre-
vious expressions to account for other possible models of phase noise, like
the phase-jump model, in which γ2 = γ1 [45]. The numerator of Eq. (184),
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that we denote G(2)Γ (ω1,ω2, τ) (it depends on τ since we consider a steady
state), is given by the following quadruple integral:
G(2)Γ (ω1,ω2, τ) =
(
Γ
2
)4 ∫ ∞
0
4
∏
i=1
dti eiω1(t2−t1)eiω2(t4−t3)e−Γ(t1+t2+t3+t4)/2
× 〈E(t− t3 + τ)E∗(t− t4 + τ)E(t− t1)E∗(t− t2)〉
= E40
(
Γ
2
)4 ∫ ∞
0
4
∏
i=1
dti e−i∆1(t2−t1)−i∆2(t4−t3)e−Γ(t1+t2+t3+t4)/2
× 〈e−i[φ(t−t1)−φ(t−t2)+φ(t−t3+τ)−φ(t−t4+τ)]〉 , (191)
where ∆i ≡ ω0 − ωi. Dening t′1 ≡ t− t1, t′2 ≡ t− t2, t′3 ≡ t− t3 + τ
and t′4 ≡ t − t4 + τ, the statistical average in the last line of (191) takes
the form 〈ei[φ(t′1)−φ(t′2)+φ(t′3)−φ(t′4)]〉. The exponent can be written in term
of phase dierences ∆φ(τ) in two possible ways, 〈ei[∆φ(t′1−t′2)+∆φ(t′3−t′4)]〉 or
〈ei[∆φ(t′1−t′4)+∆φ(t′3−t′2)]〉. For a given set of values for t′1, t′2, t′3 and t′4, the
choice between both options must be made such that the two ∆φ are dened
in non-overlapping time intervals, making them statistically independent.
This allows to factorize the exponential and use Eq. (190) to evaluate
the statistical averages. Figure 3.14 depicts the three possible congurations
that exist depending on the values of t′i . Panel c shows the particular case
t′4, t
′
2 < t
′
1, t
′
3 that requires the introduction of a third time interval to avoid
overlapping; this is the case that will invoke the last equation in (190), in-
volving the fourth order correlation constant γ2.
Figure 3.14: Examplesof the possible integrationdomains for the fluctuatingphase. These domainscorrespond to three possibleexponents that appear inthe integrals. a, Domain I, b,Domain VIII and c, DomainXI. In domains IX–XII, theexponent must be writtenas three phase differ-ences to ensure they arestatistically uncorrelated.
Since the integrand has to be written dierently depending on the values
of the t′i , one needs to split the integral in the 24 possible domains. Half
of these integrals are the complex conjugate of the other half, yielding 12
independent terms, dened in the domains:
I : t′2 < t′1 < t
′
3 < t
′
4
∗↔ t′1 < t′2 < t′4 < t′3 ,
II : t′2 < t′3 < t′1 < t
′
4
∗↔ t′1 < t′4 < t′2 < t′3 ,
III : t′4 < t
′
3 < t
′
1 < t
′
2
∗↔ t′3 < t′4 < t′2 < t′1 ,
IV : t′4 < t
′
1 < t
′
3 < t
′
2
∗↔ t′3 < t′2 < t′4 < t′1 ,
V : t′2 < t′1 < t
′
4 < t
′
3
∗↔ t′1 < t′2 < t′3 < t′4 ,
VI : t′2 < t′3 < t′4 < t
′
1
∗↔ t′1 < t′4 < t′3 < t′2 ,
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VII : t′4 < t
′
3 < t
′
2 < t
′
1
∗↔ t′3 < t′4 < t′1 < t′2 ,
VIII : t′4 < t
′
1 < t
′
2 < t
′
3
∗↔ t′3 < t′2 < t′1 < t′4 ,
IX : t′2 < t′4 < t
′
1 < t
′
3
∗↔ t′1 < t′3 < t′2 < t′4 ,
X : t′2 < t′4 < t
′
3 < t
′
1
∗↔ t′1 < t′3 < t′2 < t′4 ,
XI : t′4 < t
′
2 < t
′
1 < t
′
3
∗↔ t′3 < t′1 < t′2 < t′4 ,
XII : t′4 < t
′
2 < t
′
3 < t
′
1
∗↔ t′3 < t′1 < t′4 < t′2 . (192)
By denoting the non-overlapping time dierences as τi and making a change
of variables, we obtain 12 dierent integrals of the form:
II = C
∫ ∞
0
dt2
∫ 0
t2
dτ1
∫ t2−τ1+τ
0
dt3
∫ 0
t3
dτ2 ei(∆2τ2−∆1τ1)e−Γ(2t2+2t3−τ1−τ2)/2−γ(τ1+τ2),
with C = E40
( Γ
2
)4. Here, we only show the rst of them, II, for ease of read-
ing From these integrals, that can be computed analytically, we can obtain
an expression for G(2)Γ (ω1,ω2, τ), given by:
G(2)Γ (ω1,ω2, τ) = 2Re
XII
∑
i=I
Ii , (193)
whose nal form is lengthy so we do not reproduce it here.
On the other hand, the denominator in Eq. (184) consists of the product of
the mean intensities of the two ltered elds. This mean intensity is readily
given by:
〈E+ωi ,Γ(t)Eωi ,Γ(t)〉 = 〈Iωi ,Γ(t)〉 =
= E20
Γ2
4
(∫ ∞
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 ei∆i(t1−t2)−Γ(t1+t2)/2−γ(t1−t2)
+
∫ ∞
0
dt2
∫ t2
0
dt1 ei∆i(t1−t2)−Γ(t1+t2)/2−γ(t2−t1)
)
= E20
Γ2
2
Re
∫ ∞
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 e(i∆i−γ)(t1−t2)−Γ(t1+t2)/2
= E20
Γ
2
γ+ Γ/2
∆2i + (γ+ Γ/2)
2
. (194)
Normalizing the expression of G(2)Γ (ω1,ω2, τ) resulting from Eq. (193) by
the intensity from Eq. (194), we obtain the nal expression for g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2, τ).
At τ = 0, this expression takes the form:
g(2)Γ (∆1,∆2) =
[
∆21 + (γ+ Γ/2)
2] [∆22 + (γ+ Γ/2)2]
4(γ+ Γ/2)2
Re
{
2(γ+ 3Γ/2)
(γ+ i∆2 + Γ/2)(∆21 + (γ+ 3Γ/2)2)
+ Γ
[
fΓ(∆2,∆−12,∆2)
+ fΓ(∆1,∆−12,−∆2) + fΓ(∆1,∆+12 − iγ2,∆1)+
fΓ(∆2,∆+12 − iγ2,∆1)
]
+ [∆1 ↔ ∆2]
}
(195)
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where ∆i ≡ ωi −ω0, ∆−12 ≡ ∆2 − ∆1, ∆+12 ≡ ∆2 + ∆1 and:
fΓ(ω1,ω2,ω3) =
1
(iω1 + γ+ Γ/2)(iω2 + Γ)(iω3 + γ+ 3Γ/2)
. (196)
This expression reects the same structure of correlations and anticorrela-
tions that is observed in the experiment, as depicted in Fig. 3.15, where it is
shown to t very well the experimental data. The main assumption behind
this equation–that the unltered eld has negligible amplitude uctuations–
is closely met in the experiment, in which the high coherence degree of the
light emitted by the polaritons around the condensation threshold allows to
unambiguously observe the anticorrelations.
perfect anticorrelations An interesting eect takes place in
the limit when the lter linewidth is much larger than the natural linewidth
of the eld, Γ γ. The intensity of the ltered eld is then given by:
Iωi ,Γ(t) = E
2
0
Γ2
2
Re
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 e−Γ(t1+t2)/2ei[∆i(t1−t2)+φ(t−t1)−φ(t−t2)]
= E20
Γ2
2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 e−Γ(t1+t2)/2
cos [∆i(t1 − t2) + ∆φ(t1, t2, t)]
= E20
Γ2
2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 e−Γ(t1+t2)/2
{cos [∆i(t1 − t2)] cos[∆φ(t1, t2, t)]
− sin[∆i(t1 − t2)] sin[∆φ(t1, t2, t)]} ,
(197)
where ∆φ(t1, t2, t) = φ(t− t1)− φ(t− t2). If Γ  γ, the timescale given
by the lter linewidth is much shorter than the natural timescale of the
phase diusion, and we can assume ∆φ(t1, t2, t)  1 for those values of
t1 and t2 where the integrand is non-negligible. By expanding to rst order
in ∆φ(t1, t2, t), we obtain:
Iωi ,Γ(t) ≈Γγ E
2
0
Γ2
2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 e−Γ(t1+t2)/2 {cos [∆i(t1 − t2)]− sin[∆i(t1 − t2)]
×∆φ(t1, t2, t)} = 〈Iωi ,Γ〉+ δIωi ,Γ(t) ,(198)
Figure 3.15: Fitting ofthe experimental 2PS byequation (195). a, Fittingof the full 2PS. The col-orscale is that of Fig. 3.11.b, 2PS along the dashedline in a for the experi-ment (straight, black), andfitting for the phase dif-fusing field (long dashed,blue) given by Eq. (195).Fitting parameters:γ ≈193 µeV, Γ ≈134 µeV.
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where we dened
〈Iωi ,Γ〉 = E20
Γ2
2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 e−Γ(t1+t2)/2 cos [∆i(t1 − t2)]
= E20
(Γ/2)2
∆2i + (Γ/2)
2
. (199)
(in agreement with Eq. (194) in the limit Γ γ) and
δIωi ,Γ(t) = −E20
Γ2
2
∫ t
0
dt1
∫ t1
0
dt2 e−Γ(t1+t2)/2 sin[∆i(t1− t2)]∆φ(t1, t2, t) .
(200)
Since this equation changes sign when ∆i changes sign, we observe that,
in this limit, although g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) gets closer to one (converging to the
“unltered” result), the uctuations around the mean value in opposite sides
of the spectrum are perfectly anticorrelated at all times:
δIω0−ω,Γ(t) = −δIω0+ω,Γ(t) , (201)
and g(2)Γ (ω0 +ω,ω0 −ω) is close, but always lower than one:
g(2)Γ (ω0 +ω,ω0−ω) = 1+
〈δIω0−ω,ΓδIω0+ω,Γ〉
〈Iω0−ω,Γ〉〈Iω0+ω,Γ〉
= 1− 〈δI
2
ω0+ω,Γ〉
〈Iω0+ω,Γ〉2
< 1 .
(202)
Just as the autocorrelations of Hanbury Brown for radio-waves of same
frequencies (with no ltering), these anticorrelations of the ltered signal
are obvious even to the naked eye, as can be seen in Fig. 3.16.
Figure 3.16: Visualization of the anticorre-lations. Fluctuations in the intensity of thefiltered field IΓ(ωi) = 〈IΓ(ωi)〉+ δIΓ(ωi) forthe two frequencies shown at the top paneland two values of γ, γ ≈ 8× 10−3Γ (solidlines, middle panel), and γ ≈ 0.8 Γ (dashedlines, bottom panel). The corresponding val-ues of g(2)(ω1,ω2) are 0.97 and 0.65 resp.In the middle-panel case, where Γ  γ, theanticorrelations in the noise become exact.
3.3.2 quantum analysis: frequency correlations of the lightemitted by a quantum state under spontaneous emis-sion
Describing this eect from the quantum/particle point of view poses more
diculties, since the 2PS is a dynamical observable and one cannot attribute
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a value of g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) with frequency-ltering to a given quantum state
without also including information about the dynamics. This means that, by
virtue of the quantum regression theorem, one needs to include the Liouvil-
lian operator L in the calculation, contrary to the case without frequency-
ltering where the knowledge of the diagonal elements of the density matrix
is sucient. This makes the formulation of a general statement a compli-
cated task. We consider for that purpose a simple situation in which an ar-
bitrary quantum state given by the density matrix ρ(0) is left to decay from
a source to a continuum of modes under spontaneous emission with a rate
γa and also with a pure dephasing rate γφ, thus eliminating every possible
dynamics except the essential one that brings photons from the source to the
detector and some dephasing mechanism. This dephasing is included since,
as we will show below, it is an essential ingredient of the HBT phenomenol-
ogy, as it was for the classical description of the previous section. There-
fore, the resulting master equation is given by ∂tρ =
[
γa
2 La +
γφ
2 La†a
]
(ρ),
where LO denotes the Lindblad term, LO(ρ) = 2OρO† −O†Oρ− ρO†O.
The equation can be integrated in closed form for ρn,m = 〈n|ρ|m〉 which
takes the form:
ρ˙n,m = −12
[
γa(n+m) + γφ(n−m)2
]
ρn,m+γa
√
(m+ 1)(n+ 1)ρn+1,m+1 ,
(203)
and that can be solved by recurrence, yielding:
ρn,m(t) =
∞
∑
k=0
ρk,m−n+k(0)
√(
k
n
)(
m− n+ k
m
) (
eγat − 1)k−n
×e−[γa(2k+m−n)+γφ(n−m)2]t/2 . (204)
From ρ(t), one can compute all single-time observables, such as the popula-
tion:
n(t) = 〈a†a〉(t) = n(0) exp(−γat) , (205)
i.e., simple exponential decay, as expected on physical grounds and despite
the complicated form of the general solution. The two-photon correlation:
g(2)(t) =
〈a†a†aa〉(t)
〈a†a〉(t)2 (206)
provides an even simpler and stronger result:
g(2)(t) = g(2)(0) . (207)
The photon-statistics is constant with time. One can also compute the two-
times correlation function (Eq. (1) of the main text) through the quantum re-
gression theorem (demonstration not given), and nd a similarly constrained
result:
g(2)(t, τ) = g(2)(0, 0) . (208)
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This implies, for instance, limτ→∞ g(2)(t, τ) 6= 1 for most of the cases, i.e.,
photons are always correlated. This is reasonable since any two photons
emitted by the system come from the same and only initial state which is let
to evolve at precisely t = 0.
We now compute the two-photon correlations from an initial state when
including the frequency degree of freedom. To keep the discussion as fun-
damental and simple as possible, we consider here the time-integrated case
that disposes of time altogether:
g¯(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) =
s ∞
0 〈: T
[
∏2i=1 Eˆωi ,Γ(ti)Eˆ
+
ωi ,Γ
(ti)
]
:〉dt1dt2
∏2i=1
∫ ∞
0 〈Eˆωi ,Γ(ti)Eˆ+ωi ,Γ(ti)〉dti
. (209)
This is equivalent to letting the detectors gather statistical information from
photons detected at any time, hence reconstructing the frequency of the pho-
tons with full precision. This quantity is the closest one to what an actual
experiment would perform, although other congurations are possible (they
would bring us to an essentially identical discussion and conclusions). Ap-
plying Eq. (209) to the case of free propagation only (γa = 0 and γφ = 0) is
pathological because the energy is then exactly determined and frequency
correlations become trivial or ill-dened in terms of δ functions.
In the most general case, Eq. (209) can be analytically solved , giving the
result:
g¯(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) = g
(2)FΓ,γa,γφ(ω1,ω2) , (210)
with g(2) the standard zero-delay, second-order correlation function, Eq. (182),
and FΓ,γa,γφ(ω1,ω2) a boson form factor, which is independent of the quan-
tum state ρ in which the system is prepared, and depends only on the dy-
namics of emission and detection:
F (2)Γ,γa ,γφ(ω1,ω2) = Re
{ (γ2 + 4ω21)(γ2 + 4ω22)
2γ2(γ+ 2iω2)
[ γ+ 2γa
(γ+ 2γa)2 + 4ω21
+
γa
γ+ 2γa + 2iω2
×
( γ+ 2γa − i(ω1 −ω2)
(γ+ 2γa − 2iω1)(Γ+ γa − i(ω1 −ω2))
+
γ+ 2γa + i(ω1 +ω2)
(γ+ 2γa + 2iω1)(2γ− Γ− γa + i(ω1 +ω2))
)]}
+ [1↔ 2] .
(211)
with γ = Γ+ γa + γφ and 1↔ 2 means index exchange. The form factor
reproduces exactly the features observed in the experiment and therefore
captures the essence of this extension of the HBT eect. The wide range of
frequencies used in Figure 3.17 serves to illustrate the non trivial shape of
the anticorrelations along the antidiagonal line (ω,−ω), featuring a mini-
mum approximately at the point where the total ltered intensity is maxi-
mum without a considerable overlapping of the lters. Consistently with the
classical analysis based on a stochastic eld (188), the quantum calculation
shows that when the unltered eld has no intensity uctuations g(2)0 = 1,
the ltered eld displays anticorrelations.
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Figure 3.17: Bosonform factor. Left: Bosonicform factor FΓ,γa ,γφ (ω1,ω2),i.e., time-integrated 2PSfor the spontaneous emis-sion of a coherent statewith g(2) = 1, providing thebackbone for the experiment.The diagonal and antidiag-onal exhibit bunching andantibunching, respectively.Right: Experimental curve(solid, black) along theantidiagonal, and fittingof the form factor FΓ,γa ,γφ(short-dashed, red) alongthe same line. Despite notbeing an exact theoreticaldescription for this experi-ment, the form factor agreesvery well with the data forthe parameters γ ≈99 µeV,γφ ≈440 µeV, Γ ≈17 µeV.
Let us consider now one of the simplest physically sound dynamics: a free
eld that, at least, decays (γa 6= 0 and γφ = 0). In this case, corresponding
to spontaneous emission of the state, the result is the same for frequencies
as Eq. (208):
g¯(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) = g
(2) . (212)
Eq. (212), follows from the fact that, when the dephasing rate γφ is equal
to zero, FΓ,γa,γφ(ω1,ω2) is equal to one, and therefore featureless. This re-
sult highlights that some dephasing mechanism is an essential ingredient for
the manifestation of the phenomenon (as it is for the standard HBT eect),
consistently with the classical description of Section 3.3.1. This also explains
why the coherent part of the resonance uorescence spectrum, not subjected
to dephasing, does not present this features while the incoherent part does
(see Fig. 3.18).
Figure 3.18: Effect of dephasing in other systems.Second order frequency-resolved correlation func-tion at zero delay at the central frequency of emis-sion of an incoherently (black) and coherently (red)driven two-level system, as a function of the filterlinewidth. In the case of the coherent driving, theHBT effect (bunching of the filtered peak) at low fil-ter linewidth is not present due to the lack of anydephasing mechanism. Figure adapted from [96].
3.3.3 emission from an out-of-equilibrium polariton ensem-ble
Our previous analysis demonstrated that excellent qualitative agreement
with the experimental results can be obtained from very general models,
both classical and quantum. This proves that the reported anticorrelations
are, as the original HBT eect, a fundamental result connected to the bosonic
nature of photons, and not an specic feature of the source. Nevertheless, in
order to complete our description of the experiment with more quantitative
results, we provide now a more specic analysis on the frequency-resolved
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Figure 3.19: Sketch of the emitter. A laserexcites non-resonantly the lower polaritondispersion, creating a reservoir of hot exci-tons b that condense into the ground statea at the minimum of the branch.
correlations of the steady emission of an out-of-equilibrium ensemble of po-
laritons.
A scheme of the emitter is shown in Fig. 3.19: polaritons relax into the
ground state from a reservoir of high energy polaritons injected by a cw o-
resonant laser. The constant losses through the cavity mirror allow to study
the steady-state correlations. We describe our system theoretically by the
following minimal model which accounts for all the key ingredients of the
experiments:
∂ρ
∂t
=
[
γa
2
La + γb2 Lb +
Pb
2
Lb† +
Pba
2
La†b
]
(ρ) , (213)
where ρ is the combined reservoir-condensate density matrix dened on the
Hilbert space of two bosonic elds, since we describe both the BEC and the
exciton reservoir by two harmonic modes a and b, which obey bosonic al-
gebra [c, c†] = 1, with c = a, b. In the rotating frame of the frequency
of the condensate, the dynamics is purely dissipative. Both modes lose parti-
cles, with decay rate γc, described by Lindblad terms:∑c=a,b
γc
2 Lc(ρ), where
Lc(ρ) = 2cρc† − c†cρ− ρc†c. The excitation is through the incoherent in-
jection of reservoir excitons at a rate Pb with the accompanying Lindblad
term Pb2 Lb†(ρ). The transfer of particles from the reservoir to the conden-
sate, typically assumed to be phonon mediated, is described by the incoher-
ent relaxation mechanism from a to b, described by a crossed Lindblad term
Pba
2 La†b(ρ) [110]. In an open system, such a reduced system is enough to
capture the physics of condensation that otherwise requires a macroscopic
reservoir with N states and N → ∞ to achieve coherence buildup [153].
This model has the minimum, but also all, ingredients to explain the core
physical processes that takes place within our experimental conditions. It
accounts successfully for, e.g., line narrowing and transition to lasing/con-
densation of the mode a when the pumping Pb is high enough, to all orders
of the condensate eld correlators Nab[n, 0], where:
Nab[n,m] = 〈(a†)nan(b†)mbm〉 , (214)
with n,m ∈ N form a closed set under the dynamics of Eq. (213) [63].
It is therefore also a sound model to compute theoretically the frequency-
resolved correlations.
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Figure 3.20: Theoretical descrip-tion of the experiment based ona model of out of equilibriumemission. We show here the re-sults of a model based on themaster equation of Eq. (213),compared to the experimen-tal results shown in Fig. 3.11.
The zero-time delay dynamics is easily obtained:
N˙ab[n,m] = −
[
nγa +m
(
γb − Pb + Pba
)
+ nmPba
]
Nab[n,m]
+ n2PbaNab[n− 1,m+ 1] + nPbaNab[n,m+ 1] + Pbm2Nab[n,m− 1]
−mPbaNab[n+ 1,m] . (215)
Integrating these equations, it is possible to calculate, e.g., the condensate
population, na = Nab[1, 0], the unnormalized second order correlation func-
tion at zero delay G(2)(τ = 0) = Nab[2, 0] or any other single time correla-
tor. In particular, the steady state is obtained by setting N˙ab[n,m] = 0 and
solving the system of linear equations, which is nite when truncating to
a large enough number of excitations. It is well known, and is straightfor-
wardly shown, that g(2) goes from values above 1, when Pb  γb,a, to 1
when Pb  γb,a, corresponding to a coherence buildup that accompanies
condensation with na  1 and triggering a dynamics of relaxation dom-
inated by stimulated emission [153]. By following the sensors method for
the steady state [67] (see Section 3.1.4) and the Liouvillian of Eq. (213) we
can compute (now numerically) the 2PS in this case. The result, depicted in
Fig.3.20, show a remarkably agreement with the experiment.
3.4 CONCLUS IONS
In this Chapter, we have presented experimental and theoretical results re-
porting the anticorrelations between individual photons emitted from an
ensemble of polaritons under continuous pumping. We have demonstrated
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with a theoretical analysis that this phenomenon generalizes the Hanbury
Brown–Twiss eect for color correlations, and is therefore a deep, funda-
mental result linked to the bosonic nature of photons.
The frequency-resolved second-order correlation function is an observ-
able of increasing importance in quantum-optical technologies. In general,
when the physics goes beyond that of the mere emission from a quantum
state ρ, and involves virtual processes, dressing of the states, collective emis-
sion, stimulated emission and other types of likewise quantum correlations,
the standard Glauber’s correlation g(2) does not simply factorize from g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2).
In such cases, the 2PS oers a complex landscape of correlations with strong
and characteristic features [96], that can be taken advantage of for distilla-
tion [59], strongly-correlated emission [201] and quantum information pro-
cessing [200]. These strong correlations, that in many situations violate the
limits imposed by classical physics, and that can be harvested to provide
sources of non-classical light, will be the topic of the next Chapters of this
Thesis.

4V IOLAT ION OF CLASS ICALINEQUAL IT IES BY PHOTONFREQUENCY-F I LTER ING
Why, sometimes I’ve believed as many
as six impossible things before breakfast.
— Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland
4.1 INTRODUCT ION
In Chapter 3, we introduced a quantity central to this Thesis, the second-order frequency-resolved correlation function g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2; τ), and showedhow by spanning over all possible combinations of frequencies—the
two-photon spectrum—we can reveal features that extend the fundamental
observations of Hanbury Brown and Twiss. As in the original HBT eect,
this phenomenology—its most striking feature being an eective repulsion
between photons of dierent energies—is well described both by a quantum
theory and a classical description with scalar electromagnetic elds. This
Chapter, while also devoted to the analysis of the two-photon spectrum, fo-
cuses on an opposite scenario: the emergence of features that are impossible
to describe from a classical point of view.
Classical descriptions of the electromagnetic eld [156] and local hidden
variable theories [27] yield a series of inequalities that impose an upper limit
to the correlations between two modes and whose violation prove unequiv-
ocally the non-classical character of quantum mechanics [192]. Among such
equalities, the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and Bell’s inequalities are promi-
nent examples that have been put to scrutiny in a large and varied set of
platforms. The Cauchy–Schwarz Inequality (CSI) [104] is one of the most
important relations in all of mathematics. It states that uctuations of prod-
ucts of random variables are bounded by the product of autocorrelations:
|〈XY〉| ≤ √〈X2〉〈Y2〉. When X and Y are quantum observables, however,
this relation can be violated. That is to say, quantum correlations between
two separate objects can be so strong as to overcome their individual uctu-
ations in a way that is unaccountable by classical physics. Bell’s inequalities
(BI), on the other hand, refer to the wider problem of the nonlocal character
of quantum mechanics [16]. Their violation decides in favour of quantum
theory over local hidden variable theories. The underlying correlations are
well known to power quantum information processing [75].
The rst experimental demonstrations of violation of these inequalities
were realized in the 70s in the radiation of an atomic two-photon cascade
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for the CSI [48] and in the early 80s for the BI [18, 19]. There has been a
large body of literature conrming and documenting such violations ever
since [23, 131, 142, 162, 197, 198, 222]. Most experimental realizations in
both cases involve the correlation of photons of dierent frequencies emit-
ted in a multi-photon process, such as atomic cascades [18] or four-wave
mixing [218, 222]. In the underlying theoretical models, these photons are
attributed to “decay operators” that correspond to specic optical transitions
[192]. This facilitates the calculation of frequency correlations in terms of
these operators. They are, however, abstract mathematical representations
of the photons, the latter being the only physical reality perceived by the
measuring devices. One can inquire what are the correlations between pho-
tons with a given property—typically, frequency and polarization for CSI
and BI respectively—with no theoretical prejudice as to their origin in terms
of underlying operators. For instance, one can ask what are the correlations
from spectral windows that do not correspond to transitions that such a
model can represent through suitable decay-operators. In this Chapter, we
address this question in a general context for frequency correlations, but to
x ideas, we will illustrate our claims on one particular source of photons. To
emphasize that the frequency-correlated photons do not need to be attached
to dierent modes, we will consider a single-mode emitter and focus on the
simplest non-trivial candidate: the emission from a coherently-driven two-
level system. This model is of great intrinsic interest and has been a favourite
testbed of quantum optics [134]. To make clear that this is a general theme
that is not specic to this system, however, we will also discuss briey simi-
lar results in the Jaynes–Cumming dynamics [120].
These results have been published in Physical Review A [200].
4.2 RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE : THE MOLLOW TR IPLET
In this section we introduce one of the most simple and fundamental quan-
tum optical systems, that stands as a central concept for this Thesis: a two-
level system (2LS) excited by coherent light. The light emitted by such a sys-
tem is termed resonance uorescence [22, 79, 154]. We denote the ground and
excited state of the 2LS by |g〉 and |e〉 respectively, so that σ ≡ |g〉〈e| is the
annihilation operator. The coherent driving is included in the Hamiltonian
as a term given by Eq. (85), yielding a total Hamiltonian:
H0 = ωσσ†σ+Ω(e−iωLtσ† + eiωLtσ) (216)
with ωσ the energy of the 2LS and Ω describes the amplitude of the eld
driving it with frequency ωL. With little loss of generality we will consider
resonant excitation: ωL = ωσ. Dissipation for the emitter is included in the
density matrix formalism as a Lindblad term Lσρ with decay rate γσ in the
master equation:
∂ρ
∂t
= −i [H0, ρ] + γσ2 Lσρ (217)
where Lσρ = 2σρσ† − σ†σρ− ρσ†σ.
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Figure 4.1: Violationof CSI and BI byfrequency-resolved cor-relations. a, Single-photontransitions between mani-folds in the ladder can havethree type of energies (blue,orange and green arrows).Two-photon de-excitationbetween rungs of theMollow ladder may involvean intermediate real state(blue, orange and greenarrows) or a virtual state(red arrows). The lattertype conveys CSI and BIviolation. It is found in theflanks or between the peaks,where the signal is howeverweaker. b, Spectrum ofresonance fluorescence,where filtering is illustratedin the tails (T), sidebands(S) and central peak (C) ofthe Mollow triplet. Param-eters: Ω = 10γσ , Γ = γσ ,ωS ≈ 2Ω, ωT = 2.5Ω.
The bare states of the joint 2LS-laser system are grouped into manifolds
of a constant number of excitations n, consisting of the states {|n, g〉, |n−
1, e〉}, where n denotes the number of photons in the exciting mode. As we
will discuss in more detail in Chapter 5, when the 2LS and the light are cou-
pled, each of the manifolds are diagonalized to yield two eigenstates |±〉n,
whose separation in energies is proportional to
√
n. However, for high val-
ues of n, sine ∂
√
n/∂n ∼ 0, one can drop the dependence of n in the energy
separation between these states.
In our model of coherent driving, though, the electromagnetic mode is
assumed to be in a coherent state and its quantum uctuations are not ex-
plicitly included in the description. Therefore, our Hilbert space is only of
dimension 2. However, we can still understand the phenomenology of this
model as the limit of large n of the previous discussion [52]. We thus see
that the separation between |+〉n and |−〉n, which is independent of n, is
given in this picture by ωS ≡ 2R, where R is the Rabi frequency:
R ≡
√
Ω2 +
(
∆
2
)2
. (218)
Based on this, we can picture the spectrum of energy levels as a ladder of
doublets |±〉 split by an energy ωS, each of them dening a manifold of
excitation, see Fig. 4.1 a. The separation between manifolds (i.e., between a
state |+〉 and the state |+〉 one step up in the ladder) is just given by the
laser energy, ωL.
One can solve Eq. (217) to obtain an analytical expression of the spectrum
of resonance uorescence. At high pumping intensity, this spectrum devel-
ops a structure of three peaks known as the Mollow triplet, presenting a
central peak at ω = ωL and two sidebands at ω = ωL ± ωS, see Fig. 4.1 b.
These peaks are related to the four possible transitions that can take place
between adjacent manifolds: two going from |±〉 to |±〉 with energy ωL
(green arrows in Fig. 4.1 a), one from |+〉 to |−〉 with energy ωL +ωS (blue
arrow), and one from |−〉 to |+〉 with energy ωL −ωS (orange arrow).
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While the emission comes from a single mode, σ, the distinctive spectral
shape calls naturally to question what are the correlations of—and between—
the three peaks. It has been suggested theoretically [10, 50, 176, 205] and es-
tablished experimentally [17, 205, 227] that the photons from the peaks are
strongly correlated. It is at this point where an ad hoc multiple-mode descrip-
tion is usually enforced out of the genuine single mode σ. One introduces
three auxiliary decay operators associated to the three peaks, written in
terms of the dressed states |±〉: σ1 = c2|−〉〈+|, σ2 = cs [|+〉〈+| − |−〉〈−|]
and σ3 = −s2|+〉〈−| with s and c two amplitudes [10, 176]. One can easily
compute correlations 〈σ†i σ†j σjσi〉 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3 between these operators,
that are associated in the input-output formalism to those 〈a†i a†j ajai〉 of the
detected photons with a given frequency [85]. There are various shortcom-
ings to this approach, which is an approximation rooted in the physical pic-
ture of the dressed atom. First, the identication of each photon to a given
transition based on its frequency is a simplication. Although infrequent, it
happens that a photon detected at the frequency of a given peak actually
originates from the transition that chiey accounts for another peak. When
considering regions of overlap, such a misattribution can become a source
of large errors. Second, this approach neglects interferences between pho-
tons that truly are emitted by the same mode σ. Third, operators dened in
this way are usually non-commuting, and therefore correlations at zero de-
lay can yield dierent results depending on the order of the operators [205].
Last, but not least, this approach also restricts the calculation to the three op-
erators thus dened, while one can correlate any two frequency windows,
of various widths and centred at arbitrary frequencies, not compulsorily at
the peak maxima.
4.3 THEORY OF FREQUENCY CORRELAT IONS
To dispense from these approximations and constrains, an exact theory of
frequency-resolved photon detection is required to correlate any two pho-
tons based only on their measured properties, with no assumption as to their
origin or time of emission. The formal expression for the second-order corre-
lation function between photons of two dierent frequencies, g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2),
was introduced in Eq. (184). We will recourse to del Valle et al.’s theory of
frequency-resolved photon correlations [67], introduced in Section. 3.1.4, to
compute exactly this measurable property. We recall that this is done by as-
sociating the frequency-resolved correlations of the light emitted by the sys-
tem to the cross-correlations between sensors weakly coupled to it, giving:
g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) = limε→0
〈ς†1ς†2ς2ς1〉
〈ς†1ς1〉〈ς†2ς2〉
. (219)
where ςi is the annihilation operator of the i-th sensor. This method involves
no intermediate, articial decay operators associated with a given frequency,
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and therefore, it takes into account all the possible interferences and indis-
tinguishability imposed by quantum mechanics.
With such a theoretical apparatus, a full mapping of the photon correla-
tions can be obtained. For the case of the Mollow triplet that we have cho-
sen for illustration, the problem takes the vivid form pictured in Fig. 4.1.
The spectral shape—the triplet—is represented in log scale with a choice of
ve frequency windows, centered at ±ωT (tails), ±ωS (sidebands) and ωC
(central peak). A quantum Monte Carlo trajectory was calculated to sim-
ulate the photon-detection events [190] for photo-detectors measuring in
these windows. The emitted photons in a small fraction of the trajectory
are represented with ticks on the projected plane of Fig. 4.1 b. The intensi-
ties vary in each frequency window: there is of course more signal in the
central peak than in the sidebands and more so than in the tails. What is
of interest in quantum optics is the statistical distribution of, and the cor-
relation between, these photons. The auto-correlation in a given window,
shown in the lower part of Fig. 4.1 b, gives the statistics of emission of
the stream of photons now dened by their mean frequency and spread.
While the light emitted by the two-level system overall is perfectly anti-
bunched, one sees that by spectral ltering, one can “distill” light with dif-
ferent statistical properties [59], namely, i) uncorrelated in the tails, ii) an-
tibunched in the satellite peaks and iii) bunched in the central peak. One
can similarly calculate the cross-correlations between photons from two dif-
ferent windows, showing this time that photons from the satellites are posi-
tively correlated, g(2)Γ (−ωS,ωS) ≈ 1.5, while photons from one satellite and
the central peak are anti-correlated, with g(2)Γ (ωC,ωS) ≈ 0.23. It is worth
noting here that the stronger correlations come from the tail events, with
g(2)Γ (−ωT,ωT) ≈ 14 for the window chosen, and increasing with greater
still separations. The price to pay for these strong correlations is a corre-
spondingly vanishing signal. Events are more rare but the strength of their
correlations is increased. This is a general trend.
4.4 CAUCHY-SCHWARZ AND BELL’ S INEQUAL I T I ES
As we will show in the next Section, these correlations can be so strong as to
surpass the boundaries that would exist were this elds classical in nature.
In this Section we review two of these limits, given the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality and Bell’s inequalities, and discuss how these classical limits are
expressed in terms of upper boundaries for the correlations of the frequency-
ltered elds.
4.4.1 cauchy-schwarz inequality
The Cauchy-Schwarzinequality was publishedfor the first time byAugustin-Louis Cauchyin 1821, in its form forsums. The inequality forintegrals was derived laterby Viktor Bunyakovsky in1859, and its modern proofwas obtained by HermannAmandus Schwarz in 1888.
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality states that, given two vector X and Y, the abso-
lute value of their inner product 〈X,Y〉 is bounded as:
|〈X,Y〉|2 ≤ 〈X,X〉〈Y,Y〉. (220)
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In the case in which the inner product is the dot product, this inequality sets
a limit to its absolute value, given by the product of the absolute values of
the vectors:
|X · Y|2 ≤ |X|2|Y|2. (221)
This inequality can be used to set some bounds on the correlations observed
on quantities than can be described in this way, as would be a classical eld.
This is done by considering a stochastic variable Xi, the index i denoting the
i−th stochastic realization. The mean value of the variable, 〈X〉, is obtained
by averaging over a large ensemble of realizations:
〈X〉 = lim
N→∞
1
N
N
∑
i
Xi . (222)
For ease of notation, from now on we will not write explicitly the limit and
will always consider N to be a large number. The previous denition cor-
responds to a classical description; in quantum mechanics, the mean value
of an observable Xˆ will not necessary be described by Eq. (222), which is
associated with a positive probability distribution ρ(X):
〈X〉 =
∫
ρ(X)X dX . (223)
In the following, we show some of the limits that this classical description
imposes on dierent kinds of second-order correlations.
antibunching The rst set of boundaries we consider concerns the
second-order time correlations of a eld. Let us consider X and Y to be the
intensity of a eld that undergoes stochastic evolution, at times t and t+ τ:
Xi = Ii(t), Yi = Ii(t+ τ). A rst, straightforward bound for the autocorre-
lation of the intensity can be obtained simply by considering that Ii is a set
of real numbers. In that case, the square of the sum of two members of the
ensemble Ii + Ij must be positive, giving:
2Ii Ij ≤ I2i + I2j . (224)
Applying this in all the cross terms appearing in the expression of 〈Ii〉2 re-
sulting from Eq. (222), we can write:
〈I(t)〉2 =
[
∑Ni Ii(t)
N
]2
≤ 1
N
N
∑
i
Ii(t)2 = 〈I(t)2〉 , (225)
giving
〈I(t)2〉
〈I(t)〉2 = g
(2) ≥ 1 . (226)
This states that the second-order correlation function at zero delay must
always be equal or larger than one in a eld following a classical descrip-
tion. This can also be regarded as a consequence of the fact that a eld de-
scribed by a probability distribution such as (223) has a positive variance,
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〈I(t)2〉 − 〈I(t)〉2 ≥ 0, and is a manifestation of the “cluttering” of photons
in a thermal eld discussed in Section 3.1.2. The violation of this inequality is
the phenomenon known as photon antibunching. It cannot be accounted for
by a classical theory of light, and it is therefore considered as a determining
evidence of its quantum character. Antibunching manifests naturally in the
light emitted from quantum sources that can only accommodate and emit
one photon at a time.
A bound for the temporal second-order correlation can also be derived
from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality of Eq. (221). If we write the ensemble
Ii(t) in the form of a vector, Ii(t) = I(t), following Eq. (222), we obtain:
〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉 = 1
N
N
∑
i
Ii(t)Ii(t+ τ) =
1
N
I(t) · I(t+ τ) (227a)
,〈I(t)2〉 = 1
N
N
∑
i
Ii(t)2 =
1
N
I(t) · I(t) . (227b)
According to Eq. (221), the dot product between the two vectors I(t) and
I(t+ τ) satises: |I(t) · I(t+ τ)|2 ≤ [I(t) · I(t)][I(t+ τ) · I(t+ τ)]. Tak-
ing the square root of both sides of the inequality, and taking into account
that in a steady state, mean values are independent of time:
〈I(t)〉 = 〈I(t+ τ)〉 , (228)
we obtain:
〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉 ≤ 〈I(t)〉2 , (229)
or, equivalently,
g(2)(τ) ≤ g(2)(0) , (230)
meaning that time-delayed correlations within a classical eld cannot ex-
ceed the correlations at zero delay. The violation of this inequality is auto-
matically implied in the case of antibunched light in the steady state, where
inequality (226) is violated. This is due to the fact that correlations will al-
ways disappear at large delays, g(2)(τ → ∞) = 1, and therefore, the g(2)(τ)
of any state violating inequality (226) will need to eventually acquire values
larger than g(2)(0) to reach 1. However, it is important to notice that states
that are not antibunched in the sense of inequality (226) can display a quan-
tum character by violating inequality (230).
multimode correlations The previous argument can be equally
applied to the zero-delay correlations between two dierent elds with in-
tensities I1(t) and I2(t), if we now consider X and Y to be Xi = I1,i(t),
Yi = I2,i(t). Expressing the ensemble in vectorial form, I1,i(t) = I1(t),
I2,i(t) = I2(t), and making use again of the CSI (221), we obtain:
〈I1(t)I2(t)〉2 ≤ 〈I1(t)2〉〈I2(t)2〉 , (231)
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which, dividing on both sides by 〈I1(t)〉2〈I2(t)〉2 gives the CSI in terms of
the multimode second-order correlation function:
[g(2)12 ]
2 ≤ g(2)11 g(2)22 . (232)
In a quantum context, this can be expressed in terms of Glauber’s second-
order correlation functions at zero delay [93] :
g(2)ij =
〈ς†i ς†j ς jςi〉
(〈ς†j ς j〉〈ς†i ςi〉)
, (233)
where ς1 and ς2 correspond to the bosonic annihilation operators of mode
1 and 2. We will dene a ratio R that quanties the degree of CSI violation:
R =
[
g(2)12
]2/[
g(2)11 g
(2)
22
]
, (234)
so the CSI takes the form:
R ≤ 1 . (235)
In this Chapter, we analyse the case in which the two modes 1 and 2 previ-
ously discussed correspond to light ltered at frequencies ω1 and ω2. One
can use the denition (219) for the cross correlations of Eq. (234) to obtain a
degree of CSI violation for frequency ltered light, RΓ(ω1,ω2).
4.5 BELL’ S INEQUAL I TY
We have seen how the classical descriptions of light are incompatible with
certain results involving second-order correlations of the elds. The viola-
tion of these fundamental limits are normally interpreted as an evidence of
the fact that light is ultimately quantum (and thereby, composed of photons).
The discussion exists, however, whether quantum mechanics is an incom-
plete theory or not, with the maximum exponent of this debate being the fun-
damental paradox posed by Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) [74]. The EPR
paradox consisted of a mental experiment to prove that the wavefunction isStated in 1935, the EPRparadox showed that entan-gled particles could violateHeisenberg’s uncertaintyprinciple unless measuringone particle would instanta-neously affect the other,what was considered a“spooky action at distance”.
not a complete description of reality, and that some hidden variables must
exist that remove the apparent probabilistic nature of quantum mechanics.
A hidden variable theory postulates the existence of unknown states |λ〉, so
that the expectation value of any observable O is mathematically described
as:
〈O〉 =
∫
ρ(λ)O(λ) dλ. (236)
where ρ(λ) corresponds to the density distribution over the states |λ〉. The
apparent randomness of quantum mechanics would emerge from our igno-
rance and lack of control of the hidden variables λ, whose number is not
restricted.
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entangled states The EPR paradox emerged from the exotic prop-
erties of entangled states. The state of a group of particles is entangled if it
cannot be decomposed as the product of individual particle states, so that
the quantum state of one particle cannot be described independently of the
others. This yields some counterintuitive eects, since a measurement per-
formed on one of the particles might seem to aect the properties of the
others, even if the system are separated over long distances. One of the sim-
plest instances of an entangled state is the singlet state:
|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉) (237)
where a measurement on the spin of one of the particles would instantly
dene the spin of the other, no matter how far these particles are from each
other. The discussion about the necessity of hidden variables seemed a philo-
sophical question beyond experimental testing until 1964, when John Stew- John Stewart Bell (28 June1928–1 October 1990) wasa theoretical physicist bornin Northen Ireland. He iswell known for the deriva-tion of the inequalities thatwe describe in this Chapter.
art Bell derived an inequality on measurable correlations between particles
that could conrm or exclude the necessity of a hidden variable theory [26].
derivation of the bell’s ineqality In order to derive a Bell
inequality [28, 192], we consider two measuring apparatuses, A and B. In
the most general case, the outputs of A and B correspond to two quantities,
〈SA(θ)〉 and 〈SB(φ)〉, that take values from −1 to 1. The outcomes depend
on θ and φ, which are controllable parameters of the apparatuses A and B re-
spectively. These quantities can be constructed from probabilities associated
to some sort of dichotomic measurement in each apparatus, PA± (θ), PB±(φ),
so that, PA± (θ) ≥ 0 and PA+ (θ) + PA− (θ) = 1 (same for B). Then, SA(θ) and
SB(φ) are dened as:
SA(θ) = PA+ (θ)− PA− (θ) , (238a)
SB(φ) = PB+(φ)− PB−(φ) . (238b)
This type of output can come, for instance, from a dichotomic measurement
in which, in each apparatus, a particle must select one of two possible chan-
nels, one giving a value −1 and the other 1, with probabilities PA± (θ) and
PB±(φ). However, this is not the only possibility; we can equally construct the
observables 〈SA(θ)〉 and 〈SB(φ)〉 from any pair of quantities IA±(θ), IB±(φ)
simultaneously measured in each of the apparatuses, dening the probabili-
ties:
PA± (θ) =
IA±(θ)
IA+(θ) + IA−(θ)
, (239a)
PB±(φ) =
IB±(φ)
IB+(φ) + IB−(φ)
, (239b)
without necessarily assuming pure, deterministic states that would always
yield PA+ (θ) = 1, 0, PA− (θ) = 1− PA+ (θ).
To provide a concrete example without losing generality, we will consider
that IA±(θ) and IB±(φ) correspond to the eld intensity measured at the out-
put arms of a beam splitter, one labeled + and the other −, as sketched in
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Figure 4.2: Test for the violation ofthe Bell inequality. Two measurementapparatus with two photodetectorseach, measuring intensities 〈IAθ± 〉, 〈IBφ± 〉
Fig. 4.2. The parameters θ and φ could correspond, for instance, to the polar-
ization angle of a polarizing beam splitter, or simply a tunable transmissivity.
From the current measured by the photodectectors one can directly obtain
the mean value of the intensities, 〈IA±(θ)〉, and by means of correlators one
can measure correlations of the type 〈IAi IBj (θ, φ)〉, where i, j ∈ {+,−}.
In a hidden variable theory, a state |λ〉 characterized by the hidden variable
λ would deterministically yield an expected value of the intensities, that we
label as IA±(λ, θ, φ). According to Eq. (236), the measured mean values would
then be given by:
〈IAi IBj (θ, φ)〉 =
∫
ρ(λ)IAi (λ, θ, φ)I
B(λ, θ, φ) dλ. (240)
We can make the reasonable assumption that, for a given λ, the results at
B cannot be aected by the choice of the apparatus parameter θ made at A,
and vice versa:
IA±(λ, θ, φ) = IA±(λ, θ),
IB±(λ, θ, φ) = IB±(λ, φ). (241)
A hidden variable theory satisfying these assumptions is called a local hidden
variable theory.
Bell’s inequality is constructed from the correlations between the observ-
ables SA(θ) and SB(φ), E(θ, φ) = 〈SASB(θ, φ)〉 From equations (238) and
(239), this takes the form:
E(θ, φ) =
〈(IA+ − IA−)(IB+ − IB−)〉
〈(IA+ + IA−)(IB+ + IB−)〉
, (242)
where we dropped explicit dependences on θ and φ to lighten the notation.
According to equations (236) and (241), in a local hidden variable theory this
quantity would be written as:
E(θ, φ) =
1
D
∫
ρ(λ)[IA+(λ, θ)− IA−(λ, θ)][IB+(λ, θ)− IB−(λ, θ)] dλ, (243)
with
D =
∫
ρ(λ)[IA+(λ, θ) + I
A−(λ, θ)][IB+(λ, θ) + IB−(λ, θ)] dλ . (244)
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Noting that the total intensity measured in each of the apparatuses is inde-
pendent of the measurement parameters θ, φ:
IA(λ) = IA+(λ, θ) + I
A−(λ, θ) , (245a)
IB(λ) = IB+(λ, φ) + I
B−(λ, φ) , (245b)
the hidden-variable version of the most general quantities SA(θ) and SB(θ)
reads:
SA(λ, θ) =
IA+(λ, θ)− IA−(λ, θ)
IA(λ)
, (246a)
SB(λ, φ) =
IB+(λ, φ)− IB−(λ, φ)
IB(λ)
. (246b)
We now rewrite E(θ, φ) in terms of these quantities:
E(θ, φ) =
1
D
∫
f (λ)SA(λ, θ)SB(λ, θ) dλ , (247a)
D =
∫
f (λ) dλ , (247b)
where f (λ) = ρ(λ)IA(λ)IB(λ). Now, following Bell’s 1971 proof (page 9
of [28]), we have:
E(θ, φ)− E(θ, φ′)
=
1
D
∫
f (λ)SA(λ, θ)SB(λ, φ) dλ− 1D
∫
f (λ)SA(λ, θ)SB(λ, φ′) dλ
=
1
D
∫
f (λ)SA(λ, θ)SB(λ, φ)[1± SA(λ, θ′)SB(λ, φ′)] dλ
− 1
D
∫
f (λ)SA(λ, θ)SB(λ, φ′)[1± SA(λ, θ′)SB(λ, φ)] dλ. (248)
Now we make use of the triangular inequality and the fact that SA(λ, θ) and The triangular inequality isa theorem about distancesthat states that, for any twovectors a and b:|a+ b| ≤ |a|+ |b|.
SB(λ, φ) are bounded by construction:
|SA(λ, θ)| ≤ 1 , |SB(λ, φ)| ≤ 1, (249)
and eliminate the products involving SA(λ, θ) in (248):
|E(θ, φ)− E(θ, φ′)|
≤ 1
D
∫
f (λ)[1±SA(λ, θ′)SB(λ, φ′)] dλ+ 1D
∫
f (λ)[1±SA(λ, θ′)SB(λ, φ)]
= 2± 1
D
∫
f (λ)[SA(λ, θ′)SB(λ, φ′) + SA(λ, θ′)SB(λ, φ)] dλ
= 2± [E(θ′, φ′) + E(θ′, φ)], (250)
leading to the Bell inequality in the so called Clauser, Horne, Shimony,
Horne (CHSH) form [49]:
B ≤ 2, (251)
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where
B =
∣∣E(θ, φ)− E(θ, φ′) + E(θ′, φ′) + E(θ′, φ)∣∣ . (252)
The example of measurement that we depicted in Fig. 4.2 using polarizing
beam splitters and θ, φ corresponding to polarization angles is one the most
typical situations when measuring BI violations for states of the type:
|ψ〉 = 1√
2
(a†1+a
†
2+ + a
†
1−a
†
2−) |0〉 , (253)
where a†i,± is the creation operator for a photon with polarization ± along
path i, i.e., for states that are entangled. Following the previous argument,
our purpose is to prove that the emission of a source displaying strong
correlations between dierent spectral windows can show a violation of
the Bell inequality. To do that, we focus on the correlations from the out-
put of a dynamical process, that is, we do not restrict to deterministic pure
states [192] but consider a steady state as an input, meaning that the inten-
sities IA±(θ), IB±(φ) are no restricted to unity but can take any positive value.
Since we are interested in the correlations between dierent frequency modes,
we focus on a dierent scenario that does not involve the polarization degree
of freedom, but only two modes states of the type |ψ〉 = a†1a†2 |0〉. If dispos-
ing of an emitter that provides such a two-mode output, it is immediate to
bring it into an entangled form
|ψ〉 = 1
2
(a†1+a
†
2+ − a†1−a†2− + ia†1−a†2+ + ia†1+a†2−) |0〉 (254)
by placing two beam splitters across paths 1 and 2. Subscripts ± then refer
to path instead of polarization. By recombining the four resulting beams in
two additional beam splitters with variable transmissivities belonging to the
apparatuses A and B, these states can also violate the BI by following the
same line of reasoning as exposed above [49, 192]. θ and φ represent in this
case the tunable transmitivities of the two nal beam splitters.
The setup implementing such a scheme of BI based on frequency ltering
is sketched in Fig. 4.3, where the path degree of freedom 1, 2 is associated
Figure 4.3: Test for the violation of Bellinequalities by frequency filtering. A source(S) emits photons in a broadband of frequen-cies. Frequency filters (F) select light atfrequencies ω1 and ω2, described by the op-erators a1 and a2. Recombination at beamsplitters (BS) with transmittivities given bysinθ and sinφ gives a total of four outputbeams, which are collected at the photode-tectors (PD) and correlated with coincidencecounters (C). Alice (A) and Bob (B) testnonlocality by independently measuringprobability of detection at the output portsof the two beam splitters, PAθ± and PBφ± .
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to the energy degree of freedom ω1,ω2 by using frequency lters. The two
possible channels of detection in each nal beam splitter are then equivalent
to the two output ports of the polarizing lters of the case depicted in Fig. 4.2.
In a quantum-mechanical treatment, the modes at the output arms of the
beam splitters are given by:
c1 = cos θa1 + sin θa2 , c2 = − sin θa1 + cos θa2 ,
b1 = cos φa1 − sin φa2 , b2 = sin φa1 + cos φa2 , (255)
and E(θ, φ) takes the form:
E(θ, φ) =
〈: (c†1c1 − c†2c2)(b†1b1 − b†2b2) :〉
〈: (c†1c1 + c†2c2)(b†1b1 + b†2b2) :〉
. (256)
We adopt the standard choice of angles that provides the greatest violation
of the inequality [192]: θ = 0, φ = pi/8, θ′ = pi/4, φ′ = 3pi/8. This yields
the following expression for B:
B =
√
2
∣∣∣∣ 〈a†21 a21〉+ 〈a†22 a22〉 − 4〈a†1a†2a2a1〉 − 〈a†21 a22〉 − 〈a†22 a21〉〈a†21 a21〉+ 〈a†22 a22〉+ 2〈a†1a†2a2a1〉
∣∣∣∣ . (257)
It is equally easy to formulate these concepts in terms of frequency cor-
relations than for the CSI. The operators a1 and a2 in Eq. (255) can be re-
placed by the sensor operators ς1 an ς2 previously introduced and employed
into Eq. (219), thus describing the light emitted at the two frequencies ω1
and ω2, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Direct application of Eq. (257) with these sen-
sors ςi, whose nite linewidth Γ is described by their decay rate, provides
BΓ(ω1,ω2).
4.6 CAUCHY-SCHWARZ AND BELL’ S INEQUAL I T I ES
4.6.1 resonance fluorescence
At this point, we have set the stage to fully characterize the quantumness
of the emission in terms of violation of the CSI and BI spanning over all the
frequencies of emission and windows of detection. Note the considerable
improvement as compared to the approach that assigns a decay operator to
each spectral line, since a continuum of frequencies in windows of arbitrary
sizes can now be investigated without assumptions on the order of emis-
sion. Figure 4.4 shows three correlation landscapes in the frequency domain
depicting the value of g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2), RΓ(ω1,ω2) and BΓ(ω1,ω2) for three
dierent values of the detector linewidth in an otherwise identical congu-
ration.
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Figure 4.4: Landscapesof correlations in thefrequency domain for threedifferent filter linewidths.a, g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2). b,RΓ(ω1,ω2). c, BΓ(ω1,ω2).In b [resp. c], the color codeis such that green [resp. red]violates the CSI [resp. BI]and thus corresponds togenuine quantum correla-tions between the detectedphotons in the correspond-ing energy windows, whileblack and white do not(with white maximizing theinequality). The violationoriginates from the emissionthat involves virtual states.Dashed lines I and IIin a are the cuts in thefrequency domain alongwhich curves in Fig. 4.5are calculated. The spectraon the axes show whichfrequency windows arecorrelated. Parameters arethe same as in Fig. 4.1.
It immediately comes across that the quantum character of the emission,
where the inequalities are violated, is structured along three antidiagonals.
In particular, the anticorrelation g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) < 1 (corresponding to blue
areas in Fig. 4.4 a), is a CSI violation in time when ω1 = ω2 and there-
fore corresponds to a non-classical eect [157]. It makes no such guarantee,
however, of a genuine quantum nature when ω1 6= ω2, and as discussed
in Chapter 3, it could in fact even be produced by a classical emitter.. The
corresponding CSI violation in time in this case is
[
g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2, τ)
]2
>
g(2)Γ (ω1,ω1, 0)g
(2)
Γ (ω2,ω2, 0), which we study at zero time delay τ = 0
in Fig. 4.4 b. Comparing these two rows, one can see that the regions of CSI
violation correspond not to frequency antibunching but, on the opposite, to
frequency bunching. The reason for this lies in the nature of the violation,
with cross-correlations being higher with respect to auto-correlations than
is permitted by classical physics.
Physically, the anti-diagonals where this happens are precisely those where
two-photon emission occurs in a leapfrog process [96], i.e., a jump over the
intermediate real state by involving a virtual state instead. This generates
the state |1, 1〉 that, fed to beam splitters, generates the maximally entan-
gled state that optimizes the violation. The antidiagonal, line I, corresponds
to transitions from |+〉 to |+〉 or from |−〉 to |−〉, two rungs below, as is
sketched in Fig. 4.1 b, thus satisfying ω1 +ω2 = 0. Line II and its symmetric
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correspond to transitions from |+〉 to |−〉 and from |−〉 to |+〉, respectively,
satisfying ω1 +ω2 = ±ωS.
crossing real states The CSI and BI are less, or are not, violated
whenever the intermediate rung intersects a real state, as seen by the fact
that the green (for RΓ) and red (for BΓ) regions are depleted or pierced when
intersecting the sidebands ±ωS. This is particularly important since previ-
ous studies focused precisely on correlations between real transitions [10, 17,
50, 176, 205, 205, 227], i.e., between peaks, such as indicated by the red square
in the rightmost panel of Fig. 4.4 a. Instead, the exact treatment shows that
these are detrimental to the eect, that is optimum when involving virtual
states, since these are the vector of quantum correlations. It is easy to prove,
from the closed form expression Eqs. (6–8) in Ref. [96], that a single-mode
emitter with no dressing (here by the laser) never violates the CSI, regardless
of frequencies and detection widths. The same was checked numerically for
the case of BI. Notably, this is true even if the emitter is a two-level system
and exhibits perfect antibunching, g(2)(τ = 0) = 0. All this evidence con-
rms that CSI and BI violations are rooted in the quantum dynamics that
involves a virtual state in a collective de-excitation in the quantum ladder
of the dressed states. Here, one must keep in mind that there is only one
emitter, so the term collectivity does not refer to the cooperation of multiple
emitters, as is usually the case with eects such as superradiance [8], but to
the joint action of multiple excitations of the one emitter. In our case, indeed,
two photons team-up to undergo a de-excitation that they can only realize
together. Such pairs of photons are at the origin of the quantum emission:
other types of de-excitation, which are not collective in this sense, do not
violate the classical inequalities.
A more quantitative reading of these results is given in Fig. 4.5 a–b, that
shows slices in the landscapes along lines I and II of the rightmost panel of
Fig. 4.4 a. The quantum correlations violating the CSI are found in the side
peaks and beyond, being larger the farther from the peaks. The same feature
is present in the BI violation, which furthermore tends to the maximum value
allowed BΓ = 2
√
2.
Figure 4.5 c–d shows g(2)Γ (ω,ω) and g
(2)
Γ (ω,−ω)—that can be used to de-
rive RΓ(ω,−ω) and an approximation of BΓ(ω,−ω)— as calculated exactly An approximation forBΓ(ω,−ω) can be obtainedby dropping the last twoterms of the numerator inEq.(257) [9]. This approxima-tion can be applied whenthere are no second-ordertransfer of photons betweenthe modes, but these termscould be important in othercases. We have verifiedthat in our case they arenegligible.
(solid red lines) [67, 96] and through the approximation of auxiliary decay
operators used in previous works (dashed blue) [176, 205]. In such an approx-
imation, the estimation is local around the peaks, that is, at ω/ωS = ±1
and 0 (dotted vertical lines), where it is seen to be fairly accurate indeed,
although not numerically exact. It can still lead to qualitative error, e.g., the
autocorrelation at the sidebands is exactly zero in this approximation, pre-
dicting arbitrary violation of the CSI even when it is obeyed. A violation of
the BI was also predicted [125]; however, it was considered ill-dened due
to the perfect antibunching of the sidebands.
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Figure 4.5: a–b: Cuts of RΓ(a) and BΓ (b) along the lines I
(ω,−ω) and II (ω,ωS − ω)of Fig. 4.4 a. Parameters arethe same as in Fig. 4.1, with
Γ = γσ . c–d: photon-correlationg(2)Γ (ω,±ω) computed exactly(solid red) or through the usualauxiliary operator approxima-tion (dashed blue). In paneld, the absence of the lattercurve in some domains cor-respond to values which are,incorrectly, exactly zero (thevertical axis is in log-scale).
An animation of thefull landscapes of cor-relations as a functionof the linewidth of fil-tering can be found at:
https://youtu.be/2LvUA4jDvIU
dependence on the filter linewidth Furthermore, these ex-
pressions are found in limiting cases for the lter linewidths: either Γ 
γσ  Ω or γσ  Γ  Ω. Both assume that the peaks are well separated
to allow for the auxiliary operator approximation. They predict no CSI or
BI violation for narrow lters, which is ultimately veried, although, in the
case of CSI, it is for values of the detector linewidth so small that they are
unphysical. Solid lines in Fig. 4.6 a show the dependence of RΓ and BΓ on the
detector linewidth Γ for the three sets of frequencies (ωi,−ωi), i ∈ 1, 2, 3
depicted in Fig. 4.6 b. For the already extremely small value of frequency
windows Γ = 0.1γσ, the CSI and BI can be violated, in contradiction with
the prediction of the auxiliary operator approximation.
There are mainly three regimes of frequency correlations: narrow lters,
peak ltering and overlapping windows. While narrow lters better dene
the structure, as can be seen in Fig. 4.4, they also correspond to longer times
of integration due to the time-frequency uncertainty and thus average out
the correlations. A maximum is found when ltering in windows of the order
of the peak linewidth or above, which is a welcomed result for an experimen-
talist. The overlap of the lters marks a change of trend in all the curves,
due to a competition between various phenomena involving, for instance,
various transitions as well as averaging over dierent types of interferences.
Dashed lines in Fig. 4.6 a show the value of ΓSΓ(ω) corresponding to the
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Figure 4.6: a, Solid lines:RΓ(ωi,−ωi) (top panel) andBΓ(ωi,−ωi) (bottom panel)as a function of the detectorlinewidth for the three set offrequencies (ωi,−ωi), i ∈ 1, 2, 3depicted in panel (b). Dashedlines: Amount of signal ΓSΓ(ω)that can be collected for thecorresponding filter linewidth.Blue points illustrate how twoconfigurations with the sameamount of collected signal canyield different degrees of viola-tion. b, Resonance fluorescencespectrum, this time in linearscale, displaying the charac-teristic Mollow triplet andthree sensors with linewidth
Γ = 2γσ centred at the fre-quencies used for panel (a):ω1 = ωS , ω2 = 1.125ωS andω3 = 1.25ωS . Parameters arethe same as in Fig. 4.1.
amount of signal that can be collected with a detector of linewidth Γ at the
frequency ω [67]. This way, one can easily compare, for a given amount of
available signal, the dierent degrees of violation which are accessible sim-
ply by selecting the frequency and the window of the detector appropriately.
Since such correlations are useful for technological purposes, the ability
to compute the entire landscape of frequency correlations becomes helpful
for optimizing quantum information processing. Correlations along line I of
the map arise from a well dened family of virtual processes, from which
sideband correlations have been shown to be just a particular, and in fact
also a detrimental case. By positioning the lters away from the sidebands
and increasing the frequency window of detection, it is possible to extract
light showing stronger quantum correlations without paying any price on
the signal. This way, one can optimize quantum correlations in a distillation
process in which only photons with sought correlations are retained, and
the others are ltered out.
4.6.2 jaynes-cummings
The previous results are general, as they relate to the added information
one can gain from frequency ltering, rather than on the specicities of the
source. While resonance uorescence is a particular fruitful emitter where to
investigate such eects, the same principles apply in any other system which
emits correlated photons and that has a spectral structure. To illustrate this
point, we show in Fig. 4.7 similar features observed in the case of the Jaynes-
Cummings model, see Section 2.2, in which a 2LS interacts with a single
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electromagnetic mode via the Hamiltonian H = g(a†σ + aσ†) and with
Lindblad terms to describe the incoherent pumping of the 2LS as well as
decay of both the 2LS and the electromagnetic mode, leading to the master
equation:
∂ρ
∂t
= −i [H, ρ] + (γσ
2
Lσ + γa2 La +
Pσ
2
Lσ†)ρ. (258)
As we will discuss in detail in the next Chapter, the spectral shape of this
system is the Rabi doublet at low pumping and a Jaynes–Cummings mul-
tiplet when transitions from higher rungs get activated at higher pumping.
In Fig. 4.7, one can observe how, again, regions of quantum emission appear
along the lines that correspond to families of virtual two-photon processes in
the Jaynes-Cummings ladder [96]. There is a region of CSI violation between
the Rabi peaks but it is hindered by the proximity of real states transitions.
Bell’s inequalities are, overall, more dicult to violate than in resonance
uorescence. At lower pumping, only the CSI violation survives and with
regions of quantum emission closely associated to those of photon bunch-
ing (not shown). A full analysis would bring us to the peculiarities of the
Jaynes–Cummings dynamics and therefore goes beyond the scope of this
text, which focuses on the principle of frequency ltering to optimize the
violation of classical inequalities.
Figure 4.7: Landscapes ofcorrelations for the Jaynes-Cummings model. These cor-relations violate both Cauchy-Schwarz (upper-left) and Bell’sinequalities (bottom-right). Thefull-landscape for each casefollows by symmetry. Parame-ters: γσ = 10−3g, γa = 0.1g,Pσ = 0.05g, and Γ = 0.1g.
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4.7 CONCLUS IONS AND PERSPECT IVES
We have shown how to evidence and optimize CSI and BI violations between
photons resolved in frequency from a quantum source, with no constrains
nor approximations from the theoretical description. Maximum violation
is to be found not when correlating peaks in the spectrum, as previously
thought, and thus linked to transitions between real states, but when involv-
ing virtual processes in the quantum dynamics. These results show the po-
tential of frequency correlations to engineer quantum correlations and could
be applied towards the design of optimum quantum information processing
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devices. In particular, these correlations can be Purcell enhanced when the
system is coupled to a single cavity mode, resulting in a new family of light
sources that is the topic of the next Chapters.

5CL IMB ING THE JAYNES-CUMMINGSLADDER
Nature uses only the longest threads to weave her patterns, so that each
small piece of her fabric reveals the organization of the entire tapestry.
— Richard P. Feynman
5.1 INTRODUCT ION
This Chapter oers a review of some of the most important experimen-tal and theoretical eorts that have attempted to reveal the strongquantum character of light matter coupling when it is brought to
the ultimate limit, where single photons interact with the most elemental
description of matter: a two-level system. We discuss physical phenomena
that evidence this quantum character by probing the system with an exter-
nal, weak laser, and show that by increasing the power of this laser, the same
phenomena become a manifestation of an altogether dierent regime, the
dressed-atom, thus bridging the two most fundamental pillars of quantum
optics. This has striking physical consequences on the light emitted by the
system which will be the topic of the next Chapter.
5.2 NONL INEAR I T I ES IN THEJAYNES-CUMMINGS HAM I LTON IAN
The physics of light-matter coupling reaches its most fundamental paradigm
when brought to the zero dimensional case. In this limit, a single electromag-
netic mode, like a resonant mode conned in an optical cavity, can interact
with a quantum emitter (QE), i.e., matter that is suciently conned for
its spectrum to be quantized in discrete energy levels. In the simplest case
where the matter component can be described as a two-level system (2LS),
the dynamics of the system can be described by one of the most relevant mod-
els in quantum mechanics, the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, that reads:
H = ωaa†a+ωσσ†σ+ g(σ†a+ σa†), (259)
where a, σ are the annihilation operators of a bosonic cavity mode and a 2LS,
respectively. Specically, the operator σ is dened as |g〉〈e|, with |g〉 and |e〉
describing the ground and excited state of the 2LS.
The rst landmark of the light-matter coupling physics is the regime of
strong coupling. When the cavity is good enough to retain a photon for a
long time, this photon can be absorbed and emitted by the QE several times,
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so that the character of the system oscillates between light and matter. Such
an oscillation reects that the photonic or material modes alone no longer
constitute eigenstates of the system. New eigenstates consist in the quantum
superposition of particles of light and matter, describing new quasiparticles
with mixed properties from both components. This quasiparticles are usually
termed ‘polaritons’.
Strong coupling was reported for the rst time for atoms in optical cavi-
ties [223], has also been demonstrated for articial atoms in circuit quantum
electrodynamics [231] and for optical QDs coupled to high-quality micro-
cavities [189, 195, 239]. However, while the phenomenon constitutes a rst
manifestation of the quantum mixture between light and matter, it nds a
straightforward classical analogue in the coupling between two harmonic
oscillators. The latter case can also be described from a quantum point of
view, this time using two bosonic operators a and b:
H = ωaa†a+ωbb†b+ g(a†b+ ab†) . (260)
We can understand the similarities and dierences between both models by
analyzing their energy spectrum. The Hamiltonian of two coupled oscilla-
tors can be diagonalized by dening new Bose operators, u = cos(θ)a +
sin(θ)b, l = − sin(θ)a + cos(θ)b, where the mixing angle is given by
θ = arctan
[
g/(∆2 +R)
]
. We call the new modes u and l upper and lower
modes. R is half of the Rabi frequency, and represents the energy splitting
between the two new modes:
R =
√
g2 +
(
∆
2
)
, (261)
with ∆ = ωa − ωb, such that the new Hamiltonian reads H = ω+u†u +
ω−l†l, with energies:
ω± =
ωa +ωb
2
±R . (262)
The resulting ladder of energies levels is depicted in panel a of Fig. 5.1. It
can be divided in manifolds having the same number n of excitations, each of
them consisting of n eigenstates of the form |m, n−m〉, m ∈ [0, n], where
|m, n〉 represents the state with m excitations on the lower mode, and n
on the upper [129]. The multiple transitions that can take place between
adjacent manifolds can only have energies ω− or ω+, since they imply the
annihilation of an exciton from the upper or lower mode. These rst-order
transitions are reected in the spectrum of emission, that features a distinct
doublet of emission with two peaks centered at ω− and ω+. However, there
is nothing inherently quantum in the underlying dynamics that gives rise
to these two peaks: they just reect the existence of two normal modes, as
happens with two coupled harmonic oscillators in classical mechanics.
In the case of the JC Hamiltonian, we can as well divide the energy spec-
trum in manifolds with a xed number n of excitations. However, in this case
there are only two eigenstates |n±〉 per manifold, belonging to the subspace
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{|n, g〉, |n− 1, e〉}. The Hamiltonian can be diagonalized independently in
each subspace, giving, for the n-th manifold, the two eigenvalues
ω
(n)
± = nωa −
∆
2
±
√
(
√
ng)2 +
(
∆
2
)2
, (263)
with ∆ = ωa−ωσ. This indicates that the coupling energy between the 2LS
and a number of photons larger than one bears the signature of the quan-
tization of light, being larger by a factor of
√
2g,
√
3g, etc. The resulting
structure of energy levels can be seen in panel b of Fig. 5.1. Note that the
frequency of the cavity was chosen small to aid the visualization; normally
it is orders of magnitude larger than the coupling rate g (when both are in-
deed of the same order, the system is said to be in the ultrastrong coupling
regime [15, 175, 196, 224], which is not described by the JC Hamiltonian
since the rotating wave approximation does not hold). Due to the factor
√
n
in Eq. (263), the energy of the transitions going from one manifold to the next
below depends on the number of excitations n that characterizes the mani-
fold. In contrast to the case of the coupled harmonic oscillators, now there
are four possible transitions between adjacent manifolds. Each of them be-
longs to one of three possible groups of transitions that are close in energy:
we label these energies ωR (from + branch to − branch), ω0 (from ± to ±)
and ωL (from − to +). ωR corresponds to frequencies larger than that of
Figure 5.1: Energy spec-trum of light matter sys-tems. a, Coupled harmonicoscillators. The spectrumconsists of manifolds ofexcitations (marked withdifferent colors) of equallyspaced energy levels. Tran-sitions between manifoldscan occur with two possi-ble energies, ω− and ω+ .b, Harmonic oscillator cou-pled to a two-level system.Each manifold has onlytwo eigenstates, and therefour possible transitions be-tween consecutive manifoldswith energies that dependon the number of excitationsin the system.
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the cavity, ω0, around the cavity energy, and ωL, lower. While the energy
of these transitions change from one manifold to the next, at high mani-
fold numbers, energies belonging to the same group are very close together.
This manifests in the spectrum of the light emitted by the 2LS as the three
distinctive peaks of the Mollow triplet at frequencies ωL, ω0 and ωR [60].The notation of thesubindexes R and L inωR and ωL stands for“right” and “left” sideband
The position of the sideband peaks, i.e., the values of ωL and ωR, depends
on the mean number of photons in the cavity, that determines how high in
the ladder the system is. Interestingly, this behaviour can be described by a
semiclassical model that does not quantize the light eld, as in the model of
resonance uorescence presented in Section 4.2. In that case, the cavity eld
is considered to be in a coherent state and is characterized just by a num-
ber (not an operator), with Ω in Eq. (216) determining the mean number of
photons na as Ω = γa
√
na/2.
This nonlinear structure of energy levels has an important consequence:
the energy required for a photon to be absorbed by the system depends on
whether another photon is already present or not, realizing a highly sought
case of photon-photon interaction. However, as can be observed in Fig. 5.1,
the two transitions that can occur between the rst manifold and vacuum
have the same energies than in the case of the coupled harmonic oscillators.
The corresponding lines in the spectrum are therefore the same two peaks
that are associated to the classical, normal mode coupling, what is known as
the vacuum-Rabi spectrum. The visualization of these two peaks in the spec-
trum requires that their separation (given by 2g when the bare modes are in
resonance, without dissipation) must be greater than the spectral linewidth
of the modes (given by the inverse lifetime). Following the intuitive picture
given before in terms of photon absorption and emission, this regime corre-
sponds to the situation in which the period of the Rabi oscillations is smaller
than the lifetime of the photon, allowing it to be reabsorbed by the emitter
inside the cavity. The observation of these two well separated peaks, even in
the resonant case where the bare modes have the same energy and only one
peak would be expected in the uncoupled case, is known as avoided crossing
or anticrossing. While the experimental observation of anticrossing has con-The concept of anticrossingis also of great importancein quantum chemistry. Anti-crossing always implies theemergence of an eigenstatewith lowered energy, withthe corresponding increasein stability. Mixing of statesto gain more stability isprecisely the mechanism ofchemical bond resonance.
stituted the rst direct indication of the strong coupling between light and
matter [189, 195, 239], in order to reveal the nonlinearities of the energy level
structure, and therefore the quantum character of the coupled light-matter
system, further evidences beyond the observation of a doublet are needed.
5.3 THE D ISS IPAT I VE JC LADDER
Providing unambiguous proof of the nonlinear character of systems that
seem to be described JC ladder is not an easy task. The rst evidences of
the
√
n scaling was obtained by Fourier transform of Rabi oscillations in
the time domain using Rydberg atoms [38]. However, direct spectroscopy
observation of the higher rungs of the ladder faced much diculties, the
main one lying in the dissipative nature of the system. The light and matter
components are both inevitably coupled to an external continuum of elec-
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Figure 5.2: Anticrossing. The anticross-ing of the energy levels as one of thebare modes crosses the other manifestsin the spectrum of emission as a dou-blet of peaks that never cross. In thecase of cavity-2LS coupling, its ori-gin lies in the transitions from the firstmanifold to vacuum.
tromagnetic modes that allows them to relax by emission of a photon (see
Sections 2.3 and 2.5). While the detection of the light leaked in this way is a
very useful resource to retrieve information on the system, this coupling also
implies a broadening of the energy levels that smears out the features of the
anharmonic ladder. From the theoretical point of view, we describe the open
character of the system by means of a master equation for the dynamical
evolution of the density matrix:
dρ
dt
= L(ρ) = −i[H, ρ] + γa
2
La(ρ)+ γσ2 Lσ(ρ)+
Pa
2
La†(ρ)+
Pσ
2
Lσ†(ρ)
(264)
where Lc(ρ) = 2cρc† − c†cρ − ρc†c (see Section 2.5). This describes the
leakage of photons from the cavity and the 2LS with decay rates γa and
γσ resp., and also the inverse process where an excitation is incoherently
put into the system with rates Pa and Pσ [149]. From the eigenvalues of the
Liouvillian superoperator L we can upgrade the energy spectrum given by
Eq. (263) to a dissipative spectrum of complex energies [58, 152]:
ω
(n)
± = nωa−
∆
2
− i (2n− 1)γa + γσ
4
±
√
(
√
ng)2 +
(
∆
2
− iγa − γσ
4
)2
(265)
where the imaginary part describes the width of the broadened energy levels.
The resulting dissipative JC ladder is depicted in panel a of Fig. 5.3, where
the shading around the lines represents their width, according to Eq. (265).
The form of this equation reects very clearly why it is so dicult to observe
the higher rungs of the JC ladder in dissipative systems: as we go high in the
ladder, the splitting of the levels increase as
√
n, but the broadening does it
as nγa/g. Figure 5.3 illustrates as well the dierent forms of excitation, and
what are the resonances expected in this case. While there are numerous
ways of bringing excitations into the system, most of them fall into two
categories: coherent and incoherent excitation.
coherent excitation Coherent excitation refers to the direct pump-
ing of the system by a beam of coherent light with a specic frequency. This
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Figure 5.3: The dissipativeJaynes-Cummings system.a, Dissipative JC ladder.The width of the lines rep-resent the linewidth of thelevels. b Energy of multi-photon transitions start-ing from the ground state.c, Fifth-order correlationfunction under coherentexcitation of the 2LS, fea-turing bunching peaks atthe energies of the multi-photon transitions shown inb. d, Energy of the possibletransitions between con-secutive manifolds. e, Spec-trum of the light emittedby the cavity under inco-herent pumping of the 2LS.
way, one targets with the incident light a resonance of a given energy and
can probe the system by changing the frequency of the excitation. Theoreti-
cally, the excitation by a laser, described as a coherent state of mean photon
number n¯ =
√
α and frequency ωL, is accounted for with the addition of an
extra term HC to the Hamiltonian (see Section 2.3.3):
HC = Ω(c eiωLt + c†e−iωLt) , (266)
where c = a for cavity excitation, and c = σ for 2LS excitation and with
Ω = iα
√
γc/2pi, and the phase α chosen so that Ω ∈ R. Ω is thereforeThe selective, coherentpumping of cavity or2LS can be implementedexperimentally by differentmethods, like a change inthe orientation of the excita-tion or a convenient choiceof polarizations. A modelwith coherent excitationof the 2LS only can alsobe derived from anotherwith only cavity excitationby applying a displace-ment to the cavity modeto remove the coherentpart (see Section 6.2)
a descriptor of the laser amplitude; this laser is a third external eld that
we describe classically, and must not be confused with the cavity, that we
still describe as a quantum mode. This type of excitation will yield a fam-
ily of multi-photon transitions, depicted as straight arrow lines in Fig. 5.3 a
that, when the frequency of the excitation is changed to probe the system,
correspond to the family of resonances depicted in panel Fig. 5.3 b. Those
resonances are given by
ω∗n,± = ω
(n)
± /n, (267)
where ω(n)± are the energies of the JC ladder given by Eq. (263).
incoherent excitation In the case of incoherent excitation, the
energy levels are populated incoherently, e.g., from the relaxation of excita-
tions at higher energy levels. In this case, one can observe the emission cor-
responding to transitions between adjacent manifolds, depicted as dashed
arrow lines in Fig. 5.1 b and as dashed and dotted arrow lines in Fig. 5.3 a.
Their energies of emission are shown in Fig. 5.3 d. As described before, these
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transitions can be divided in three groups with energies: ω0 (dashed lines in
panel a and d), ωL and ωR (dotted lines).
These resonances are linked to the nonlinear character of the spectrum
and serve as evidence of the quantum character of the system. Both schemes
present as well the two vacuum-Rabi resonances (red solid lines), that not
only are common to the classical picture of coupled harmonic oscillators,
but are also the most easily excited and detected and consequently always
the dominant feature. Therefore, the challenge is, both from a theoretical
and experimental point of view, to provide an evidence of the rest of the
resonances coming from higher rungs in the ladder.
5.3.1 observables
The two main kinds of observables to use in order to evidence these reso-
nances are either the intensity of emission (resolving in energies to analyse
the spectrum, or studying its dependence on the frequency of a probe exci-
tation), or photon statistics at second and higher orders.
While the latter approach is in principle more dicult—since measur-
ing photon statistics, i.e., intensity uctuations, is a more challenging task
than measuring the intensity itself—it oered nevertheless some of the rst
indirect evidences of the existence of a nonlinear ladder of energy levels.
In 2005, Birnbaum et al. [29] reported the measurement of antibunching
from an atom-cavity system under coherent excitation in resonance with
the vacuum-Rabi doublets. As shown in Fig. 5.4, due to the nonlinearity of
the the energy levels, the absorption of a rst photon at the energy of the
Rabi doublet tunes the energy of the system out of resonance, blocking the
absorption of a second one. This converts the poissonian stream of light used
to excite the system into a sub-poissonian, antibunched one. The same kind
of evidence based on photon statistics was provided in 2008 by Faraon et
al. [76] using a semiconductor quantum dot embedded in an optical micro-
cavity. In this case, they probed the system as a function of the laser detuning
(dashed line in panel b of Fig. 5.4).
Doing so, they partially reproduced the features depicted in panel c, namely, Figure 5.4: Mechanismof photon blockade. a, Theabsorption of a first photonblocks the absorption of asecond one. b, Second-ordercorrelation function g(2)under coherent excitationof the cavity in the limit oflow pumping, as a functionof laser frequency anddetuning between cavityand 2LS. c, g(2) at zerodetuning as a function ofthe laser energy. Photonblockade manifests asantibunching at energyωL −ωa = g.
the already observed antibunching that evidences the photon blockade at
driving frequency ωL − ωa = g, and a big bunching peak at the frequency
resonant with the bare energy of the 2LS. In the particular conguration
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of Ref. [76], cavity and 2LS were in resonance, and this bunching peak was
mistakenly attributed to the bare resonance of the cavity. However, Fig. 5.4 b
unambiguously shows that the peak follows the energy of the 2LS. To the
best of our knowledge, this feature is still not well understood and certainly
deserves further investigation. Some rst results on the matter will be pre-
sented in the following discussions of this Section.
In 2008, Schuster et al. [207] showed the rst direct spectroscopic observa-
tion of the higher rungs of the JC ladder in the transmitted eld of an atom
coupled to an optical cavity excited by a coherent driving. On a subsequent
paper [141], they evidenced the same resonance by analysing the statistics of
the emitted light, reporting the bunching peak at the two-photon resonance
ωL − ωa = g/
√
2 shown in Fig. 5.4 c). Soon afterwards the nonlinearity
was directly observed by Fink et al. [77] using a pump-probe measurement
on a circuit QED system, in which a pump tone populated the state |1±〉
and a second probe tone excited the transition |1±〉 → |2±〉. Therefore, this
pump-probe measurement allows to use coherent excitation to target rst-
order transitions between higher manifolds in the ladder, i.e, those depicted
in Fig. 5.3 d (particularly, transitions of the group ω0, i.e., those between the
Rabi doublet, were observed). The next year, Bishop et al. [31] observed un-
ambiguously the multi-photon resonances up to n = 5 in the transmitted
eld of the cavity. The rst direct access to the second rung in a semicon-
ductor solid-state device was reported by Reinhard et al. [193] by looking
at the statistics of emission and observing the bunching of the two-photon
resonance under pulsed excitation. They also observed that a higher degree
of antibunching was obtained when the cavity and dot were far detuned.
All these experiments rely on the capability of coherent excitation to tar-
get specic resonances of the JC ladder by changing the energy of the excita-
tion. When trying to describe these experiments from a theoretical point of
view, it is soon apparent that some dierences exist between the two possible
mechanisms of coherent excitation: cavity excitation and 2LS excitation. In
the case of those experiments studying the transmitted eld, the dierences
are not large; Fig 5.5 shows the steady-state cavity population, Tr
{
a†aρSS
}
,
that is proportional to the intensity of the transmitted eld, as a function of
the 2LS-cavity detuning and the frequency of the exciting laser.
Figure 5.5: Transmitted field. Cavity populationna = Tr{a†aρSS} in the steady state, propor-tional to the intensity of the transmitted field,as a function of the frequency ωL of the excitinglaser and the detuning between cavity and 2LS,
∆. The two-photon resonance to the second rungof the JC ladder is clearly visible in both cases;higher resonances are only slightly visible in thecase of cavity excitation. Parameters of the sim-ulation: γa = 0.1g, γσ = 0.01g, Ω = 0.1g.
We see that the multi-photon resonance to the second rung is clearly visi-
ble in both schemes, while higher resonances, as depicted in Fig. 5.3 b, do
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Figure 5.6: Statistics ofemission. g(n) for n ∈ [2, 5]of the light emitted by thecavity under coherent driv-ing of the cavity (top) andthe 2LS (bottom). By vary-ing the laser frequency ωLand the detuning ∆ be-tween cavity and 2LS, thestatistics of the emissionreveals the multi-photonresonances displayed inFig. 5.3. Strong differencesexist between the two pos-sible schemes of excitation.Parameters: γa = 0.1g,γσ = 0.01g, Ω = 0.01g.
only manifest in the case of cavity excitation, probably too faint to be ob-
served experimentally. While the dierences between both schemes in the
intensity of emission are not too large, they become dramatic for the photon
statistics. We have shown already some particular cases: namely, g(5) under
coherent excitation of the 2LS (Fig. 5.3 c) and g(2) under coherent excitation
of the cavity (Fig. 5.2 b), both as a function of frequency of the excitation ωL
and the cavity-2LS detuning ∆. A full series of g(n) with n ∈ [2, 5] for both
schemes of excitation is shown in Fig. 5.6, clearly manifesting the important
eect that the kind of excitation has on the statistics. There are two main
dierences. On one hand, the bunching peak known as photon tunneling, is
only present in the case of cavity excitation and, as we have discussed before,
it always manifests at the energy of the 2LS (contrary to what is stated for
instance in Ref. [76]). This is clearly seen in Fig. 5.7, that depicts two cuts of
the g(2) maps of Fig. 5.6 at ∆ = 0,−2g.
Figure 5.7: Statistics of emission. g(n) forn ∈ [2, 5] of the light emitted by the cav-ity under coherent driving of the cavity (top)and the 2LS (bottom). By varying the laserfrequency ωL and the detuning ∆ betweencavity and 2LS, the statistics of the emissionreveal the multi-photon resonances displayedin Fig. 5.3. Strong differences exist betweenthe two possible schemes of excitation. Pa-rameters: γa = 0.1g, γσ = 0.01g, Ω = 0.01g.
On the other hand, in the case of 2LS excitation, g(n) develops a rich structure
of bunching peaks as n increases, that corresponds exactly to the n-photon
resonances that were depicted in Fig. 5.3 b. These bunching peaks are also
present in the case of cavity excitation, but they fade as ∆ deviates from zero,
while in the case of 2LS excitation they are much more resilient to detuning.
Laussy et al. [152] reported for the rst time most of these theoretical re-
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sults shown here, highlighting the important role of detuning and photon
statistics in the observation of the ngerprints of the JC ladder. Müller et al.
[168] explored these ideas experimentally using semiconductor QDs. As de-
tuning increases, so does the separation between the excitation energies of
the rst and higher rungs (c.f. Fig. 5.3 b); one of the consequences of this is an
improvement of the mechanism of photon blockade when exciting the rst
rung, since the probability of exciting higher rungs is reduced. This way, by
using a detuned conguration, the experiment reported antibunching with
one of the smallest value of g(2) achieved so far in solid state.
5.4 MULT I -PHOTON RESONANCES
It is evident from the discussion above that the physics of the dissipative
Jaynes Cummings ladder is extremely rich, and much room exists for further
investigation. We will focus here on one of the features that we have pre-
sented: the bunching peaks appearing in g(n) at the frequency of the multi-
photon resonances, ω(n)± /n. These features can appear counterintuitive if
one follows the reasoning that we used to explain photon blockade. In the
case of photon blockade, i.e., a one-photon resonance with the rst manifold
of the JC ladder, the energy of the laser is tuned out of resonance when the
system is excited to the rst manifold (c.f. Fig. 5.4 a). Something similar oc-
curs in the case of an n-photon resonance: as can be seen in Fig. 5.3 a, once
the system is excited to the n-th manifold via a n-photon process, the exci-
tation to higher rungs is blocked. Following the intuition we develop in the
case of photon blockade, this would imply that the m-th photon resonance
should manifest as bunching in the g(n) for n ≤ m, and antibunching for
n > m. However, contrary to this expectation, bunching peaks appear for
n ≥ m, and no particular features for n < m. At this point, one might won-
der whether the broadening of the energy levels due to the dissipative nature
of the system could explain this phenomenon. We will show now that this
is not the case, and that these features can be recovered from a pure Hamil-
tonian dynamics.
We are concerned with the scenario of coherent excitation of the 2LS. This
is described by the sum of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (259) and the coherent
driving of Eq. (266) for 2LS excitation (c = σ). In a frame rotating with the
frequency of the laser ωL (see Section 2.4), this takes the form:
H = δaa†a+ δσσ†σ+ g(a†σ+ σ†a) +Ω(σ† + σ) , (268)
with δa ≡ ωa−ωL and δσ = ωσ−ωL. The wavefunction of the system, |ψ〉,
evolves according to Schrodinger’s equation, ˙|ψ〉 = −iH|ψ〉, whose formal
solution in the basis of eigenstates |φi〉 of H reads:
|ψ(t)〉 = c1|φ1〉e−iE1t + c2|φ2〉e−iE2t + · · · (269)
with the coecients ci = 〈φi|ψ0〉 to be determined by the initial state. Using
the basis of bare states,
{|i〉} ≡ {|0〉 , |1〉 , |2〉 , |3〉 , . . .} ≡ {|0, g〉 , |0, e〉 , |1, g〉 , |1, e〉 , . . .}, (270)
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one can represent the wavefunction through the probabilities pi for the sys-
tem to be in the state |i〉:
pi(t) = |〈i|ψ(t)〉|2 =∑
j,k
cjc∗k 〈i|φj〉〈φk|i〉ei(Ek−Ej)t . (271)
Contrary to the probabilities that one would obtain from the diagonal terms
of the steady-state density matrix, pi ≡ 〈i|ρSS|i〉, these depend explicitly
on time. However, we can obtain analogous time-independent probabilities
by averaging the oscillations, i.e., retaining only the non-oscillating terms in
Eq. (271):
〈pi〉 =∑
j
|cj|2|〈i|φj〉|2 . (272)
From this, we can compute the probability of having n photons in the cavity,
given by 〈pcn〉 ≡ 〈png〉 + 〈pne〉, and obtain the corresponding n-th order
correlation function g(n), given by:
g(n) =
∑∞m=1 ∏
n−1
i=0 (m− i)〈pcm〉
(∑∞m=1 m〈pcm〉)n
. (273)
This is to be contrasted with the g(n) that we would obtain from the steady
state density matrix, substituting 〈pcn〉 by pcn in Eq. (273), where
pcn ≡ 〈ng|ρSS|ng〉+ 〈ne|ρSS|ne〉 . (274)
The result of both calculations is displayed in Fig. 5.8. We can clearly ob-
serve that the bunching peaks arise from a photon probability distribution
that is very similar in both the dissipative and the Hamiltonian case. More
Figure 5.8: Comparison of statistics fromdissipative and Hamiltonian dynamics. g(n)for n ∈ [2, 5] (top) and probability of havingn photons in the cavity (bottom) for the caseof dissipative dynamics (left) and Hamiltonian(right). The simulations are performed in avery detuned configuration, with ∆ = −60g,and in the low driving limit, Ω = 10−3g.In the dissipative case, γa = 0.1g, γσ =0.01g. Vertical lines mark the n-th photontransitions given by ω(n)+ /n, with n goingfrom 1 to 5, from right to left.
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Figure 5.9: Diagram of all possible n-photon tran-sitions. This shows the energies of the n-photonresonances that can take place with initial stateshigher than vacuum. The colors determine the num-ber of photons exchanged in the transition. Dottedlines represent transitions from − to +, and dashed,from + to −. Straight lines correspond to the n-photon resonances that have vacuum as initial state,c.f. Fig. 5.3 b. Resonances of n = 1 correspond tothe lines of Fig. 5.3 d. As detuning increases, n-photon resonances of equal n and same initial stateclutter together. However, they cannot be concate-nated, since the final and initial states are detuned.
specically, when the laser hits the n-th photon resonance, the probability of
the cavity containing m photons, with m ≥ n, increases. These resonances
on the probabilities manifest in all rungs up the JC ladder, and though they
consist on small increases over a exceptionally small background (notice the
range of the logarithmic scale), they are responsible of the bunching peaks
observed in the set of g(n), which are extremely sensitive to these deviations.
This rules out the possibility of the bunching peaks being due to the nite
broadening of the energy levels.
To understand how these higher rungs are excited, we will consider the
possible multi-photon transitions that can take place, not only starting from
the ground state |0g〉, but from states higher in the ladder. In general, the
energy of an n-photon transition from the eigenstate |mχ〉, with χ = ±, to
the eigenstate |(m+ n)χ′〉, n rungs above, is given by:
ω
(n)
m,χ,χ′ = (ω
(m+n)
χ′ −ω(m)χ )/n , (275)
with ω(n)χ corresponding to the eigenvalues of the JC Hamiltonian, Eq. (263).
The energies for some of these transitions, going from − to + rungs, and
vice-versa, are depicted in Fig. 5.9. This draws a more complete picture of the
possible resonances of the system, since it extends with the n-photon tran-
sitions between higher rungs our previous description of the n-photon reso-
nances ω∗n,± shown in Fig. 5.3 b and Eq. (267) (those that start from vacuum)
and the one-photon resonances between higher rungs depicted in Fig. 5.3 d.
The transitions that go from + to + and from − to − have energies close
to the cavity frequency and have not been included for clarity. From the Fig-
ure, we can see that, as the detuning ∆ between cavity and 2LS increases,
n-photon transitions of equal n starting from−/+ rungs (for negative/pos-
itive detunings) tend to clutter together. However, this cluttering does not
imply that exciting resonantly a n-photon transition from the ground state
would resonantly populate all the rungs, since, taking the case of negative
∆ as an example, all these n-photon transitions start on a − rung and nish
on a + rung, in such a way that they cannot occur consecutively. However,
and keeping the example of negative detuning, if we are driving the state
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|n+〉 from the ground state, hitting with the laser a n-photon transition, an
excitation might, with a very small probability, be o-resonantly put into
the state |n−〉. In that case, since the energies of all the n-photon transitions
starting from a − rung are cluttered together, the system would enter again
in resonance and a higher manifold would be populated. This is the origin
of the small resonances in the occupancy of higher rungs shown in Fig. 5.8,
and of the consequential bunching peaks in g(n).
We will now focus on the mechanism of resonant, n-photon excitation of
the n-th manifold in the limit of big detuning ∆, as we showed in Fig. 5.8.
We will take the particular case of negative detuning, that we consider from
now on for concreteness. In this case, excitation of the n-photon resonance
will drive the state |n+〉, which in this limit, it is |n+〉 ≈ |n − 1, e〉. The
n-photon resonance, therefore, corresponds to driving a state with n − 1
photons in the cavity. However, Figure 5.8 seems to describe a dierent pic-
ture, since at the two-photon resonance, the rst peak seems to appear in
〈pc2〉, at the three-photon resonance, in 〈pc3〉, and so on. If the two-photon
resonance is driving the state |1e〉, we would expect an important increase
of the value of 〈pc1〉 which seems absent in the gure. The answer to this
apparent paradox lies in the details: one has to look at the resonance really
closely. The result of making such a zoom for the case of the two-photon res-
onance is shown in Fig. 5.10. There, we can see emerging a very thin peak
in the probability of having one photon in the cavity, just too sharp to be
resolved in the original gures. Other peaks are also present, corresponding
to the rest of two-photon transitions with energies ω(2)m,−,+, with m ≥ 1. A
complete zoom around the n-photon resonance reveals that the probability
〈pcn−1〉 gets to 1/2, as shown in Fig. 5.11 for the three-photon resonance,
which corresponds to a regime of full Rabi oscillation between the states
|0, g〉 and |n− 1, e〉. Since n can be any integer, depending on which reso-
nance is driven, the superposition takes place between states that can dier
arbitrarily in energy:
|ψN〉 = 1√
2
(|0, g〉+ |N, e〉). (276)
Such a superposition has been hypothetically referred to describe “spooky”
features of quantum mechanics, like non-conservation of energy (the col-
Figure 5.10: Zoom aroundtwo-photon resonance.When zooming around thetwo-photon resonance, weobserve a sharp peak onthe occupation of the stateswith only one photon inthe cavity. This sharp peakis not responsible for thebunching peaks that weobserve in the curves of g(2)of Figure 5.8. Ω/g = 10−3.
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lapse of such a wavefunction suddenly provides a state that has either no
energy or the huge amount h¯ωσ + Nh¯ωa) [185, 212]. Our results show that
the detuned JC Hamiltonian allows to actually realize such a superposition.
We started this Section by discussing an apparent paradox: why is the anti-
bunching observed in the photon-blockade regime (resonance with the rst
manifold) not replicated at the n-photon level? Following the intuition de-
veloped in the case of photon blockade, n-photon resonances should excite
a state of the n-th manifold and tune the system out of resonance, block-
ing any further n-photon absorption of photons from the laser. As a conse-
quence, one should observe antibunching in g(m) for m > n. Furthermore,
in the regime of large detuning, we have seen that the coupling to the n-th
manifold occurs via a state with n− 1 photons in the cavity, implying that
antibunching should indeed observed in g(m) for m ≥ n. On the contrary,
n-photon resonances manifest as a family of bunching peaks. The paradox is
solved when looking at the small frequency ranges in which we have shown
that resonances manifest fully as N-photon Rabi oscillations; in those very
small ranges, a dip appears in the bunching peaks of g(n) and they become
indeed antibunched as expected, only in frequency ranges too small to be dis-
cerned in the gures displayed so far. This is observed for the three-photon
resonance in Fig. 5.11 b, corresponding to a Rabi oscillation between the
states |0, g〉 and |2, e〉 and is therefore antibunched for g(n) with n ≥ 3.
5.5 MULT I -PHOTON RAB I OSC I L LAT IONS
We now analyse the behaviour of the system when it undergoes N-photon
Rabi oscillation. Let us consider the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of
the laser, Eq. (268), disposing of the 2LS-cavity coupling and the excitation
terms:
H0 = δaa†a+ δσσ†σ. (277)
The eigenstates of this “bare” Hamiltonian H0 consist of the basis of bare
states, {|n, e/g〉}. The eigenvalues belonging to the states |0, g〉 and |n−
1, e〉 are λ1 = 0 and λ2 = (n − 1)(ωa − ωL) + ωσ − ωL, respectively.
We see then that, when ωL ≈ [(n− 1)ωa + ωσ]/n, both eigenvalues are
Figure 5.11: Zoom aroundthe three-photon reso-nance. Ω/g = 10−3.ε represents a smallLamb shift that deviatesthe n-photon resonancefrom its original position.
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almost equal, λ1 ≈ λ2 ≈ 0. This proximity in energies allows to dene
a subspace consisting only of these two states, the rest of them living in
another subspace separated from the rst by energies of the order of δa and
δσ. Both subspaces are uncoupled in the bare Hamiltonian, but get coupled
when we include as a perturbation the terms g(a†σ+ aσ†) and Ω(σ† + σ).
However, if Ω and g satisfy g,Ω  δa, δσ, the cluttering in energies of the
bare Hamiltonian holds, and we can still dene the independent subspace
{|0, g〉, |n− 1, e〉}. This allows us to separate the dynamics of this subspace
from the rest of the states and perform an adiabatic elimination to retain only
the coupling between the states inside it, obtaining an eective Hamiltonian
that provides the frequency of the Rabi N-photon oscillation.
Let us use the basis {|i〉} of Eq. (270) in order to write the wavefunc-
tion of the system as |ψ(t)〉 = ∑i ci(t)|i〉. We consider that the system is
driven at the nth-photon resonance that couples the states |0〉 = |0, g〉 and
|2n− 1〉 = |n− 1, e〉, so we truncate the Hilbert space at the n-th manifold,
meaning i ∈ [0, 2n]. Using the Hamiltonian (268), the dynamical evolution
of the coecients ci(t) is given by the Schrödinger equation:
iC˙(t) =MC , (278)
where C(t) ≡ (c0(t), c1(t), · · · , c2n(t))T, and:
M≡

0 Ω 0 0 0
Ω δσ g 0 0
0 g δa Ω 0
...
0 0 Ω δσ + δa
√
2g
0 0 0
√
2g 2δa
(n− 1)δa Ω 0
· · · Ω (n− 1)δa + δσ
√
ng
0
√
ng nδa

.
(279)
The coecients of the states in the subspace of the multi-photon Rabi oscil-
lation are c0(t) and c2n−1(t). An adiabatic elimination is performed by set-
ting the derivative of the rest of the coecients to zero. This transforms the
previous system of dierential equations into another one for the reduced
subspace:
ic˙0(t) = Ωc1(t) ,
i ˙c2n−1(t) = [(n− 1)δa + δσ]c2n−1(t) +Ω c2n−2(t) +
√
ng c2n(t),
(280)
with the rest of 2n− 1 coecients, c = (c1, c2, · · · , c2n−2, c2n)T being de-
termined by an algebraic equation:
Hc = v (281)
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where v = (−Ωc0, 0, · · · , 0,−Ωc2n−1,−
√
ng c2n−1)T (we skip the time
dependence for simplicity of notation) andH is a (2n− 1)× (2n− 1) sym-
metric, tridiagonal matrix:
H =

a1 −b2 0
−b2 a2 −b3
. . .
−b2n−2 a2n−2 −b2n−1
0 −b2n−1 a2n−1

, (282)
with a2n−1 = nδa, b2n−1 = 0, and, for m < 2n− 1:
am =
δσ + m−12 δa (m = odd)m
2 δa (m = even)
andbm =
−Ω (m = odd)−√m2 g (m = even)
(283)
By computing the inverse ofHwe can obtain the list of coecients c = H−1v
as a function of c0 and c2n−1, so that Eq. (280) becomes a linear system of
equations for the two states that can be described by an eective Hamilto-
nian Heff:
i
d
dt
(
c0
c2n−1
)
= Heff
(
c0
c2n−1
)
. (284)
The term in the equation for c2n−1 multiplying c0, and viceversa, will cor-
respond to the Rabi frequency Ω(n)eff of the n-photon Rabi oscillation. The
equation for c˙2n−1 depends on c2n and c2n−2. Since b2n−1 = 0, the elements
of the last row and column ofH are zero excluding the diagonal, and there-
fore, the same occurs forH−1:
H =

H′
0
...
0
0 · · · 0 a2n−1
→ H−1 =

H′−1
0
...
0
0 · · · 0 1/a2n−1
 . (285)
Consequently, c2n does not depend on c0. On the other hand, c2n−2 depends
on c0 with a term−ΩH−12n−2,1c0 or, equivalently,−ΩH′−12n−2,1c0. Therefore,
c˙2n−1 depends on c0 as ic˙2n−1 = · · · − Ω2H′−12n−2,1c0, giving the eective
Rabi frequency:
Ω(n)eff = −Ω2H′−12n−2,1 , (286)
Fortunately, the inverse of a symmetric, diagonal matrix is analytic [163]. It
is given by (setting m ≡ 2n− 2):
H′−1 =

u1v1 u1v2 u1v3 · · · u1vm
u1v2 u2v2 u2v3 · · · u2vm
u1v3 u2v3 u3v3 · · · u3vm
...
...
... . . .
...
u1vm u2vm u3vm · · · umvm

, (287)
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with
um =
1
δmvm
, um−i =
bm−i+1 · · · bm
δm−i · · · δmvm , i = 1, · · · ,m− 1, (288a)
δ1 = a1, δi = ai − b
2
i
δi−1
, i = 2, · · · ,m, (288b)
v1 =
1
d1
, vi =
b2 · · · bi
d1 · · · di−1di , i = 2, · · · ,m, (288c)
dn = an, di = ai −
b2i+1
di+1
, i = m− 1, · · · , 1. (288d)
H′−12n−2,1 is therefore given by u1vm, which yields:
Ω(n)eff = −Ω2
b2 · · · bm
δ1 · · · δm (289)
Finally, by evaluating bi and δi on the previous expression, we arrive to a
result that shows more clearly the dependence of Ω(n)e on Ω:
Ω(n)eff =
gn−1Ωn
√
(n− 1)!
D2(n−1)
, (290)
where Dn is dened through the recurrence relation
Dn = anDn−1 − b2n−1Dn−2 , (291)
with D0 = 1, D1 = a1. This gives rise to exact expressions easily obtained
but too heavy to write here. To provide an example, we show the results for
the two and three-photon Rabi frequencies, the most relevant ones:
Ω(2)eff =
Ω2g
δσδa − g2 , (292a)
Ω(3)eff =
g3Ω3√
2{g4 − g2δa(δa + 2δσ) + δaδσ[δa(δa + δσ)−Ω2]}
.
(292b)
These formulas show very clearly that the Rabi frequency of the n-photon
resonance, that determines both the period of oscillation between the ground
state and the (n− 1)-photon state and the width of the resonance as a func-
tion of ωL, scales as Ωn, which explains the small width of the resonances.
In the limit of small pumping intensity Ω that we have considered so far,
the extremely narrow character of these resonances might leave them as a
mere academic curiosity, since they are too sharp to actually be appreciable
in any realistic conguration. Moreover, a small peak width is associated to
very small frequency of oscillation, which, turning back to the dissipative
scenario, would be overcome by decay, that would not let the population of
the cavity grow before a photon is emitted and would make these resonances
even dimmer and more dicult to observe. Finally, we note as well that the
eective n-photon coupling that we have discussed has also associated a
small renormalization of the energy levels (that we have not explicitly cal-
culated here). This kind of Lamb shift displaces the resonance from its ideal
value ω∗n,+ = ω
(n)
+ /n, a displacement that we denoted e in Fig. 5.11.
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Because of this, it would be desirable to make these multi-photon Rabi fre-
quency as large as possible, so they can be turned from an academic curiosity
to a physical mechanism with fruitful applications. In order to do so, the obvi-
ous strategy is to increase the pumping intensity,Ω. This approach, however,
has an important consequence. It eventually brings the system into a regime
dierent from the simple probing of the JC ladder that we have discussed in
this Chapter.
Under strong pumping, the level structure becomes that of a dressed atom [52]
strongly detuned from a cavity mode [241], bridging the Jaynes–Cummings
dynamics with another fundamental model of light-matter interaction, namely,
the Mollow physics of resonance uorescence [165], already discussed in
Section 4.2 of Chapter 4. The strong coupling that was previously dominated
by the interaction between the 2LS and a cavity-photon, and probed by the
laser, is now dominated by the interaction of the 2LS with the laser-photons,
and is probed by the cavity. In this case, n-photon resonances in the system
are understood from a dierent perspective: they correspond to the Purcell-
enhancement by the cavity of the virtual n-photon transitions taking place
in the dressed Mollow ladder (see Fig. 5.12), whose eects in the frequency-
resolved statistics of the light emitted was the focus of Chapter 4. These
transitions occur between states |±〉 to states |∓〉, n rungs below in the
ladder, and therefore have an energy:
ω
(n)
±→∓ = nωL ± 2R, (293)
where 2R is the energy separation between the |+〉 and |−〉 states in the
ladder, with:
R =
√
Ω2 +
(
ωσ −ωL
2
)2
. (294)
Therefore, the resonance condition is set in terms of the cavity energy,
ωa, imposing the condition that the energy of n cavity photons matches the
energy of an n-photon transition in the ladder:
ωa = ω
(n)
±→∓/n = ωL ±
2R
n
, (295)
In this case, the order n of the multi-photon transition matches the number
of photons absorbed by the cavity in the process, that we denote N. On
the other hand, in the low pumping regime, we recall that the n-photon
transition creates a state with a number of photons in the cavity N = n− 1.
To x terminology, from now on we will use N to refer to the number of
photons created in the cavity.
Let us discuss in more detail the connection between the mechanisms of
N-photon absorption present in both models. Without loss of generality, we
will consider here the case of negative detuning ∆ < 0, and the transitions
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Figure 5.12: Mollow ladder. In thehigh excitation regime: the laserdresses the QE while the cavityPurcell-enhances a N-photon tran-sition from |−〉 to |+〉 (here forN = 2). A subsequent emission fromthe QE brings the system back to a|−〉 state.
going from |+〉 to |−〉 in the Mollow ladder. Based on Eq. (267), when pump-
ing is low enough as not to distort the level structure of the JC Hamilto-
nian, one can selectively excite a state with N photons in the cavity at the
(N + 1)th rung by adjusting the laser frequency to
ωJCN ≈ ωa +
√
4(N + 1)g2 + ∆2 − ∆
2(N + 1)
. (296)
On the other hand, resonances in the amplitude of the Rabi oscillations still
appear when pumping is increased, but they occur at dierent energies than
in the low pumping limit, due to the dressing of the states by the laser. These
resonances have their origin in the mechanism outlined above, and the value
of the laser frequency ωL at which they appear can be obtained by solving
Eq. (295) for ωL, bringing the expression in Eq. (296) to the form:
ωMollowN (Ω) ≈ ωa +
∆+
√
4(N2 − 1)Ω2 + N2∆2
N2 − 1 . (297)
The actual relationship between Eqs. (296) and (297) is not evident; they cor-
respond to apparently dierent multi-photon mechanisms, each of them de-
scribed within the formalism of one of the two main pillars of nonlinear
quantum optics: the Jaynes Cummings Hamiltonian in one case, and the Mol-
low physics of resonance uorescence in the other. However, in the regime
of large detuning ∆  g that we have considered in this Chapter, there is
an elegant transition between the two mechanisms, since ωMollowN (Ω) tends
to ωJCN , when pumping intensity tends to zero:
lim
Ω→0
ωMollowN (Ω) = ω
JC
N = −
∆
N + 1
. (298)
As a consequence, resonances in the amplitude of the N-photon Rabi oscil-
lations can be adiabatically followed, from the limit of low pumping to high
pumping, as they are progressively blueshifted from the initial values ωJCN
along curves ωMollowN (Ω) (see Fig. 5.13 a).
Resonances in g(n) also shift; this is shown for g(2) in Fig. 5.13 b for three val-
ues of pumping, starting with Ω0 = g/10, close to the vanishing pumping
case shown in Fig. 5.13 c.
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Figure 5.13: Dressingof the states. a, As theintensity of the pumping Ωincreases, the multi-photonresonances ωJCN of theJC Hamiltonian given byEq. (296) (here shown asred lines or N ≥ 2) shiftdue to the dressing of theenergy levels by the laser(black lines) following thecurves ωMollowN (Ω) givenby Eq. (297). b g(2) as afunction of ωL for pumping
Ω0 ≈ 10−2g, Ω1 ≈ 4gand Ω2 ≈ 32g. Theresonances ωMollowN (Ω)are shown in the plane
(ωL,Ω). Open circles arethe projection of ωMollow2 ong(2) . c, Resonant energiesto excite the nth rung of theladder. d, g(n) for n = 2(solid), 3 (long dash), 4(short dash) and 5 (dotted)at vanishing pumping withn− 1 bunching resonancesmatching those inc. ∆/g =−60 in all the panels.
Following g(2) along theω2 resonance shows that a new peak emerges out
of a uniform background, reaching a maximum g(2) ≈ 3649 at the pump-
ing Ω1 ≈ 4g (middle trace) before a depletion of the resonance forms for
higher pumping, reaching its minimum along ω2 of g(2) ≈ 17 at Ω2 ≈ 32g
(background trace).
In this last section we have discussed how an increase in the pumping
intensity, that would bring the multi-photon Rabi oscillations in the Jaynes-
Cummings Hamiltonian to the realm of real applications, forces a change in
the model used to describe it, which brings with it obvious dierences in the
physical features, from a blueshift of the levels to a change in the statistics
of the emission. However, deviations do not stop there; the physics of the
Mollow regime coupled to a cavity is also full of quantum features that we
can harness and exploit. This is the matter of study of the next chapters.
6EMITTERS OF N -PHOTON BUNDLES
One of the heresiarchs of Uqbar had stated that mirrors and fatherhood
are abominable, since they both multiply the number of men.
— Jorge Luis Borges, Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius
6.1 INTRODUCT ION
In the previous Chapter, we have discussed some of the properties that ev-idence the quantum character of one of the most fundamental modelsof light-matter interaction: the Jaynes Cummings model. We demon-
strated that the system can undergo Rabi oscillations between states with
zero and N photons in the cavity, and that the associated Rabi frequency
could be improved by increasing the intensity of the pumping laser. This
brings the system to a regime that cannot be described within the Jaynes
Cummings framework; instead, the phenomenology it displays, associated
to the dressing of the 2LS by a strong driving eld, is better accounted for
by the Mollow physics of resonance uorescence.
In this Chapter, we investigate from that perspective the multi-photon
coupling between a dressed 2LS and a cavity. We will show how, in the
strong pumping regime, these multi-photon oscillations can be used to re-
alize a family of N-photon emitters, i.e., sources that release their energy
exclusively in groups, or bundles, of N photons (for integer N) and in ef-
fect provide us with light made up from building blocks that are not single
photons anymore. This ability to substitute the quantum of light by a bun-
dle has unforeseeable consequences for both applications and fundamental
physics. For instance, this renormalizes the link between the energy of the
fundamental unit of excitation to its frequency through a magnied Planck
constant: E = Nhν. The type of emission can be varied with system param-
eters to realize both N-photon lasers and photon guns [98] at the N-photon
level. Such highly non-classical emitters should boost new generations of
light sources [178, 233], be useful to produce NOON states [4], for quantum
lithography and metrology [89], and also for medical applications, allowing
for higher penetration lengths and increased resolution with minimum harm
to the tissues [69, 113]. The recent demonstration that biological photore-
ceptors are sensitive to photon statistics [213] may also render such sources
highly relevant for studies of biological photosystems and, potentially, of
quantum biology [24]. Many of the results shown here have been published
in the journal Nature Photonics [201].
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Figure 6.1: Implementations of cavity QED. a Ageneral representation of a cavity QED scheme.In the Hamiltonian regime, the mechanisms thatwe report are able to create a superposition ofstates with 0 and N photons. b A possible solid-state implementation of our proposal places aquantum dot in a micropillar. With excitationfrom the side with a conventional laser, one cancollect, in the cavity, emission as the output.
6.2 MODEL
The Hamiltonian that we will use throughout this Chapter is similar to that
in Chapter 5, namely, the one that describes the coupling between a two-
level system (2LS) and a quantum harmonic oscillator (corresponding to a
single electromagnetic mode in a cavity), including a coherent driving of the
2LS. We will, however, adopt small changes in the notation. For reasons that
will be clear in Section 6.3, we will use σ˜ = |g〉〈e| instead of σ to describe the
lowering operator of the 2LS. As well, we will make use of the operators σ˜z =
|e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g|, σ˜y = i(σ˜− σ˜†) and σ˜x = σ˜+ σ˜†, that fulll the commutation
relations of angular momentum. Also, in order to give more importance to
the parameters that are relevant in the Mollow regime, i.e., when the 2LS
is dressed by the laser, ∆ will now describe the detuning between the 2LS
and the laser, ∆ ≡ ωσ − ωL, and we will use ∆a to describe the detuning
between the cavity and the laser, ∆a ≡ ωa − ωL. Then, in a frame rotating
at the frequency of the laser, ωL, the Hamiltonian reads:
H =
∆
2
+
∆
2
σ˜z + ∆aa†a+ g(a†σ˜+ aσ˜†) +Ωσ˜x. (299)
Since we will be mainly concerned about the emission properties of the sys-
tem, it is mandatory to consider a dissipative scenario in which excitations
of both the 2LS and the cavity mode will have a nite lifetime and photons
can be leaked out of the system. To do so, we describe its evolution in terms
of a master equation governing the evolution of the density matrix ρ of the
system (see Section 2.5):
d
dt
ρ = −i[H, ρ] + γa
2
La(ρ) + γσ˜2 Lσ˜(ρ) (300)
Exciting only the 2LS without exciting the cavity, as is described by Eq. (299),
might appear a challenging task in real implementations. Note however that
an equivalent master equation can be obtained if one considers instead a
driving of the cavity mode:
H′ =
∆
2
+
∆
2
σ˜z + ∆aa†a+ g(a†σ˜+ aσ˜†) + (iΩaa† − iΩaa) (301)
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with Ωa a real number, and now one writes the quantum mode aˆ (we use
momentarily the ˆ notation to unambiguously distinguish operators from
numbers) as:
aˆ = α+ δaˆ (302)
where α is a complex number. This describes the quantum mode aˆ as a quan-
tum uctuation δaˆ on top of a classical, coherent displacement α, with δaˆ
inheriting the bosonic properties of aˆ, i.e., [δaˆ, δaˆ†] = 1. The coherent driv-
ing term of the cavity in Eq. (301) can then be eliminated from the master
equation by choosing α to be:
α =
2Ωa
γa
, (303)
yielding a master equation completely analogous to Eq. (300), with a ex-
changed by the quantum uctuations δa and a Hamiltonian that now has
a coherent driving term for the 2LS:
H =
∆
2
+
∆
2
σ˜z + ∆aδa†δa+ g(δa†σ˜+ δaσ˜†) +Ωσ˜x. (304)
with
Ω = gα = g
2Ωa
γa
. (305)
The quantum properties of awould then be completely described by its quan-
tum uctuations, δa, which are unaected by the coherent component α.
This component will appear in observables such as the spectrum of emis-
sion as a delta peak at the frequency of the exciting laser (see Section 2.6.3
usually termed as coherent scattering. This, as we will see in next sections,
can be unimportant if our emission of interest (that arising from the quan-
tum dynamics of a, i.e., of δa) takes place in a dierent spectral window out
of resonance with the laser.
As we have discussed previously in this Thesis, this model can be imple-
mented in a variety of physical systems, from atomic physics [94], to solid-
state implementations in semiconductor [11, 88, 109, 147, 181, 217, 230] and
superconducting samples [114, 240]. Of particular interest are those systems
that are able to realize the paradigm of resonance uorescence with a sin-
gle quantum emitter—evidenced by the Mollow triplet in the uorescence
spectrum—in a cavity QED or waveguide QED setup [78, 133, 208]. One of
the most remarkable examples that approaches the paradigm of our model
is the observation of the coupling between the cavity and one of the side-
bands of the Mollow triplet [133] on a solid-state sample. It is also worth
noting the recent development on experimental techniques that are able to
suppress the coherent scattering of the laser in the light emitted by cQED
samples, opening new possibilities in the detection of features related to the
dynamics that we discuss here.
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6.3 F IRST ORDER CORRELATORS : F I RST S IGNS OF
n -PHOTON COUPL ING
At the end of Section 5.3, we discussed briey the origin of the multiphoton
resonances existing in the system when it is dressed by a laser, akin to those
appearing in the pure JC conguration when the laser acts only as a probe.
These resonances have their origin in the virtual, multi-photon transitions
taking place in the Mollow ladder, that were subject of deep investigation in
Chapter 4 from the perspective of frequency-resolved, second order corre-
lation functions g ( 2 )Γ (ω 1 , ω 2 ) . Indeed, there is an unambiguous relation-
ship between the features that these processes leave in the 2PS of the dressed
2LS and those that can be found in rst order observables of the cavity-QED
system that we discuss here.
Let us recall from Sections 4.2 and 5.3 that a 2LS under a strong coherent
pumping of intensityΩ and frequency ωL develops a triplet structure in the
spectrum of emission, corresponding to a central peak at frequency ωL, and
two sideband peaks at energies ωL ± ωS, with ωS = 2R and R the Rabi
frequency associated to the coupling between the 2LS and the laser photons:
R =
√
Ω2 +
(
∆
2
)2
. (306)
These peaks correspond to the three possible rst-order transitions that can
take place between consecutive rungs in the Mollow ladder, depicted as red,
green and blue arrows in Fig. 6.2. Leapfrog processes correspond to the multi-
photon transitions of the kind depicted by light cyan arrows in the Fig. 6.2,
and for the case of photons of equal energy, n-photon processes correspond
to photons of energy:
ωn = ωL ± 2Rn . (307)
Note that these higher-order transitions do not manifest in any rst or-
der observable of the 2LS-laser system, such as the emission spectrum, and
Figure 6.2: Evidences of multi-photon transitions on the cav-ity population. b, Simulation pa-rameters: γσ˜ = 0.01g, ∆ = 0,
Ω = 10g, γa = 0.01g (blue), 0.1g(green), g (yellow) and 10g (red).
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they must be evidenced by at least second-order observables, for instance,
analyzing the frequency-resolved statistics of the light emitted by the sys-
tem [96, 186], as throughly discussed in Chapter 4. This restriction can, how-
ever, be lowered in our current scenario in which the cavity can probe the
dynamics of the dressed 2LS. In this case, the simplest way to evidence these
transitions is to look at the intensity of emission of the cavity, proportional
to the steady state cavity population na = Tr
{
a†aρSS
}
, as we sweep the
cavity frequency across the domain of energies in which the Mollow triplet
is developed. As shown in Fig. 6.2b, the cavity reects the structure at the
Mollow triplet in its population as we sweep its resonant frequency over the
sidebands.
However, for cavities of good enough quality (i.e., low decay rate γa), a
family of extra peaks can be discerned between the sidebands and the central
peak, exactly at frequencies ωa = ωn of Eq. (307), dimmer as n increases
and with the most prominent case being n = 2 at ∆a = Ω. We have in this
way upgraded the signature of multi-photon physics in the dressed Mollow
ladder to the realm of rst-order observables.
This however, takes its most vivid manifestation when looking at the spec-
trum of the cavity as a function of the cavity frequency. The idea is sketched
in Fig. 6.3: as the cavity detuning is changed, in this case around the two-
photon resonance ∆a = Ω, the spectrum of emission is recorded. This Fig-
ure illustrates a rst fact that will be of big importance in next Sections: the
cavity emits not only at its resonant frequency, but emits also at those of the
Mollow triplet. However, the increase in the cavity population as it crosses
the two-photon resonance manifest only on the emission peak at the reso-
nant energy of the cavity.
Figure 6.3: Cavity spectrum for different cavity de-tunings around the two-photon resonance varyingωa. Simulation parameters: γa = 0.5g, γσ˜ = g,
Ω = 10g.
Applying this idea to the full frequency domain of the Mollow triplet al-
lows us to generate a two-dimensional map of frequency spectra as a func-
tion of ∆a. As we show in Fig. 6.4 a, such a map oers a beautiful, conclusive
evidence of the multi-photon character of the peaks appearing in the cav-
ity population and in the spectrum. Besides a peak in the emission at the
frequency of the cavity, it shows three peaks appearing always at the fre-
quencies of the Mollow triplet, and, interestingly, a family of another three
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Figure 6.4: Manifestationof two-photon dynamicsin a first-order cavity ob-servable as compared tog(2)(ω1,ω2). Parameters:
Ω = 30g, γa = 0.5g,γσ˜ = 0.1g, Γ = g.
small peaks at frequenciesω0(∆a),ω±(∆a) dening three antidiagonal lines
given by ω0 = ωL − ∆a and ω± = ωL − ∆a ± 2Ω. These three lines are
strongly reminiscent of the antidiagonal lines of strong correlations appear-
ing in the 2PS that originate from the leapfrog processes, c.f. Fig. 6.4 b. This
suggest that, due to the strong frequency correlations existing in the emis-
sion from the Mollow ladder, a Purcell-enhanced emission of a photon of
frequency ωa (resonant with the cavity) leaves the system in a state with
enhanced probability of emitting a second photon at one of the frequencies
strongly correlated with ωa. This happens even if they are detuned from the
cavity, thus realizing a sort of two-photon Purcell-enhancement. If these cor-
relations already manifest in the spectrum of a single cavity mode, it is to be
expected that exceedingly strong correlations, probably surpassing classical
limits as studied in Chapter 4, would appear between two cavities coupled to
the 2LS and detuned between each other, if their two frequencies are strongly
correlated in the emission from the Mollow ladder.
6.4 n -PHOTON HAMI LTON IAN
We will now undertake a more detailed analysis of the mechanism of n-
photon coupling between the cavity and the dressed 2LS, starting from the
Hamiltonian dynamics of the system (in the absence of dissipation). Since
the results discussed so far strongly suggest that the physical features ob-
served are well understood from a dressed-atom perspective, we will work
in the dressed basis of the system of the 2LS+ laser. By diagonalizing the
2 × 2 matrix HΩ = ∆ / 2 + (∆ / 2 ) σ˜z + Ω σ˜x , we obtain the follow-
ing two eigenvectors:
|+ 〉 = c | g 〉 + s | e 〉 (308a)
| − 〉 = s | g 〉 − c | e 〉 (308b)
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Figure 6.5: Changing to a dressed basis forthe 2LS+Laser system. a, In the bare basis,
Ω defines a direction uΩ = uz that character-izes the Hamiltonian HΩ = ∆/2+ RuΩ · σ˜.b, The angular momentum operators σ of arotated basis in which uz = uΩ gives a diag-onal Hamiltonian HΩ = ∆/2+ Rσz . In thisbasis, new terms appear in the total Hamil-tonian of the cavity-2LS system, describingthe possible transitions through the ladder ofdressed states |±〉.
with
c = 1 /
√
1 + ξ − 2 , (309a)
s = 1 /
√
1 + ξ 2 , (309b)
ξ =
Ω
∆ / 2 + R
, (309c)
and R given by Eq. (306). c and s take their name from the fact that they cor-
respond to the cosine and sine of a mixing angle θ = arctan(ξ), therefore,
they cannot be larger than one. This procedure gives a diagonalized Hamilto-
nian HΩ = ∆/2+ Rσz, where σz ≡ |+〉〈+| − |−〉〈−|. The change of basis
can also be interpreted as change of coordinates in real space (x˜, y˜, z˜) →
(x, y, z), more particularly, a rotation around the y˜-axis, such that the uni-
tary vector uΩ = (∆2 u˜z + Ωu˜x)/R that denes the 2LS-laser Hamilto-
nian, HΩ = ∆/2 + RuΩ · σ˜ corresponds to the z-axis of the new basis,
uΩ = uz, giving a Hamiltonian that is described by a diagonal operator
HΩ = ∆/2 + Rσz. Dening the lowering operator in the dressed basis,
σ ≡ |−〉〈+|, we can make the substitution σ˜ = s2σ− c2σ† + cs σz in the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (299) and rewrite it as:
H =
∆
2
+ R σz + ∆a a†a+ g
{
a†(s2σ− c2σ† + cs σz) + h.c.
}
(310)
Note that there are now new terms on the right side of the equation: they
describe the possible transitions that, mediated by the cavity, can occur be-
tween the levels of the innite dressed atom ladder (see Fig. 6.2 a). Therefore,
the coupling does not only include the familiar terms a†σ, but also the term
a†σ†, that describes a decay from a state |−〉 to a state |+〉 one rung below
by emitting a photon into the cavity, and a†σz, that describes a decay from
|±〉 to |±〉.
Let us consider now the basis of bare states in the total Hamiltonian of
Eq. (310), {|±,m〉}, where ± denotes the two possible states of the dressed
2LS, andm corresponds to the number of photons in the cavity. If R g and
the cavity is close to the n-th photon transition ∆a ≈ ∆(n)a ≡ ωn − ωL =
±2R/n, the energy levels of the Hamiltonian are structured in manifolds
Em = {|+,m〉, |−,m ± n〉} (where m is the number of photons in the
cavity) such that the energy separation between levels inside a manifold
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is much smaller than the energy separation between manifolds. This im-
plies the existence of slow and fast degrees of freedom, which allows to
perform an adiabatic approximation in order to build an eective Hamil-
tonian that does not couple those manifolds between them. We will obtain
this Hamiltonian by using matrix perturbation theory. When the cavity is
resonant with the n-th photon transition, we restrict our Hilbert space to
{|+, 0〉, |−, n〉, |+, 1〉, |−, 1〉, · · · , |+, n− 1〉|−, n− 1〉}, where the Hamil-
tonian reads:
H(n) =
(
hˆ(n) ~V(n)
~V(n)T Hˆ(n)
)
. (311)
In this way, we have divided the Hamiltonian into parts, with hˆ(n) acting on
the subspace {|+, 0〉, |−, n〉}, Hˆ(n) acting on the rest of the Hilbert space,
and ~V(n) coupling both of them:
hˆ(n) =
(
R 0
0 −R+ n∆a
)
(312a)
~V(n) =
(
gcs gs2 · · · 0 0
0 0 · · · √ngcs2 −√ngcs
)
(312b)
Hˆ(n) =
Hˆ
(n−1) ~X(n)T
~X(n)
R+ (n− 1)∆a 0
0 −R+ (n− 1)∆a
 (312c)
~X(n) =
(
0 0
√
n− 1gcs −√n− 1gc2
0 0
√
n− 1gs2 −√n− 1gcs
)
(312d)
Since the sign of ∆a is irrelevant for the physics, we will consider it to be
positive,∆a ≈ 2R/n. Our purpose now is to obtain an eective Hamiltonian
hˆ(n)eff within the subspace {|+, 0〉, |−, n〉} by means of matrix perturbation
theory:
hˆ(n)eff = hˆ
(n) + ~V(n)(E0 − Hˆ(n))−1~V(n)T. (313)
This calculation is easy to perform and allows to obtain analytic expressions
for hˆ(n)eff that, however, are too heavy to be written here. Nevertheless, by
inspecting the result of computing Eq. (313) up to n = 6, we obtained the
o-diagonal term of hˆ(n)eff to lowest order in g, given by hˆeff 1,2 =
√
ng(np),
where g(np) is an eective n-photon coupling rate given by:
g(np) =
gn
Rn−1
(
n2
2
)(n−1) cn−1sn+1
(n− 1)!2 +O(g
n+1) . (314)
Figure 6.6: When the cavity frequency is close toa N-photon transition, the energy levels of thebare Hamiltonian (g = 0) is grouped into dou-blets. This defines subspaces of slow dynamicsthat allow to perform an adiabatic approximation.
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Based on this result, when the cavity is in resonance with the n-th photon
transition, ∆a ≈ ∆(n)a = 2R/n, we can describe the dynamics of the system
by an eective n-photon Hamiltonian:
H(n)eff =
∆
2
+ Rσz + ∆aa†a+ g(np)
(
σ†an + σa†
n
)
, (315)
which generates n-photon Rabi oscillations between the states |+,m〉 and
|−,m+ n〉 (see Fig. 6.7). These Rabi oscillations are the high-pumping coun-
terpart of the n-photon Rabi oscillations that we described in Chapter 5
for the low pumping limit, and, consequently, they are associated to much
higher Rabi frequencies that makes them more suitable for applications. In
Figure 6.7: MultiphotonRabi oscillations in thedressed atom-cavity pic-ture. a, Time averages ofthe populations of the lowermanifold as a function ofthe cavity detuning. b, FullRabi oscillations when theinitial state of the 2LS is|+〉 (red), and half-Rabioscillations when the initialstate is |g〉.
the derivation of an eective Hamiltonian, one also nds small renormaliza-
tions of the free energies of the 2LS and cavity that shift the n-photon res-
onance from the ideal values ∆(n)a = ±2R/n. For simplicity, we will omit
these renormalizations in the following descriptions, and our calculations in
which the cavity is said to be in the n-th photon resonance will be assumed
to have this small shift into account. The n-photon coupling rate g(np) de-
pends in a non-trivial way on Ω and ∆ trough R and ξ. It is clear, though,
that an increase in R will always reduce the value of g(np). Therefore, there
is a compromise between having R g, such that the condition for the adi-
abatic approximation holds, but small enough for g(np) to be signicant. It
is more complicated, however, to nd from Eq. (314) a clear answer to what
Figure 6.8: Two-photon coupling constant. Thered-dashed line marks the curve of optimum ∆for a given Ω, ∆opt = Ω/√2. This value is posi-tive since we chose the two-photon resonance ofpositive detuning ∆a ≈ R .
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is the detuning ∆ that maximizes the coupling rate for a given Ω. We will
here analyse the particular, simpler case of n = 2, where the two-photon
coupling rate reads:
g(2p) ≈ 2g
2cs3
R
=
4g2Ω(2R+ ∆)3
[(2R+ ∆)2 + 4Ω2]2R
. (316)
By direct dierentiation of Eq. (316) we can obtain the optimum ∆ that max-
imizes |g(2p)| for a xed Ω:
∆opt =
Ω√
2
(317)
which is positive since the expressions we used have been derived for ∆a >
0 (it would have been negative in the case ∆a < 0). We will not analyse
further the role of the detuning ∆ in maximizing the n-photon coupling
rate; as we will see in the next section, its relevance is reduced when one
considers a dissipative scenario and, more particularly, the potential of the
Hamiltonian n-photon coupling to grow a sizable steady state population of
photons inside the cavity.
6.5 STEADY-STATE OBSERVABLES
In the context of open quantum systems, the Hamiltonian dynamics must be
supplemented by the master equation Eq. (300) in order to account for the
coupling to an external reservoir and the consequent photon leakage from
both the cavity and the 2LS.
We will now express this master equation in terms of the dressed 2LS
operator σ, instead of σ˜. By making the substitutions σ˜ = s2σ− c2σ† + cs σz,
we can write the Lindblad term for the 2LS a:
γσ˜
2
Lσ˜(ρ) ≈ γσ˜2 s
4Lσ(ρ) + γσ˜2 c
4Lσ†(ρ) + 2csγσ˜ Lσ†σ(ρ) (318)
where extra, rotating terms are eliminated under the assumption R  γσ˜
(an assumption that must be satised in any case in order to develop a Mol-
low triplet). This allows us to write a master equation in terms of the dressed
2LS of the form:
dρ
dt
= −i [H, ρ] + γσ
2
Lσ(ρ) + P2Lσ†(ρ) +
γφ
2
Lσ†σ(ρ) +
γa
2
La(ρ) (319)
meaning that a 2LS under strong coherent excitation and decay rate γσ˜ is
equivalent to another 2LS incoherently pumped, with decay, pumping and
dephasing rates equal to γσ, P and γφ respectively (see Fig. 6.9), where:
γσ = s4 γσ˜ , (320a)
P = c4 γσ˜ (320b)
γφ = 4(cs)2 γσ˜ . (320c)
Remarkably, these parameters can be easily tuned optically by changing
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the frequency and intensity of the exciting laser. The incoherent pumping
accounts for the fact that the states {|±〉} actually form an innite ladder
of energy levels, and a system in the state |−〉 can decay to a state |+〉 of
a lower rung, which in our framework corresponds to a “jump” upwards in
the dressed 2LS induced by the external, eective pumping Pσ. Note that
the appearance of similar terms was also discussed when we introduced the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (310).
6.5.1 photon population grown by n-photon processes
Using the master equation (319), we now proceed to evaluate the steady state
population that can be grown into the cavity via the multi-photon Hamilto-
nian H (n)eff By using Eq. (134), and under the approximation g
(np )  γa
and P  γa , we can obtain a closed set of dierential equations for the
correlators 〈anσ† 〉, 〈σ†σ〉 and 〈a† a〉:
d
dt
〈anσ† 〉 ≈
(
2 iR − ni∆ a − nγa + P + γσ + γφ2
)
〈anσ† 〉 ,
− in !g (np ) 〈σ†σ〉
(321)
d
dt
〈σ†σ〉 = −(γσ + P)〈σ†σ〉 + 2g (np ) Im
{
〈anσ† 〉
}
,
(322)
d
dt
〈a† a〉 = −γa 〈a† a〉 − 2ng (np ) Im
{
〈anσ† 〉
}
.
(323)
The steady state population of the cavity n a = 〈a† a〉SS = Tr{a† aρSS} is
then easily obtained by setting these derivatives to zero. This way, we obtain
the following expression for the population grown in a cavity by the action
of an n-photon Hamiltonian:
n (np )a =
nPκ (np )
Γ(nγa + Γ + γφ )/n ! + κ (np )γa
(324)
where Γ ≡ P + γσ and κ (np ) is a generalized n-photon Purcell rate:
κ (np ) ≡ 4g
(np ) 2
γa
. (325)
Figure 6.9: Performing a change to the basis ofdressed states, a 2LS under coherent excitationand decay can alternatively be described as a2LS experiencing decay, incoherent pumping andpure dephasing, with rates that can be manip-ulated with the intensity and frequency of theexciting laser.
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For the case of zero detuning, the formula has a closed-form expression in
terms of Ω, γ σ˜ and γa :
n (np )a |∆=0 =
[
4γa
nγ σ˜
+
γaΩ2(n−1)
g2n
(2nγa + 3γ σ˜ )n2(1−2n)16n−1
]−1
.
(326)
As an example, the dependence of n(2p)a on ∆ andΩ is depicted in Fig. 6.10 c.
Whereas the two photon coupling rate g(2p) is clearly increased by choos-
ing positive detunings (or negative if the cavity were around ∆a ≈ −R),
the detuning that maximizes the population is negative and close to zero
(blue, dashed line in Fig. 6.10 b). This is due to the fact that the eective
pumping rate P of the dressed 2LS is maximized for large, negative detun-
ing (Fig. 6.10 a), and therefore the optimum detuning comes as a compromise
between a high coupling with the cavity and a high eective pumping rate.
Figure 6.10: Efficiencyof the two-photon processto populate the cavity. a,The effective incoherentpumping rate P of thedressed 2LS increaseswith Ω up to its maximumvalue Pmax = γσ˜ , and it isalways bigger for negativedetuning ∆. b, Contraryto the effective pumping,the two-photon couplingrate increases with positivedetuning. c, The populationgrown in the cavity underthe action of the two-photonHamiltonian H(2) comesas a compromise betweenhaving a strong couplingrate g(2p) between thecavity and the dressed2LS, and having an efficientpumping of the dressed2LS, giving an optimumdetuning ∆ close to 0 (blue,dashed). Color plot andblack-dashed lines are anumerical calculation ofTr{a†aρSS} for the masterequation (319) and Hamil-tonian H(2) , red-dashedlines correspond to n(2p)a asgiven by Eq. (324), showinga good agreement with thenumerical result. Parame-ters: γa = 0.1g, γσ˜ = 0.01g.
role of 2ls-laser detuning Unfortunately, the dependence of
Eq. (324) on∆ is too complicated to yield, from direct dierentiation, a closed
expression of the optimum ∆ for a given γa, γσ˜ and Ω. We can, however,
describe the problem in terms of R instead of Ω, and dene the following
adimensional variables:
αn =
γaRn−1
gn
, andβn =
γσ˜Rn−1
gn
(327)
that allows us, for a given γa, γσ˜ and R, to obtain the optimum detuning
∆(n)opt that maximizes n
(np)
a as:
∆(n)opt = 2R
1− ξ2opt(αn, βn)
1+ ξ2opt(αn, βn)
, (328)
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Figure 6.11: Effect ofthe 2LS-laser detuning
∆ on the cavity popula-tion grown via two-photonprocesses, n(2p)a .a, Theoptimum detuning dividedby the Rabi coupling Rspeaks of the relative im-portance that the detuningshould have in the totalvalue of R (given by ∆ and
Ω, Eq. (306)) for a given
(αn,βn). b, Factor of in-crease of n(2p)a obtainedby choosing the optimumdetuning, compared to itsvalue at ∆ = 0.
where ξopt(αn, βn) is the value of ξ that maximizes n
(np)
a :
n(np)a =
{
αn/βn
nc4
+
22(n−1)(c4 + s4)(n− 1)!4
4nc4c2(n−1)s2(n+1)n!n4(n−1)
[nα2n + αnβn(c
4 + s4 + 4c2s2)]
}−1
,
(329)
with c = 1/
√
1+ ξopt(αn, βn)−2, s = 1/
√
1+ ξopt(αn, βn)2. While the
minimization problem can yield analytical expressions for ξopt(αn, βn), they
are too cumbersome to be practical. Instead, it is more convenient to explore
numerically the values of ∆(n)opt/R and n(np)(∆
(n)
opt)/n
(np)(0) for a range of
cases in (αn, βn) space. This allow us to appreciate the actual relevance of
nding the best detuning in each case, by seeing how important this opti-
mum detuning is as compared to the total Rabi frequency R, and how much
the cavity population is actually increased as compared to its value in the
resonant case ∆ = 0. Figure 6.11 depicts the results for n = 2, showing that,
for αn ' 0.1, the choice of the optimum detuning depends approximately
on βn only, i.e., on γσ˜ and R. It also shows that the change in n
(2p)
a that we
can expect from a proper choice of ∆ is signicant but not of orders of mag-
nitude, being a most a factor 4 (and a factor 2 in the range of parameters that
we will typically consider in more realistic scenarios). Because of this, in the
following Sections, some results will be given for ∆ = 0 for simplicity. The
calculation for n > 2, not depicted here, yields similar results.
6.5.2 photon population grown by first-order processes
The expression for the cavity population (324) that we obtained in the previ-
ous Section accounted for photons that were introduced in the cavity via a
n-photon coupling term. This was using Hamiltonian (315), which described
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an eective coupling given by a resonant n-th order process, neglecting the
rst order, o-resonant coupling. While this is correct in a purely Hamil-
tonian context, where the n-photon coupling overcomes the dynamics (as
the rest of processes can be adiabatically eliminated), the situation is not
necessarily the same in a dissipative scenario. In open systems, the broad-This contribution is easilypictured if one considerstwo detuned energy levelsthat broaden in a dissi-pative scenario, acquiringoverlapping lineshapes.
ening of the energy levels can yield a non-negligible contribution from the
o-resonant, rst-order coupling to the growth of cavity population. These
mechanisms are not described by the n-photon Hamiltonian used to obtain
Eq. (324). Instead, the population obtained from rst-order processes can be
computed, in the limit of low cavity occupation, by using the original Hamil-
tonian (299) in the master equation of Eq. (300) and restricting the space of
correlators to the subspace with a single cavity photon. This excludes those
n-th order processes responsible for the growth of photon population ac-
counted by n(np)a .
From the master equation (300) and the Hamiltonian (299) we get the fol-
lowing set of equations:
d〈a†a〉
dt
= −γa〈a†a〉 − 2g Im
{
〈σ˜†a〉
}
(330a)
d〈σ˜†σ˜〉
dt
= −γσ˜〈σ˜†σ˜〉 − 2Ω Im{〈σ˜〉} − 2g Im
{
〈a†σ˜〉
}
(330b)
d〈σ˜〉
dt
= −
(
i∆+
γσ˜
2
)
〈σ˜〉+ 2iΩ〈σ˜†σ˜〉 − ig〈a〉+ 2ig〈aσ˜†σ˜〉
−iΩ (330c)
d〈a〉
dt
= −
(
i∆a +
γa
2
)
〈a〉 − ig〈σ˜〉+ 2ig〈σ˜a†a〉 (330d)
d〈σ˜†a〉
dt
= −
[
i(∆+ ∆a) +
γσ˜ + γa
2
]
〈σ˜†a〉 − 2iΩ〈aσ˜†σ˜〉+ iΩ〈a〉
−2ig〈a†aσ˜†σ˜〉 − ig〈σ˜†σ˜〉+ ig〈a†a〉 (330e)
d〈aσ˜†σ˜〉
dt
= −
(
i∆a +
γa
2
+ γσ˜
)
〈aσ˜†σ˜〉+ ig〈a†aσ˜〉 − iΩ〈aσ˜†〉
+iΩ〈aσ˜〉 (330f)
d〈aσ˜〉
dt
= −
[
i(∆+ ∆a) +
γσ˜ + γa
2
]
〈aσ˜〉 − iΩ〈a〉
+2iΩ〈aσ˜†σ˜〉 (330g)
Under the approximation Ω  g,γa,γσ, we can eliminate the terms pro-
portional to g〈a†σ˜〉 in Eq. (330b), to ig〈a〉 and ig〈aσ˜†σ˜〉 in Eq. (330c), to
g〈σ˜a†a〉 in Eq. (330d), to g〈a†aσ˜†σ˜〉 and g〈a†a〉 in Eq. (330e) and to g〈a†aσ˜〉
in Eq. (330f). This leaves us, setting the derivatives to zero, with the follow-
ing set of equations for the steady state observables:
〈a†a〉SS = − 1
γa
2g Im
{
〈σ˜†a〉SS
}
(331a)
〈σ˜†σ˜〉SS ≈ − 1
γσ˜
2Ω Im{〈σ˜〉SS} (331b)
〈σ˜〉SS ≈ iΩi∆+ γσ˜2
(2〈σ˜†σ˜〉SS − 1) (331c)
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〈a〉SS ≈ − g∆a − i γa2
〈σ˜〉SS (331d)
〈σ˜†a〉SS ≈ i−2Ω〈aσ˜
†σ˜〉SS +Ω〈a〉SS − g〈σ˜†σ˜〉SS
i(∆+ ∆a) +
γa+γσ˜
2
(331e)
〈aσ˜†σ˜〉SS ≈ iΩ(〈aσ˜〉SS − 〈σ˜
†a〉SS)
γa
2 + γσ˜ + i∆a
(331f)
〈aσ˜〉SS = −iΩ(2〈aσ˜
†σ˜〉SS − 〈a〉SS)
i(∆+ ∆a) +
γa+γσ˜
2
(331g)
This is a closed system of equations that can be readily solved. From it, we
can obtain the population n(1p)a ≡ 〈a†a〉SS, which reads:
n(1p)a = − 1
γa
2g Im
{
8g2Ω2
[−i8Ω2(γa + 2i∆a)− iλ(∆+)λ(−∆−)λ2(∆a)]
(γa + 2i∆a)λ(∆+)(8Ω2 + 4∆2 + γ2σ˜)(λ(∆+)λ2(∆a) + 16Ω2)
}
(332)
where: λ(∆) ≡ γa + γσ˜ + 2i∆; λ2(∆) ≡ γa + 2γσ˜ + 2i∆; ∆+ ≡ ∆+ ∆a;
and ∆− ≡ ∆− ∆a. For the case ∆ = 0 and ∆a = ∆(2)a ≈ R, the expansion
to rst order in γσ˜, which is a good approximation when R γσ˜ , reads:
n(1p)a ≈ 2g
2(γ2a + 28Ω2)
(γ2a + 4Ω2)(γ2a + 36Ω2)
+
32g2Ω2(γ4a + 432Ω4)γσ
γa(γ2a + 4Ω2)2(γ2a + 36Ω2)2
+O[γ2σ]
(333)
6.6 UNVE I L ING N -PHOTON EMISS ION
In the two previous Sections we obtained analytical expressions for the mean
number of photons that the cavity is able to grow and sustain via two dier-
ent mechanisms: o-resonant, rst order coupling and n-photon coupling
to the 2LS. These two mechanisms yield populations n ( 1 p )a and n
( n p )
a , re-
spectively. Of course, the denition of two types populations in the cavity
is somewhat articial; solving the master equation of Eq. (300), using the
Hamiltonian Eq. (299) with no restriction on the size the Hilbert space, will
yield a total cavity population n a that accounts for all the possible coupling
mechanisms and that is the real observable quantity.
Nevertheless, the comparison between n ( 1 p )a and n
( n p )
a provides invalu-
able information, since it tells us which of the processes is more ecient
in populating the cavity. It is to be expected that, in a situation in which
n ( n p )a  n ( 1 p )a , the total cavity population must be made up of photons
that were transferred via a n-photon coupling, n a ≈ n ( n p ) . As we will
see, this has enormous consequences on the properties of the light emitted
by the system.
This comparison is shown in Figure 6.13. It depicts, for a xed Ω , the
values of γ a n
( n p )
a and γ a n
( 1 p )
a , plotted together by superimposing their
two colormaps (red for n ( n p ) , blue for n ( 1 p )a ). These maps are dened in the
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( γ a , γ σ˜ ) space for the cases n = 2 , 3 , 4 . We analyse γ a n a instead of
n a since the former describes the actual photon emission rate, which is the
observable of practical interest. Figure 6.13 also includes two superimposed
contourplots for γ a n a (solid lines) and γ a ( n
( 1 p )
a + n
( n p )
a ) (dashed lines),
showing that the total cavity population is actually well approximated by:
na ≈ n(1p)a + n(np)a . (334)
This Figure reveals that there are domains in (γa,γσ˜) space where the n-
photon mechanism is indeed more ecient in populating the cavity, which
is evidenced by the separation of red and blue colors in the 2D-plot. Those
regions where na ≈ n(np)a dene a special kind of regime, where all photons
have been introduced in the cavity as an n-photon bundle via the n-photon
coupling term of Eq. (315), and, as we will show, they are emitted as such,
turning the 2LS-cavity system into a continuous emitter of n-photon bundles.
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Figure 6.13: Competitionbetween single andn-photon processes topopulate the cavity. Emis-sion rate, γana dividedinto the bundle component(red) and single-photoncomponent (blue). Dashedlines: Analytical formulasfor the total emision rate,with na = n(1p)a + n(np)a .Solid lines: Numericalresult for the total emissionrate. Ω = 20g.
individual qantum trajectories An insightful view of the dy-
namics of emission in such a regime is provided by the quantum Monte Carlo
approach [190], where one follows individual trajectories of the system and
records photon clicks whenever the system undergoes a quantum jump. A
tiny fraction of such a trajectory is presented in Fig. 6.13 b. This shows the
probabilities of the system to be in the states |n, g/e〉 for n up to 2 (prob-
abilities in higher rungs are included in the numerical simulation but not
shown in the plot). Until time t ≈ 0.8 (in units of 1/γa), the QE essentially
undergoes fast Rabi opping (in an empty cavity) under the action of the
laser, corresponding to the Mollow regime. At the same time, the driving
of the third rung makes the probability to have two photons in the cavity
sizable, as seen in bottom panel of Fig. 6.13 c, where the combined probabil-
ity reaches over 1%, while the probability to have one photon is more than
one order of magnitude smaller. This relatively high probability of the two-
photon state, given the time available to realize it, eventually results in its
occurrence. This causes the emission of a rst cavity photon (indicated by a
red triangle at the top of the gure) that collapses the wavefunction into the
one-photon state, which is now the state with almost unit probability. The
system is now expected to emit a second photon within the cavity lifetime
(second red triangle in Fig.6.13 c). There is a jitter in the emission of the
two-photon state due to the cavity, but this does not destroy their correla-
tion. After the two-photon emission, the system is left in a vacuum state but
Figure 6.13: Wavefunc-tion evolution at the two-photon resonance picturedthrough the probability ofthe system to be in anyof the states |n,g/e〉. a,Hamiltonian evolution inthe Mollow regime (highpumping). b, Quantum tra-jectory during a two-photonemission in the same regimeas in a, but in the presenceof dissipation.
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Figure 6.14: Cavity-photon clicks as theywould be recorded by a streak camera (25sweeps shown) for the pumping values Ω1in d and Ω2 in e at ω2. In a the emissionis highly bunched although it largelyconsists of single clicks, g(2) = 3649with a fraction of ‘two-clicks’ over thetotal given by pi2 = 16%. On the otherhand, for b, g(2) = 17 with pi2 = 98.8%.
without Rabi opping, that is restored after a direct emission from the QE
(black triangle) and a two-photon state is again constructed, preparing for
the next emission of a correlated photon pair. The system is then brought
back to its starting point. Although one photon coming from the QE decay
is emitted per two-photon emission cycle, it is at another frequency and in a
dierent solid angle. The two-photon emission is through the cavity mode,
being therefore unspoiled and strongly focused.
photodetection events The precise times at which the jumps oc-
cur in the individual Monte Carlo trajectories can be interpreted as photodec-
tion events, as would be recorded by perfect detector able to collect all the
photons emitted by the system [237]. Figure 6.14 presents a series of such
detection events, in the form in which they would be recorded by a streak
camera photodetector [236] for the pumping valuesΩ1 andΩ2 of Fig. 5.13 b
at ω2(Ω). The horizontal axis represents time and each point denotes a de-
tection event as the detection spot is raster scanned across the image. The
strong bunching at Ω1 in Fig. 5.13 b conveys that the number of correlated
two-photon events (blue points) in Fig. 6.14 a is much larger than would
be expected for a coherent source. The emission remains nevertheless pre-
dominantly in terms of single photons (red points). Whilst the resonances
in statistics are strong, they are therefore not meaningful for applications.
On the other hand, atΩ2, when the g(2) resonance is depleted, the emission
now consists almost exclusively of correlated photon pairs, as can be seen
by the dominance of blue points in Fig. 6.14 b.
6.7 CHARACTER I Z ING AN N -PHOTON EMITTER
We have introduced the concept of a continuous n-photon emitter, and shown
that a dressed 2LS-cavity system has a regime in which it behaves as such.
Our next aim is to analyse the congurations in which the system oers the
best performance as an emitter of n-photon bundles.
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Based on the analysis made so far, it is clear that the properties that dene
quality of n-photon emission must be the following:
F Intensity of emission of n-photon bundles. This is related to γan
(np)
a .
F Purity of bundle emission. This tells to which extent the emission is
constituted only by photon bundles, and is related to the relative value
of n(1p)a with respect to n
(np)
a .
Based on these criteria, we will analyse the performance of the system as a
function of its three most important parameters, namely, Ω, γa and γσ˜.
6.7.1 bundle emission rate
Since we have shown that the dominance n(np)a over n
(1p)
a corresponds to
the the regime of n-photon emission, it is compelling to associate the rate
of bundle emission with γan
(np)
a . This quantity was already shown for the
case of n = 2, 3, 4 in Fig. 6.13 as a function of γa and γσ˜. From there, we
can observe that the bundle emission rate always decreases as γa increases,
making the cavity decay rate always detrimental. The dependence on γσ˜ is
less trivial. Both small values and big values of γσ˜ are detrimental to the
bundle emission rate, and an optimum can be found by the dierentiation
of Eq. (324):
γ
(opt)
σ˜ = g
n
√
2(n2Ω)n−1(∆2 + 4Ω2) 32−n
n!2
√
(∆2+2Ω2)(∆2+6Ω2)
n![2Ω2+∆(∆+
√
∆2+4Ω2)]
(335)
which depends on ∆,Ω and n. For ∆ = 0 and n = 2, 3, 4, this optimum rate
takes the form:
γ
(opt)
σ˜,n=2 = 2
√
2
3
(
g2
Ω
)
, γ(opt)σ˜,n=3 =
81
16
√
2
(
g3
Ω2
)
, γ(opt)σ˜,n=4 =
64
√
2
9
(
g4
Ω3
)
.
(336)
The spoiling of the mechanism for low enough γσ˜ can be understood if we
take into account that the eective pumping term P of the dressed 2LS is
Figure 6.15: Artistic rep-resentation of an emitterof N-photon bundles. Thesystem emits a continuousstream of light composed ofbundles of a fixed numberN of photons. This num-ber can be chosen by aproper detuning betweenthe exciting laser and thecavity. Image created bywww.scixel.es.
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not independent, but is also given by γσ˜. Therefore, as γσ˜ decreases, the
time needed to reload the 2LS increases, while the time needed to decay
does not, due to the extra decay channel provided by the cavity. This asym-
metry between the reloading time and the decay time with decreasing γσ˜
makes the mechanism inecient, and ultimately spoils it. The reason why
the mechanism is also inecient for big γσ˜ is more clear: as γσ˜ increases, so
does the probability of having emissions to the free space instead of through
the cavity channel, therefore spoiling the process. From the perspective of
a cavity that acts as a lter and provides a Purcell-enhancement of the n-
photon leapfrog processes, this is alternatively understood as a spoiling of
the Mollow triplet structure that sustains these n-photon transitions due to
the broadening of the energy levels.
Finally, we consider how the eciency of the mechanism depends on Ω,
which is the parameter of greatest practical interest since is the one most
easily tuned experimentally, corresponding to the intensity of the exciting
laser. From Eq. (324), we can verify that the bundle emission rate always
decreases whenΩ increases. This is shown in Fig. 6.15, where we display, for
the two and three-photon resonance, both n(np)a , n
(1p)
a , and the total cavity
population na, as a function of Ω, keeping ωa at the n-photon resonance as
Ω changes. We consider, without loss of generality, the case of zero detuning
∆ = 0.Figure 6.15: Cavitypopulation as a functionof laser intensity at thetwo and three-photonresonance. As Ω increases,both the bundle populationn(np)a and the backgroundpopulation n1pa decrease.At low pumping, thebundle population tendsto nγσ˜/4γa. Ω2 and Ω3mark optimum pumpingintensities at which thebundle population is closeto its maximum value andit makes up for most of thecavity population. Parame-ters: γa = 0.1g, γσ = 0.01g. Figure 6.15 shows that both n
(np)
a and n
(1p)
a decrease with increasing Ω.
For the case of n(np)a , this is due to the fact that the n-photon coupling rate
g(np) depends on Ω as ∝ 1/Ωn−1 (see Eq. (314) and Figs. 6.8 and 6.10).
In the case of n(1p)a , rst-order processes are more detuned asΩ increases,
since ∆(n)a ≈ 2Ω/n (at ∆ = 0). The limits of low and high pumping for
n(np)a can readily be obtained from Eq. (324), giving:
n(np)a ∼ n4
γσ˜
γa
, (Ω→ 0); (337a)
n(np)a ∼ g
2n
Ω2(n−1)
An, (Ω→ ∞); (337b)
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Figure 6.17: Profile of thecavity population as itsfrequency is detuned alongthe Mollow triplet. This isdone for two values of Ω,
Ω2 and Ω3, that maximizethe bundle population atthe two and three-photonresonance, respectively.
where
An =
(n/2)4n−2
(n− 1)!3γa(nγa/4+ 6γσ˜) . (338)
On the other hand, the high pumping limit of n(1p)a is given by:
n(1p)a ∼
(
g2
Ω2
)
n3(2+ n2)γσ˜ + n(n4 − n2 + 2)γa
16(n2 − 1)2γa , (Ω→ ∞). (339)
In the case of n(np)a , this limit is reached when κ(n)  γσ˜, or equivalently,
when (Ω/g)2(n−1)  C, where C is the cooperativity C ≡ g2/γaγσ˜. For The cooperativity C isa very popular figure ofmerit in quantum optics. Insystems irreversibly coupledto an optical channel (i.e.,below strong-coupling), it isproportional to the numberof photons emitted troughthe optical channel dividedby the number of photonsemitted to free space.
n(1p)a , this limit is reached sooner, sinceΩ only needs to satisfyΩ γa,γσ˜.
In fact, the curves for n(1p) shown in Fig. 6.15 are already well described by
Eq. (339).
Interestingly, we nd that the low-pumping limit of n(np)a , which deter-
mines the maximum value that it can take for a given (γa,γσ˜), increases
with n. This might lead one to think that n-photon resonances of higher
order are easier to evidence than those of lower orders, since they induce
larger cavity populations. However, as we see clearly in Fig. 6.17, in order
to observe these maximum values of n(np)a , one needs to use lower pumping
intensityΩ as n increases. This leads to less-resolved resonances, and, more
importantly, to a more important background contribution from the central
Mollow peak.
This brings us directly to the issue of comparing the “bundle population”,
n(np)a , with the “background population”, n
(1p)
a . We can see from these equa-
tions, and observe in Fig. 6.15, that in the high pumping limit, only n(2p)a
can remain bigger than n(1p)a , since both decrease as 1/Ω2. For n > 2, n(np)
decreases with Ω faster than the background population. Figure 6.15 also
shows that, as Ω approaches zero, the value of n(1p)a overcomes n
(np)
a and
makes up for the total population na. However, for n > 2, an intermedi-
ate pumping intensity exists where n(np)a is comparable or bigger than n
(1p)
a ,
contributing signicantly to the total cavity population. This is the case, for
the case of the three-photon resonance, of the point labelled Ω3 in Fig. 6.15
and used in Fig. 6.17. This kind of analysis brings us to the next criterion
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to characterize the quality of the n-photon emitter: the purity of n-photon
emission.
6.7.2 purity of n-photon emission
It is clear from the results shown in Figs. 6.13 and 6.15 that we can, to a good
degree of accuracy, describe the total cavity population n a as a sum of two
components. One of this components is the “bundle” contribution n (np )a , con-
sisting of photons that were introduced in the cavity as a n-photon bundle
via the n-photon coupling term g (np ) (anσ† + h.c). The other is a “back-
ground” contribution, n (1p ) , consisting on individual photons (individual
not in the sense of antibunched, but in the sense of being transferred to the
cavity by a term of the type a†σ + h.c.). We shall adopt the terminology of
“bundle” and “background” populations from now on to refer to n (np )a and
n (1p )a respectively.
In this sense, it is clear that the n-photon emission will be contaminated
by individual photons emitted from the background population if this one
is comparable to the bundle population. Following this argument, we will
dene a quantitative measure of the purity pin of n-photon emission as:
pin ≡ n
(np )
n (np )a + n
(1p )
a
(340)
i.e., the ratio between the bundle population and the total population, which
is by denition a quantity bounded by one.
Before discussing in detail the values taken by pin in the parameter phase
space, we discuss a particular feature of n-photon emitters that can be used
to determine the purity of n-photon emission. This feature manifests in the
photon counting distribution [180, 216, 243], and is related to the fact that,
by denition, an ideal n-photon emitter will never produce a number of
photons that is not a multiple of n. This yields, in the distribution p(m)
of photons counted in any time window T , a strongly suppressed proba-
bility of detecting any number of photons not given by m = kn, with
k ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · (see Fig. 6.18). However, a non-ideal n-photon emit-
ter occasionally emits individual photons that spoil these distributions. To
describe this situation, one needs to consider the combination of several dis-
crete random processes, some of them accounting for the emission of indi-
vidual photons, and others, for the n-photon bundles.
For a given discrete random process X, we can dene the generating func-
tion ΠX = 〈sX〉, from which the probability distribution for X is given by
P(X = m) = 1m!∂
m/∂smΠX|s=0. Probability generating functions are par-
ticularly useful when dealing with functions of independent random vari-
ables. This is precisely our case, since we are interested in the total number
of counted photons XT , given by the sum of X1 (photons coming from the
background and therefore emitted individually) and Xn (photons emitted as
a bundle):
XT = X1 + Xn . (341)
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The probability generating function is thenΠXT = ΠX1ΠXt . As we will see,
the nal generating functions that we will encounter will usually have the
exponential form: ΠXT = eg(s). In this case, making use of Faà di Bruno’s
formula for the generalized chain rule, expressed in terms of the Bell poly-
nomials Bn,k(x1, · · · , xn−k+1):
dn
dxn
f (g(x)) =
n
∑
k=1
f (k)(g(x))Bn,k
(
g′(x), g′′(x), · · · , g(n−k+1)(x)
)
,
(342)
we nd that the total photon counting distribution of the composite random
process is given by:
P(XT = m) =
eg(0)
m!
Bm(a1, · · · , an), (343)
which is written in terms of the complete Bell polynomial,
Bn(a1, · · · , an) =
n
∑
k=1
Bn,k (a1, · · · , an−k+1) (344)
and where an = ∂ng/∂xn|x=0 and B0({}) = 1. This way, the problem of
obtaining the photon counting distribution for a combination of random pro-
cesses is reduced to expressing the generating function as a single exponen-
tial eg(s) and computing the n-th derivative of the exponent ∂ng/∂xn|x=0.
At this point, we need to make an ansatz on the photon counting distribu-
tion of individual photons and bundles. We observe that for time windows
T larger than the coherence time, counting of the photon bundles becomes
Poisson distributed, as short time correlations are lost [157], and the same
occurs for the individual photons. The random variable Xn that counts the
photons emitted in n-photon bundles will then follow the Poissonian distri-
bution:
P(Xn = m) =
e−λnT
(λnT)m/n
(m/n)! if m = 0, n, 2n, 3n, · · ·
0 if m 6= 0, n, 2n, 3n, · · ·
(345)
where nλn is the mean number of photons counted per unit time, yielding
a generating function:
ΠXn(s) = e
−λn(1−sn). (346)
Figure 6.18: Ideal NPE (N-Photon Emis-sion) in thick lines and 99% NPE in translu-cid lines with an envelope to guide the eye.
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The total generating function of the composite process is then given by:
ΠXT (s) = e
−λ1(1−s)−λn(1−sn) (347)
and, using the results above, the distribution of countingm photons in a time
window T when the system is emitting n-photon bundles with emission rate
nλn and single photons with rate λ1, is given by:
Pn(XT = m) = e−(λ1+λn)T
m
∑
k=0
n!(λ1T)m−nk(λnT)k
k!(m− nk)! . (348)
This distribution is shown in Fig. 6.18 for the cases of ideal two-photon (2PE)
and three-photon (3PE) emission. In a general situation, λ1 and λn would
be associated respectively with γan
(1p)
a and γan
(np)
a /n. Consequently, we
can obtain an estimation of these quantities by tting the observed photon
counting distribution to Eq. (348), with tting parameters λ1 and λn. We can
then dene the purity of n-photon emission obtained by photon counting
piPCn as:
pi(PC)n ≡ nλn
λ1 + nλn
. (349)
From a theoretical point of view, this estimation for the purity of n-photon
emission is obtained by tting the λ1 and λn parameters from a photon
counting distribution, which can computed by the Monte Carlo method of
quantum trajectories.
6.7.3 characterization of the emitter in terms of the purity
We will discuss now the dependence of the purity on the system parameters.
Figure 6.20 shows the purity of two-photon emission for the same Ω and
range of γa, γσ˜ shown in Fig. 6.13, computed both by using the analytical
expressions of n(np)a (324) and n
(1p)
a (332) and by the tting of photon count-
ing distributions obtained from Monte Carlo trajectories. We see that the
photon counting method, while not exact, oers a fairly good perspective of
the values taken by this quantity. In the range of parameters shown, which is
enough to account for all current practical applications, pin is well described
by the following expression, obtained from the expansion (333) of n(1p)a and
from Eq. (326):
pin ≈
{
1+
[
4g(γ2a + 28Ω2)
(γ2a + 4Ω2)(γ2a + 36Ω2)
+
32g2Ω2(γ4a + 432Ω4)γσ
γa(γ2a + 4Ω2)2(γ2a + 36Ω2)2
]
×
[
4γa
nγσ˜
+
γaΩ2(n−1)
g2n
(2nγa + 3γσ˜)n2(1−2n)16n−1
]}−1
.(350)
By inspection of Eq. (350) and discussed in Section 6.7.1, it is easy to see that
pi2 has the high pumping asymptotic limit:
pi2 ∼ 1 (Ω→ ∞) , (351)
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whereas, for n > 2, we see that it decreases with Ω as:
pin ∼ AΩ2(n−2) (Ω→ ∞) , (352)
where A is a function of n, γa and γσ˜ that can be obtained by dividing
Eq. (337a) by Eq. (339). Therefore, while for n = 2 we can assure a maxi-
mum purity just by increasing the pumping, in the case n > 2 we need to
nd an optimum choice of Ω that makes the fraction of bundle population
signicant. The analytical expression for the optimum Ω obtained by dif-
ferentiating Eq. (350) is too complicated to be useful, so it is more practical
to recourse to a numerical minimization for each case. However, we can ap-
proximately locate this value close to the point where the two asymptotic
values of nnpa , given by Eqs. (337a) and (337b), meet. This gives the following
expression for the optimum pumping:
Ω(n)opt ≈
(
4γaAn
nγσ˜
) 1
2(n−1)
, (353)
where An is given by Eq. (338). Figure 6.20: Purityof two-photon emission.a, Purity of two-photonemission obtained fromEqs. (324) and (332). In theranges shown, it is perfectlydescribed by Eq. (350).Dashed, black lines arecontour lines of pi2; reddashed lines are contourlines of the piPC2 shown inpanel b, overlapped herefor comparison. b, Purityobtained by fitting photoncounting distributions fromMonte Carlo calculations.Parameters: same as inFig. 6.13.6.8 F I LTER ING OUT THE BACKGROUND
The results that we showed in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 for the cavity spectrum as a
function of the its frequency seem to suggest that, when frequency resolved,
the peak in the total emission observed when crossing the two-photon reso-
nance manifests as an increase in the emission at the frequency of the cavity.
This peak in the emission is found together with other three peaks that are
independent of the cavity frequency and that correspond to the peaks of the
Mollow triplet.
In our discussion so far about the performance of the system as an n-
photon emitter we have not taken into account the energy degree of free-
dom of the emission. However, the notion of spectral components that are
independent of the cavity frequency and that correspond to the peaks in the
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spectrum of the 2LS seem to t well with our description of the purity of
emission, based on the existence of a “background” population of photons
coming from detuned, rst order processes (precisely those that manifest
in the spectrum) that competes with a “bundle” population, transferred to
the cavity via a resonant, n-photon process. To a good degree of accuracy,
these two populations coexist as independent components of the total cav-
ity population. Could it be that these dierent components emit at dierent
spectral windows? If that were the case, most of the photons emitted by
the background population could just be disregarded by frequency ltering,
only selecting those photons emitted at the frequency of the cavity.
To answer this question, we can resort to the formal expression of the
spectrum (see Section 2.6.3), that allow us to write it as a sum of Lorentzians
plus a dispersive part:
S(ω) =
1
pi ∑
β
[
(γβ/2)Lβ
(ω−ωβ)2 + (γβ/2)2 −
(ω−ωβ)Kβ
(ω−ωβ)2 + (γβ/2)2
]
(354)
where ωβ ≡ Im{λβ}, γβ ≡ 2 Re{λβ}, λβ is the vector of eigenvalues of
the Liouvillian, Lβ ≡ Re{Qβ}, Kβ ≡ Im{Qβ}, and Q is a function of the
matrix of eigenvectors of the Liouvillian and the steady state density matrix,
ρSS, dened in Eq. (172). These values can be obtained by diagonalizing the
Liouvillian numerically. In principle, the index β runs up to innity; in prac-
tice, it runs up to h2, where h is the size of the truncated Hilbert space. Each
of the peaks composing the spectrum is centred at the frequency ωβ and has
a weight of Lβ that, when summed, yields the total population of the cavity:
∑
β
Lβ = na . (355)
After inspection of the spectrum obtained in our system, c.f. Fig. 6.4 a, it
is safe to assume that, at the two-photon resonance, the sets of frequen-
cies ωβ with a relevant contribution to the spectrum could be classied in
four classes: ωβ = ω0,±ωS,ωa, i.e., the central and two sideband peaks of
the Mollow triplet, and a peak at the cavity frequency, which is at the two-
photon resonance. If we dene the intensity of emission at the frequency
ωa = ω2 as:
Iωa ≡ ∑
β
ωβ=ω2
Lβ (356)
we can verify whether bundle emission can be spectrally resolved or not by
testing if the following equality is true:
Iωa = n
(2p)
a . (357)
Figure 6.20 b shows the purity pi2 as given by Eq. (350), together with the
purity that would be obtained by assuming Eq. (357) is true, i.e.:
pi
Sp
2 ≡
Iωa
na
(358)
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which is depicted as green contour lines. The purity obtained under the as-
sumption of Eq. (357) describes correctly the real value of pi2 up to a given
point, in the range of high values of γσ˜, in which it deviates from the correct
result, meaning that photons from the background population start being
emitted at the cavity frequency. This promising result—more so if one con-
siders that the regime of low γσ˜ is easily found experimentally—suggest that
a great enhancement of the purity would be found if we disregarded those
photons emitted at frequencies other than that of the cavity.
6.8.1 spectrum of the background emission
Since we have proven that the background population of photons is well
described with a formalism in which the cavity is truncated at one excita-
tion, allowing us to obtain analytical expressions that exclude the popula-
tion grown by n-photon processes, we will use the same model to describe
the spectrum of emission of the background photons. By doing so, we will
be able to neglect the fraction of background photons that are not emitted
at the frequency of the cavity.
In this case it is convenient to calculate the spectrum using the quantum
regression theorem for the evolution of a vector of correlators, instead of the
Liouvillian form. Let us assume that the dynamics of the mean value 〈a〉 is
coupled to a set of correlators that we write in a vector u, a being the rst
element, u1 = a. In our case, the vector is u = (a, σ˜, σ˜†, σ˜†σ˜)T, and the
dynamics of the mean values follows the equation:
d
dt
〈u〉 = M〈u〉+ c (359)
Figure 6.20: Weight of the spectral peaksas a measure of the purity if n-photonemission. a, A signature of the two-photonemission is the increase in the populationof the cavity when its frequency crosses thetwo-photon resonance. When the emissionis frequency resolved, this increase mani-fests in the peak resonant with the cavityfrequency. b, Under the assumption that allthe individual photons from the backgroundpopulation are emitted at the frequency ofthe Mollow peaks, the purity of n-photonemission is estimated as the fraction of lightemitted trough the cavity peak with respectto the total emission. When this is done, acorrect measure of the purity is recoveredfor values of γσ˜ approximately smaller than0.1g. For greater values, this estimation de-viates from the real pin, indicating that theassumption is not valid, and consequently,evidencing a background emission of individ-ual photons at the frequency of the cavity.
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with
M =

−γa2 − i∆a −ig 0 0
0 −γσ˜2 − i∆ 0 2iΩ
0 0 −γσ˜2 + i∆ −2iΩ
0 iΩ −iΩ −iγσ˜
 , c =

0
−iΩ
iΩ
0

(360)
In order to obtain an homogeneous equation, we dene a vector v given by
v = u− uSS, where uSS are the steady state solutions of Eq. (359), giving
the equation:
d
dt
〈v〉 = M〈v〉 . (361)
We can now apply the quantum regression theorem and write the dynam-
ics of the set of two-time correlators:
d
dτ
〈a†(t)v(t+ τ)〉 = M〈a†(t)v(t+ τ)〉. (362)
Dening w(τ) = 〈a†(t)v(t+ τ)〉, the spectrum is then given by:
S(ω) =
1
pi
Re
∫ ∞
0
w1(τ)eiωτdτ. (363)
w(τ) has the formal solution w(τ) = eMτw(0), which, considering the
diagonalized form of M:
−D = E−1ME (364)
where E is the matrix of normalized eigenvectors of M, reads w(τ) =
Ee−DτE−1w(0). This allow us to integrate formally Eq. (363) and nd an
expression for the spectrum analogous to Eq. (354), with Dβ = γβ/2+ iωβ,
and:
Lβ ≡ Re{E1,β[E−1w(0)]β}. (365)
We are of course interested in I(1)ωa , dened as in Eq. (356); we use the
superscript 1 to indicate that it corresponds to the model of a cavity trun-
cated at one excitation. From it, we can dene the part of the background
population of photons that are emitted at the cavity frequency:
n(1p)a,f ≡ Iωa . (366)
This corresponds to the number of background photons that cannot be spec-
trally separated, since they are emitted at the cavity frequency. Accounting
only for this population of photons that contaminate the n-photon emission,
we can adopt a new denition of the purity that assumes that we have per-
formed frequency ltering of the emission, giving:
pifn ≡
n(np)a
n(np)a + n
(1p)
a,f
(367)
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Thanks to the small size of the matrix M, we can obtain approximate
analytical expressions for n(1p)a,f based on the same approximations used to
obtain Eq. (333), yielding, for the case of the two-photon resonance and ∆ =
0,
n(1p)a,f ≈
32g2Ω2(γ4a + 432Ω4)γσ
γa(γ2a + 4Ω2)2(γ2a + 36Ω2)2
. (368)
Interestingly, this expression already appeared naturally as an independent
term in Eq. (333). For the most general case of arbitrary cavity detuning, we
nd:
n(1p)a,f ≈ Re
{
32g2(γ2aΩ2 + 4iγa∆aΩ2 − 4∆2aΩ2 − 8Ω4)γσ
γa(γa + 2i∆a)2(γa + 2i∆a − 4iΩ)2(γa + 2i∆a + 4iΩ)2
}
.
(369)
Figure 6.21: Effectof filtering the cavity peak.a, Bundle (γan(2p)a , red) andbackground (γan(1p)a , blue)emission rates, as shown inFig. 6.13 a, but with a moresaturated colorscale. 2Dplots for both componentsare superimposed. b, Sameas in a, but with the filteredbackground populationn(1p)a,f . When filtering, thebackground population isgreatly reduced. Straightlines: numerical calculationof total emission rate.Dashed lines: estimationsby analytical formulasusings Eqs. (332) and (324)in a, and, for the expressionof n(1p)a,f , an equation thatto first order in γσ˜ is givenby Eq. (368). Parameters:
Ω = 20g.
The eect of ltering the cavity peak is clearly seen in Fig.6.21, which
depicts the same kind of plot shown in Fig. 6.13: background and bundle
populations are plotted together by superimposing their two corresponding
colormaps, of colors blue and red, respectively. It is evident how the lter-
ing allows to reduce the background population in a big region of the pa-
rameter phase space. From Eq. (324) for n(np)a and Eq. (369) for n
(1p)
a,f we
can compute, using Eq. (367), the purity of n-photon emission pifn when
frequency-ltering is applied. This can be contrasted with the result of di-
viding the bundle population by the total intensity of emission at the cavity
peak, given by Eq. (356), in order to verify the validity of Eq. (369). These re-
sults are shown in Figs. 6.22 and 6.23. They show a signicant improvement
of the purity if compared to the unltered results shown previously, that
is well described by our analytical equations. Remarkably, we can achieve
a very signicant purity of emission of n-photon bundles well within the
weak coupling regime, γa > 4g. This opens the possibility of applying this
approach in irreversible systems, in which the coupling to the single cavity
mode could represent an eective description of the coupling to a photonic
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Figure 6.22: Effect of fre-quency filtering in thepurity of n-photon emis-sion. a, Purity calculatedfrom n(2p)a , and n(1p)a,f givenby numerical computation(solid line) and Eq. (368)(dashed lines). b, Pu-rity of n-photon emissionwith (dashed) and without(solid) frequency filtering,along the red line in a.Parameters: Ω = 20g.
density of states that Purcell-enhances the emission from the 2LS, as could be
a photonic-crystal waveguide [80, 194, 208]. As mentioned earlier, a typical
gure of merit in these systems is the cooperativity C, which is proportional
to the ratio between the decay rate trough the cavity mode, given by the
Purcell factor κ = 4g2/γa, and trough other channels (typically, free space),
given in our case by γσ˜:
C ≡ g
2
γaγσ˜
. (370)
In fact, we can obtain an asymptotic expression for the purity of two-photon
emission that depends only on the cooperativity. As has been done before,
we will consider ∆ = 0 for simplicity, since this does not alter the general
Figure 6.23: Purity of three andfour photon emission for filteredand unfiltered emission.. Solidlines correspond to the numer-ical computation of n(1p)a,f , anddashed lines, to the estimationbased on the analytical expres-sion (369). Parameters: Ω = 20g.
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conclusions. We start from the expression for n(2p)a that comes directly from
Eq. (326):
n(2p)a =
[
2γa
γσ˜
+
Ω2γa
g4
(
3
4
γσ˜ + γa
)]−1
. (371)
In terms of the cooperativity, this reads:
n(2p)a =
[
2C
γ2a
g2
+
3
4
Ω2
g2C
+
γ2aΩ2
g4
+ 1
]−1
. (372)
Now we write the expression for the ltered purity pi(f)2 = n
(2p)
a /(n
(2p)
a +
n(1p)a,f ) using Eqs. (368) and (372), and use the approximationsΩ γa, γa 
g and C  1 to obtain
pif2 ≈
[
1+
2
3
(
2
Ω/g
+
1
C
+
1
C(Ω/g)2
)]−1
. (373)
In the limit Ω/g C, this expression becomes dependent only on C:
pif2 ≈
(
1+
2
3C
)−1
. (374)
To gain some insight into the dependence of the purity on such a relevant
parameter, we show, in Fig. 6.24 a, pif2 as a function of γa and C. This gure
conrms the result stated above, since for high values of γa, pif2 becomes de-
pendent only on C. The Figure is supplemented with points that represent
some state of the art parameters for semiconductor samples (shown in Ta-
ble 1), demonstrating that regimes of high purity of two-photon emission are
well within reach of current solid state systems, opening the exciting possi-
bility of on-chip implementations of routed two-photon emission protocols
in the solid state [80, 194].
Figure 6.24 b represents a cut of the purity along the red line in panel
b (γa = 5g), conrming the validity of Eq. (374). It also depicts the ex-
pected emission rate of photon bundles for a sample having γa = 5g with
g =30 µeV. It shows that these values, well below the best gures of merit
Reference g γa/g γσ˜ C
Arakawa et al. (2012) [11] 80 µeV 0.16− 0.3 0.13 µeV 1970
Volz et al. (2012) [230] 141 µeV 0.37 (∼0.20 µeV) 1900
Giesz et al. (2016) [88] 21 µeV 4.28 0.30 µeV 12
Laucht et al. (2009) [147] 60 µeV 1.6 40 µeV 0.9
Hennessy et al. (2007) [109] 90 µeV 0.5 0.40 µeV 440
Ota et al. (2011) [181] 51 µeV 0.5 0.13 µeV 833
Srinivasan et al. (2007) [217] 12 µeV 0.33 2.48 µeV 15
Laucht et al. (2012) [148] - - 0.20 µeV 2.5
Table 1: Table of stateof the art paramatersin semiconductor QDs.All correspond to QD-cavity systems exceptthe last one, which is aQD-waveguide system.
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achieved in the community, are enough to achieve a rate of emission of MHz
and a high purity provided C ≥ 10. These rates are similar to the best rates
achieved in two-photon emission protocols based on a cascaded emission
in the biexcition operating in pulsed regime [72], and they could be greatly
enhanced by using the best samples, as the ones shown in Fig. 6.24. This
demonstrates the great potential of working with protocols of two-photon
emission based on a ladder of dressed energy levels, since their shift by the
laser is not detrimental but, on the contrary, benecial, allowing to operate
in a strong pumping regime and yield high purity and emission rates.Figure 6.24: Performanceof the n-photon emitter asa function of the cooperativ-ity. a, Purity calculated asin Fig. 6.22, as a functionof γa and C . For γa > 1,the purity becomes onlydependent on the coop-erativity. Colored pointsrepresent values of realexperimental samples insemiconductor QDs, shownin Table 1. b Emission rateof photons emitted as atwo-photon bundle, γan(2p)a ,and purity pif2 along the redline in a (γa = 5g). Theemission rate was computedfor g =30 µeV. The purity(solid,red) is compared tothe asymptotic limit ofEq. (374) (dashed,black).Parameters: Ω = 20g.
6.9 STAT IST I C OF N -PHOTON EMISS ION
Now that we have engineered N -photon emitters, we have to ask the same
questions than those put by Glauber [93] at the birth of quantum optics, on
the nature of quantum optical coherence for these sources. We can nd the
answer by regarding N -photon emitters as the exact counterpart of conven-
tional emitters, but replacing the unit of emission—the photon—by a bundle
of N of them. We now show that our class of emitters can operate in the
same regimes, lasing or photon guns, but with bundles. To do so, we de-
scribe the statistics of the bundles when considered as single entities, by
introducing the generalized correlation functions g ( n )N :
g ( n )N ( t 1 , . . . , t n ) =
〈 T− {∏ ni= 1 a † N ( t i ) } T+ {∏ ni= 1 a N ( t i ) } 〉
∏ ni= 1 〈 a † N a N 〉 ( t i )
(375)
with T± the time ordering operators. This upgrades the concept of the nth
order correlation function for isolated photons to bundles of N photons by
making the replacement a → a N in the standard denition of Glauber’s
correlators. The case N = 1 recovers the denition of the standard g ( n ) ,
but for N ≥ 2 , the normalization to the bundle density makes Eq. (375)
essentially dierent from the standard correlation functions g ( n×N ) . Simi-
larly to the single-photon case, the two-bundle statistics
g ( 2 )N ( τ ) =
〈 a † N ( 0 ) a † N ( τ ) a N ( τ ) a N ( 0 ) 〉
〈 ( a † N a N ) ( 0 ) 〉 〈 ( a † N a N ) ( τ ) 〉 (376)
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is the most important one. The validity of this denition for g(2)2 is conrmed
in Fig. 6.25, where it is plotted (smooth curve) along with direct coincidences
between clicks from the Monte Carlo simulation (data). Such g(2)2 correla-
tions can be measured directly thanks to recent developments in two-photon
detection [32]. For the Monte Carlo computation, all events are considered
as single photons for the standard g(2) calculation (red curve in Fig. 6.25),
and only two-photon events are considered as the basic unit of emission for
g(2)2 (blue curve).
6.9.1 different bundle statics
Remarkably, while g(2) always shows a bunching behaviour, the analysis of
bundle statistics given by g(2)2 reveals a full gamut of regimes, from anti-
bunching to bunching of bundles, that remain hidden if one considers only
the standard Glauber’s correlation function. This change in the bundle statis-
tics is well understood by working in the basis of eigenstates |±〉 of the
dressed 2LS. As discussed in Section. 6.5, this allows to describe the system
as an incoherently pumped 2LS coupled to a cavity via a two-photon cou-
pling term.
Let us analyze in which sense this picture can shed some light on the
statistical properties of the emission of bundles. In order to do so, we will
restrict ourselves for simplicity to the case of two-photon emission, N = 2,
and assume strong pumping intensityΩ. This ensures a maximum purity of
two-photon emission according to Eq. (351) and isolates the dynamics from
the eect of any background population. In this regime, the two photon cou-
pling constant g(2p) is small, and the system is therefore in the weak coupling
regime. In this situation, the system undergoes an irreversible evolution in
which the cavity acts just as an extra decay channel for the dressed 2LS |∓〉,
whose dynamics is fully described by an incoherent pumping term with rate
P given by Eq. (320c) and a decay term γeffσ = γσ + κ(2). This decay rate is
the sum of the eective decay rate of the dressed 2LS, γσ (320b), and κ(2),
the two-photon Purcell rate (325) that describe the losses trough the cavity
Figure 6.25: Second order correlations for photonsand bundles. Eq. (376). Smooth curves are givenby Eq. (376), and data curves obtained from MonteCarlo clicks (data). While the standard g(2) alwaysshows bunched behaviour, panels a and b show thedependence of the bundle statistics on the decay rateof the 2LS, γσ˜ , which reveals different regimes goingfrom bunching of the bundles, a, to non-classical,b,antibunched statistics.
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Figure 6.26: Time re-solved statistics of thebundles, g(2)2 (τ). Yellow,dashed lines correspondto the second order cor-relation function of theeffective 2LS, given byEq.(378). Ω = 100g.
channel. This simple description has an analytical treatment, in which the
second order correlation function of the dressed 2LS takes the form:
g(2)σ (τ) = 1− exp
[
−(γeffσ + P)τ
]
. (377)
In terms of the decay rate of the bare 2LS and at ∆ = 0, this reads as:
g(2)σ (τ) = 1− exp
[
−
(γσ˜
2
+ κ(2)
)
τ
]
(378)
When the inherent 2LS lifetime γ−1σ˜ is the longest timescale in the system,
its main mechanism of decay is through the coupling to the cavity channel,
with a rate given by κ(2). In this case, the two-photon emission process can
be pictured as a jump in the 2LS going from |+〉 to |−〉 assisted by the
two-photon coupling to the cavity, which gains two-photons from the de-
excitation of the 2LS. As a consequence, a single quantum jump in the 2LS
will ultimately lead to two consecutive jumps in the cavity, or equivalently, a
single two-photon quantum jump, which is what we identify as the emission
of a bundle. In order to provide an insight into the bundle statistics, we can,
based on this picture, associate the jump operator of the dressed 2LS, σ, with
the bundle jump operator a2. In this way, the statistics of the bundles would
be equivalent to the statistics of the dressed 2LS:
g(2)2 (τ) = g
(2)
σ (τ) (379)
where the subindex σ indicates correlations of the operator σ. A vivid image
of this mechanism linking the jumps of σ and a2 was oered by the quantum
trajectories displayed in Fig. 6.13 b, where one could clearly observe how a
bundle emission (two jumps in the cavity) is associated with a jump in the
2LS.
The validity of the assumption in Eq. (378), that relates this quantity to
the statistics of the bundles, can be contrasted in Fig. 6.26, that compares
g(2)2 (τ) and g
(2)
σ (τ) as a function of γσ˜. For small values of γσ˜ (long-lived
2LS), the long-time behaviour of g(2)(τ) is indeed well described by g(2)σ (τ).
In that regime, the bundles show antibunching behaviour, a nonclassical fea-
ture that evidences the transfer of the quantum statistics of the 2LS to the
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Figure 6.27: Comparisonbetween bundle statisticsand the standard statis-tics of the one-atom lasermodel. The generalizedg(2)N (τ) of the model giv-ing bundle emission (with acavity-2LS coupling rate gin the bare basis) showsfeatures that resemblethe standard correlationsg(2)(τ) in the one-atomlaser model. Parameters:
Ω = 100g. For the one-atom laser model, we usea 2LS cavity couplingg˜ = g(2p) as in Eq. (314),and P = γσ˜ .
bundles emitted by the cavity, due to the irreversible two-photon coupling
between them.
However, as we discussed at the beginning of this Section, the statistics
of the bundles become bunched or even coherent when γσ˜ gets more sig-
nicant. To account for this change, one needs to consider a more general
case in which the cavity does not act as a mere decay channel and needs
to be explicitly included in the dynamics. In that situation, our dressed-2LS
model becomes a two-photon analogue of the celebrated one-atom laser [61],
which consists on the JC Hamiltonian plus decay and incoherent pumping
of the 2LS.
The phenomenology of the one-atom laser model is extremely rich [151],
and its extension to a Hamiltonian with N-photon coupling certainly de-
serves furtheinvestigation. We do not provide such a detailed analysis here,
but limit ourselves to expose the similarities between the standard second-
order correlation function g(2)(τ) of the one atom laser model, and the gen-
eralized second-order, N-photon correlation function g(2)N (τ) of its gener-
alization to N-photon coupling. This comparison is provided in Fig. 6.27,
which provides unambiguous evidence of the similarities in the time-resolved
behaviour of these two quantities and in its dependence with the system de-
cay rates. Interestingly, in complete analogy to the one-atom laser model, a
change in the system decay rates can bring the bundles from antibunching
to bunching, passing through a regime of coherent bundle emission. True coherent bundleemission satisfies g(n)N = 1at all orders.In general, the eect the 2LS lifetime has on the statistics of the bundlescan be understood as a consequence of the key role the 2LS emission plays to
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Figure 6.28: Dynamics of emission of abundle. Until the emission of a first pho-ton, the cavity sustains in average N pho-tons with a small probability ε for a time1/Nεγa . This is followed by a cascade thattransit over states with exactly m = N −1,N − 2, · · · photons, each for a time 1/mγa.
restore the construction of a N-photon state, as discussed in Section 6.6. At
the single-photon level, the standard g(2)(τ) fails to capture this fundamen-
tal dynamics of emission. All this conrms the emergence of a new physics
at the two-photon level, that also hold for higher N.
6.10 THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE BUNDLE :RELAT IONSH IP W ITH FOCK STATES
We have described the emission of our system in terms of “bundles” of pho-
tons, introducing a terminology that needs to be justied. In quantum theory,
a state of the eld with exactly N quanta of excitation is a Fock state |N〉 and
it is natural to question whether these sources are not precisely “emitters of
Fock states |N〉”.
There are subtle links and departures between the two concepts. The Fock
state |N〉 is a well-dened state that can be prepared and maintained exactly.
It has no further structure and each of the N photons that compose it is fully
indistinguishable from the others. The bundle, on the other hand, arises in
a dynamical process of emission, describing the energy released from the
cavity QED setup to the outside world. The cavity itself is not in the Fock
Figure 6.29: State of the system in the regime of N-photon emission (NPE). a, Fulldensity matrix of the system in the regime of 4PE, showing the predominance of thevacuum and the strong coherence between the 2 × 2 sub-blocks of 0 and 4 photonsand the 1/n cascade along the diagonal b, Diagonal elements of the cavity densitymatrix p(n) = 〈n|ρ |n〉. As function of 1/n, it yields a line with a slope equal to thebundle population na/N and extent equal to the number N of photons per bundle,according to Eq. (380).
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Figure 6.30: Distribution of time intervals τ be-tween successive photons of a bundler, in theregimes of two (blue), three (red) and four (green)photon emission. The distributions are (N − 1)-exponential for N-photon emission, i.e., exponentialfor N = 2, bi-exponential for N = 3, etc. Thisconfirms the time-distribution of the photons withinthe bundles sketched at the bottom, arising from theprocess outlined in Fig. 6.28. Thin lines show theexp(−(N − 1)τ) decay, to which the distributionsget parallel to. The distribution of four-photon emis-sion (green), for instance, gets parallel to all threelines in successive intervals.
state |N〉, being, to begin with, in the vacuum most of the time, and only in
very short temporal windows does it undergo a cascade that sees in rapid
successions the eld transit through the various Fock states |n〉, with 0 ≤
n ≤ N, for a time 1/γan in each of them (see Fig. 6.28). Since the system has
a small probability ε to be in the state |N〉 before the emission and probability
close to one to transit through each of the intermediate states during the
cascade, one obtains the steady state probability:
p(n) =
na
N
1
n
, for 1 ≤ n ≤ N . (380)
A snapshot of the full density matrix in the regime of four-photon emis-
sion is given in Fig. 6.29 a. This shows the breakdown of the matrix into
clusters of 2× 2 blocks corresponding to the subspaces of the QE with n-
photons. The vacuum largely predominates (the probabilities are shown in
log-scale), followed by the blocks on the diagonal which provide p(n) as
given by Eq. (380), and blocks of coherence between the various manifolds,
which are small although nonzero, except the coherence elements |0µ〉 〈4ν|
with µ, ν ∈ {g, e} which are large. This conrms the direct manifestation,
also in the dissipative regime, of the quantum superposition of the type
(|0+〉 ± |N−〉)/√2 induced by the N-photon coupling.
There remains a trace of this intra-cavity dynamics in the photodetec-
tion. The bundles are strongly correlated in two senses: rst extrinsically,
the emission comes in groups of N photons, suppressing the release of pack-
ets with other numbers of photons. Second, intrinsically, with dierent time
intervals separating successive photons: the rst photon is more closely fol-
lowed by the second one than the second is by the third, and so on till the
last photon that comes within 1/γa of the penultimate (see Fig. 6.30). Clearly,
the bundle is a strongly-correlated group of closely-spaced photons that has
a structure which is not described by the abstract object |N〉 alone.
However, regardless of the internal structure of the bundle, it would ap-
pear as a Fock state in a measurement integrated over a small time window.
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6.11 CONCLUS IONS
In this Section, we have introduced a cavity-QED scheme that realizes a fam-
ily of sources that release their energy in groups (or “bundles”) of N photons
(where N is an integer). These source are based on the most fundamental
description of light-matter interaction, a 2LS coupled to a single electromag-
netic mode (an harmonic oscillator), and the mechanism relies in the strong
dressing of the 2LS by an external classical eld. We have shown that this
scheme, which could be implemented in any of the current cQED platforms,
shows regimes of high and pure emission of N-photon bundles, and that
its most straightforward realization of N = 2 is currently within reach of
semiconductor cQED samples with modest light-matter coupling rates, well
below the current state of the art. Frequency ltering of the emitted light
allows to further purify the emission of N-photon bundles, eliminating any
background of undesired single-photon events, allowing to implement the
scheme in irreversible systems, such as QDs coupled to slow-modes of light
in waveguides. This opens the exciting possibility of implementing sources
of N-photon bundles that can be routed and manipulated on a chip.
7TWO-PHOTON EMISS ION FROM ADRESSED B IEXC ITON
7.1 INTRODUCT ION
In the previous Chapter, we discussed how a strongly driven 2LS coupled
to an optical microcavity can be brought to regimes where it emits light
composed of bundles of a xed number N of photons. In this Chapter, we
focus on the most straightforward implementation, the case of two-photon
emission N = 2, which already presents a wide range of applications in
quantum information and quantum communications [184]. Photon pairs are
an important resource to generate heralded single photons [111] and are
also used as a key element for quantum key distribution [121, 170], quan-
tum teleportation [35, 161] or to implement entanglement swapping and
quantum repeaters [183, 214, 225]. Numerous other examples, like quantum
lithography [89], the absorption rate increase from organic molecules in two-
photon microscopy [86, 228], quantum walks of correlated photons [188] or
the quantum computation of molecular properties [146], illustrate the rich
variety of applications that these non-classical states of light can nd.
However, the main purpose of this Chapter is to show that the approach
taken in Chapter 6 can also be applied to systems with a more complex
internal structure. This provides a wider range of possibilities in the de-
sign of N-photon sources, allowing for instance to devise smarter excitation
schemes or to achieve richer regimes of bundle emission, tuning their statis-
tics or the quantum correlations between the photons inside a bundle. We
will focus on the particular case of a biexciton, a molecule formed by two The biexciton is a quasi-particle composed of twoexcitons with spins up anddown, corresponding to twoelectrons and two holes.The Coulomb interactionof the four-particle systemgives a ground-state energyωB lower than the energyof two separated exci-tons, 2ωX. The differenceχ ≡ 2ωX − ωB is thebiexciton binding energy.
excitons with opposed spin. The biexciton, that we label as |B〉, stands as
an excellent candidate to perform as a source of photon pairs, since it nat-
urally emits two entangled photons in a radiative cascade. This has been
demonstrated for its implementation in semiconductor quantum dots in re-
cent years [7, 72, 100, 169, 219]. Contrary to the sources of photon pairs
based on parametric down-conversion, which are the ones most commonly
used [33, 35, 40, 112, 143, 145, 146, 184] , schemes based on cascaded emis-
sion [18] do not present the drawback of having Poissonian statistics for the
number of photon pairs generated in each process, with a non-zero proba-
bility of having zero or more than one pair [203].
As an alternative to o-resonant excitation, it is possible to initialize the
biexcitonic state by coherent two-photon excitation (TPE) [81, 116, 119, 169,
221], which increases the coherence and indistinguishability of the emitted
photons as compared to non-resonant pumping. The generation eciency
and the indistinguishability of the photons can also be improved by bring-
ing a cavity in resonance with the biexcitonic transition [72] to enhance the
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emission thanks to the Purcell eect [30]. A particularly interesting possibil-
ity is to place the cavity in resonance with half the energy of the biexciton to
enhance the rate of spontaneous two-photon emission, such that two pho-
tons are emitted simultaneously into the cavity mode [64, 181, 206]. The
joint implementation of coherent excitation and Purcell enhancement via
cavity modes has already been discussed in the literature and shown to be
promising [169, 181].
Under coherent excitation, the intensity of the pumping sets a limit to the
repetition rate of two-photon generation, since strong driving elds dress
the excitons and spoil the biexcitonic structure [52, 167]. On the other hand,
we have shown in Chapter 6 how to take advantage of such a dressing to
achieve a continuous source of N-photon states. This is done by harvesting
with a cavity, due to the Purcell eect, photons coming from N-photon tran-
sitions in the ladder of energy levels of the emitter dressed by the laser. These
photons, as shown in Chapter 4, feature giant correlations violating classical
inequalities, something that has already been demonstrated experimentally
for the case of a dressed 2LS [186].
In this Chapter, we bring together the three main ideas outlined above: i)
TPE from the biexciton, ii) cavity Purcell-enhancement of virtual processes
and iii) multiphoton emission from a dressed system. This realizes a versatile
two-photon source operating in the continuous regime with a high repeti-
tion rate. In comparison with the case of a single dressed 2LS discussed in
Chapter 6, the biexciton introduces an extra degree of freedom, the polariza-
tion, that provides a richer set of physical regimes. In particular, we demon-
strate the emission of degenerate photon pairs with polarization orthogonal
to the laser—therefore suppressing the laser background and undesired exci-
tation of the cavity—and dierent two-photon counting statistics, as well as
emission of polarization-entangled photons. All these dierent regimes can
be accessed optically with the same sample just by changing the intensity
and polarization of the excitation. This unprecedented versatility has the po-
tential of pushing forward the generation and use of photon pairs in the lab-
oratory. Even more importantly, it evidences that the fundamental concepts
are susceptible to be applied in dierent platforms, such as superconducting
circuits [25], and that new regimes of non-classical light emission are within
reach with variations of the design.
Our analysis starts with a general introduction of the model and follows
with a detailed description of the features of the dressed biexciton alone,
to nally move to the complete picture with the inclusion of a cavity that
probes and enhances the single and two-photon transitions present in the
dressed system.
The results shown here have been published in the journal New Journal
of Physics [202].
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Figure 7.1: Energy levels in the bare and dressedbiexciton. a, Biexcitonic level system in the linearpolarization basis (Horizontal-Vertical states). Thetwo-photon laser excitation is represented withtwo curly blue arrows, at half the biexciton energyωL = ωX − χ/2. b, Dressed state picture at stronglaser pumping, where the vertical polarization states(blue) transform into the new states |±〉, |0〉}. Thethree possible horizontally polarised transitions fromthese states to the |H〉, appear with curly arrows. c,Spectrum of emission in the two polarizations, hor-izontal (solid red) and vertical (dashed blue), andthe three horizontally polarised transitions markedwith vertical lines. Parameters: Ω = 5 × 102γσ ,χ = 2× 103γσ and g = 0.
7.2 MODEL AND DRESSED STATE P ICTURE
The system under consideration is a semiconductor quantum dot with a
biexcitonic structure, as depicted in Fig. 7.1 a. It can host two excitons, or
electron-hole pairs, with third component of the total angular momentum
equal to +1 or -1, usually labelled as “spin states”. Symmetric and antisym-
metric combinations of these states couple to one of the two orthogonal lin-
early polarised light modes (“vertical” and “horizontal”). The biexciton state
corresponds to the occupation of both spin states in the dot. The Hamilto-
nian of this system is given by:
HX = ωX(σ↑†σ↑ + σ↓†σ↓)− χ(σ↑†σ↑σ↓†σ↓), (381)
where {σ↑, σ↓} are the annihilation operators of the excitons with spin {↑
, ↓}, ωX is the excitonic energy (we consider degenerate excitons) and χ is
the biexcitonic binding energy. The biexciton frequency is, therefore, ωB =
2ωX− χ. In order to separate the four-level system into two dierent polar-
ization cascades we change to the linear polarization basis:
|H〉 = 1√
2
(|↑〉+ |↓〉), |V〉 = 1√
2
(|↑〉 − |↓〉) (382)
with the annihilation operators
σH =
1√
2
(σ↑ + σ↓), σV =
1√
2
(σ↑ − σ↓). (383)
These operators describe transitions from the biexciton to an excitonic state
or from an exciton to the ground state by emission of photons with the corre-
sponding horizontal or vertical polarization (red and blue colors in Fig. 7.1).
We will neglect the small ne structure splitting in frequency that is usu-
ally found between the two dierent excitonic states, since it has no impact
in our scheme and only complicates the algebra. It can be trivially added if
needed.
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We implement a continuous resonant excitation of this level structure that
aects only one of the polarizations (chosen to be the vertical one without
loss of generalization). This is accounted for by a coherent driving term in
the Hamiltonian:
HΩ = Ω (σ†Ve
−iωLt + σVeiωLt) (384)
where the intensity of the laser is proportional to |Ω|2. In order to drive
the biexciton state directly, the laser frequency is set at the two-photon res-
onance, ωL = ωB/2. This results in a two-photon excitation (TPE) to the
biexciton level [81, 116, 119, 169, 221]. On the other hand, we gather and en-
hance the emission in the perpendicular polarization (horizontal) through
the coupling to a cavity mode with the same linear polarization. This way,
we completely separate in polarization the excitation and emission channels
and do not need to worry about the elastically scattered light from the laser.
The coupling to the cavity mode is given by the Hamiltonian term:
HC = ωCa†a+ g(a†σH + a σ†H) (385)
We write the total Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of the exciting laser:
H = HX + HΩ + HC =
∆X(σ†HσH + σ
†
VσV)− χσ†HσHσ†VσV +Ω(σ†V + σV)
+ ∆Ca†a+ g(a†σH + aσ†H) (386)
where ∆X = ωX − ωL and ∆C = ωC − ωL. The dynamics of the whole
system is described by a density matrix which follows the master equation:
ρ˙ = −i [H, ρ] + γa
2
Laρ+ γσ2 ∑X=H,V
[L|X〉〈B| + L|G〉〈X|] ρ (387)
where the excitonic and cavity lifetimes are given by γσ and γa respectively.
We study the steady state of the system dened by ρ˙ = 0.
Under TPE (∆X = χ/2), the energy of the photons from the laser matches
half the biexciton energy, c.f. Fig. 7.1 a. To understand the spectral features
of the system before coupling it to the cavity (g = 0), we derive a dressed
state picture for the biexciton [52]. The starting point is the set of bare states
with n excitations, {|G〉 |n〉 , |V〉 |n− 1〉 , |H〉 |n− 1〉 , |B〉 |n− 2〉}, where
|n〉 describes the state of the driving eld with n photons. Since the laser is
polarized in the vertical direction, the state |H〉 is not dressed by it, while
the rest of the excitonic states are. The new eigenstates are obtained by diag-
onalising the coupling Hamiltonian HΩ (in the rotating frame of the laser)
in the reduced basis {|G〉 |n〉 , |V〉 |n− 1〉 , |B〉 |n− 2〉}, that is, the matrix:
HTPE =
 0 Ω 0Ω χ/2 Ω
0 Ω 0
 . (388)
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We do not include dissipation in this procedure since we consider it small as
compared toΩ. This gives rise to the three new eigenvectors {|+〉 , |0〉 , |−〉}
in each rung with the corresponding eigenenergies:
∆+ =
1
4
(√
χ2 + 32Ω2 + χ
)
, (389a)
∆0 = 0 , (389b)
∆− = −14
(√
χ2 + 32Ω2 − χ
)
, (389c)
where the eigenvectors, dropping the photonic component from the nota-
tion, are given by |+〉 ∝ |G〉+ ∆+/Ω |V〉+ |B〉, |0〉 = (|B〉 − |V〉)/
√
2
and |−〉 ∝ |G〉+∆−/Ω |V〉+ |B〉. Figure 7.1 b depicts two successive rungs
of excitation, including the state |H〉 which, as we said, remains bare.
7.3 S INGLE PHOTON TRANS IT ION AND SPECTRUM
The spectrum of emission of the system in each polarization in the steady
state, SX(ω), with X=H, V, is dened as SX(ω) = Re
∫ ∞
0 〈σ†X(0)σX(τ)〉eiωτdτ.
Both polarizations are plotted in Fig. 7.1 c for comparison. The number of
peaks appearing and their positions can be explained in each polarization
X by the allowed single photon transitions under the operator σX. In the
case of H polarization, only transitions between |H〉 and the dressed states
i = +, 0,− are allowed: | 〈H| σH |i〉 |2 6= 0 or | 〈i| σH |H〉 |2 6= 0. The
transition |H〉 → |H〉 or between dressed states |i〉 → |j〉 are forbidden
in H polarization, since | 〈H| σH |H〉 | = 0 and | 〈i| σH |j〉 | = 0 for all
i, j = +, 0,−. The three possible transitions that can take place from the
dressed states to |H〉, occur respectively at the following detunings from
the laser (see Fig. 7.1 b):
|+〉 → |H〉 : ∆I = 14
(√
χ2 + 32Ω2 − χ
)
, (390a)
|0〉 → |H〉 : ∆II = −χ/2 , (390b)
|−〉 → |H〉 : ∆III = −14
(√
χ2 + 32Ω2 + χ
)
. (390c)
The other three possible H-polarised transitions take place from |H〉 to the
dressed states, at opposite detunings−∆I,−∆II and−∆III. Remarkably, SH(ω)
does not present any resonance at the laser energy.
On the other hand, the spectrum in V polarization, SV(ω), plotted with
a dashed blue line in Fig. 7.1 c, contains seven peaks corresponding to the
nine possible transitions between dressed states, |i〉 → |j〉, with those three
between the same dressed states, |i〉 → |i〉, degenerate in energy at ωL.
These features have been conrmed by recent experiments [12, 34, 105]
that demonstrated the possibility of dressing under TPE and the validity of
the model discussed in Section 7.2.
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7.4 TWO-PHOTON TRANS IT IONS AND SPECTRUM
The next step in the characterization of the system is the calculation of the
frequency-resolved second order correlation function or two-photon spec-
trum at zero delay, g(2)Γ (ω1,ω2) [67, 96], rst introduced in Chapter 3 and
given by Eq. (184) with t1 = t2 = 0, that conveys how likely is to detect two
photons with frequencies ω1, ω1 simultaneously. For that purpose we use
the method of sensors [67] introduced in SECTION SENSORS, that makes
the calculation of this quantity computationally accessible. The parameter
Γ is the inverse response time of the detector, and provides the frequency
window in which photons are detected around ω1, ω2. We x it to an inter-
mediate value Γ = 10γσ, so that the detectors can resolve full spectral peaks
(with width of the order of γσ) without resulting in superimposed signals,
γσ < Γ Ω.
Figure 7.2 a shows the H-polarized two-photon spectrum from the light
emitted by the dressed biexciton system. This map features seven antidiag-
onal red lines of super Poissonian correlations with g(2)Γ  1 (hyperbunch-
ing) that correspond to a family of virtual two-photon processes that go from
one state in a rung to another state two rungs below, jumping over any states
from the rung in between (whence the denomination of leapfrog processes).Figure 7.2: Evidencesof multi-photon transitionsin the ladder of dressedenergy levels.. a, Two-photon spectrum in Hpolarization for the TPE.In blue, sub-Poissonianstatistics (antibunching),in red, super-Poissonianstatistics (bunching) and inwhite, Poissonian statistics(uncorrelated). Parameters:χ = 4× 103γσ , Ω = 103γσ ,
Γ = 10γσ and g = 0. b,Cavity spectrum of emissionas a function of the cavityfrequency ωa in the strongcoupling regime, g = 102γσ ,γa = 10γσ . The plot onthe right hand side showsthe integrated signal, i.e.,the cavity population na. c,Example of the two-photontransition |+〉 →→ |+〉in the H polarization.
As shown in Chapter 4, we have demonstrated [200] that this virtual char-
acter provides such strong quantum correlations that photon pairs can vi-
olate classical inequalities such as the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. When-
ever any two of the frequencies involved correspond to transitions between
real states, these correlations change character and the violation of Cauchy-
Schwarz inequalities is spoiled. This can be seen in Fig. 7.2 a as a piercing in
the bunching lines whenever they intersect the vertical or horizontal ones,
appearing at ω1,2 −ωL = ±∆I, ±∆II, ±∆III.
Since the leapfrog lines originate from two-photon transitions, we can
understand them in terms of the two-photon operator σHσH. Transitions
starting or ending at |H〉 are not allowed, since | 〈H| σHσH |i〉 | = 0 and
| 〈i| σHσH |H〉 | = 0. All other nine two-photon transitions, |i〉 →→ |j〉,
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occur, since | 〈j| σHσH |i〉 | 6= 0 for all i, j = +, 0,−, and give rise to seven
lines which follow the general equation ω1 +ω2 − 2ωL = ∆2P with:
|i〉 →→ |i〉 with i = +, 0,− : ∆2PI = 0 , (391a)
|+〉 →→ |0〉 : ∆2PII =
1
8
(√
χ2 + 32Ω2 + χ
)
, (391b)
|0〉 →→ |−〉 : ∆2PIII =
1
8
(√
χ2 + 32Ω2 − χ
)
, (391c)
|+〉 →→ |−〉 : ∆2PIV =
1
4
√
χ2 + 32Ω2 . (391d)
The remaining three lines are described by inverting the order of the three
last transitions and changing the sign of the corresponding ∆2P. Figure 7.2 c
shows an example of a two-photon transition, |+〉 →→ |+〉.
Figure 7.3 oers another view of these leapfrog resonances, selecting the
diagonal of the two-photon spectrum in Figure 7.2 a, that is, for ω = ω1 =
ω2. The leapfrog processes appear as seven lines around Ω/χ ≈ 10−1 and
spread as Ω is increased. The blue lines correspond to the single-photon
resonances that are also apparent in the spectrum of emission, c.f. Fig. 7.1 c.
ReducingΩ below the dissipation levels (bottom part of the plot), the system
experiences a transition into the spontaneous emission regime where there
is no dressing of the levels and the spectral structures are much simpler: only
two peaks for the spectrum of emission and a single leapfrog peak at ω =
ωL in the two-photon spectrum. This regime has already been extensively
investigated under incoherent excitation [59]. In the present work, where it
appears as the low pumping limit, it will be used only for comparison with
the high pumping regime.
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Figure 7.3: Diagonal of the two-photon spectrum (ω = ω1 = ω2) of the biexciton system as a functionof the driving field intensity Ω. Top panel shows acut along the dashed line in the bottom panel. Bluecolors in the map represent sub-Poissonian statis-tics (antibunching), red, super-Poissonian statistics(bunching) and white, Poissonian statistics (uncorre-lated). The physics changes from that of the biexcitonspontaneous emission regime (bottom part), with asingle leapfrog peak, to that of the dressed biexcitonsystem (top part), with seven leapfrog peaks. Parame-ters: χ = 4× 103γσ , Γ = 10γσ and g = 0.
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7.5 PURCELL ENHANCEMENT OF TWO-PHOTON TRAN-S I T IONS BY A CAV I TY MODE
In the spirit of the results presented in Chapter 6, we can turn these virtual
leapfrog transitions into real processes by coupling the system to a cavity
(we switch on g 6= 0) in resonance with at least one of the two frequen-
cies involved. If γa is suciently small as compared to g, the two-photon
emission can be Purcell-enchanced. We can observe this in the cavity spec-
trum of emission, given by Sa(ω) = Re
∫ ∞
0 〈a†(0)a(τ)〉eiωτdτ and plotted
in Fig. 7.2 b. In analogy to the results presented in Fig. 6.4, due to the strong
correlations between the two frequencies, the cavity Purcell-enhancement
of one of the two photons of a bunching line triggers the emission of the
second photon, even if this one is not in resonance with the cavity. This
phenomenon leaves traces in the spectrum that help reconstruct the bunch-
ing lines when the spectrum is plotted as a function of the cavity frequency.
In this sense, the cavity is acting as one of the lters necessary to perform
frequency correlations.
As discussed throughly in the previous Chapter, useful two-photon emis-
sion can be obtained by using this approach to Purcell-enhance two photons
of the same frequency. This is evidenced by sharp peaks in the cavity pop-
ulation whenever it crosses one of the two-photon resonances (Eqs. (391)
with ωa = ω1 = ω2), as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 7.2 b.
The single photon resonances appear as broad peaks and are detrimental
for the two-photon emission. In contrast to the case of a dressed 2LS, now
there are several leapfrog resonances that can be enhanced in order to yield
two-photon emission. The best candidates for pure two-photon emission are
those leapfrogs far in energy from other processes, that is, the sharp peaks
with small overlap with the (one-photon) broad ones and that are further
from other (two-photon) sharp ones. Logically, it is also desirable that they
are intense. The central peak, labeled I, at ωa = ωL is the best candidate
for that since it is the most isolated one and is degenerate, with contribu-
tions from three dierent leapfrog processes. As we will discuss, this has
consequences on the statistics of the emitted pairs. An accurate quantity to
determine the quality of a two-photon resonance for two-photon emission is
the purity, pi2, introduced in Section 6.7.2, Eq. (340), and dened as the frac-
tion of photons emitted in pairs from the total emission (including single
photons). Note that the purity being a probability, it is, unlike g(2), bounded:
0 ≤ pi2 ≤ 1. We discussed in Section 6.7.2 how this quantity can be inferred
from photon counting distributions—see Fig.6.20 and Eq. 349—due to the fact
that the photon counting distribution of a perfect two-photon emitter shows
a suppressed probability of counting an odd number of photons.
In order to compute the purity, we simulated the actual emission of the
system in the steady state via a quantum Monte-Carlo method [190] and t-
ted the results with the formula given by Eq. (343). In the case of a dressed
2LS of Chapter 6, the photon counting distribution was correctly tted by
assuming that the total number came from a Poissonian distribution of sin-
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gle photons plus a Poissonian distribution of bundles. Here, in contrast, the
dierent character of the several leapfrog lines yield, as we will see, dierent
bundle statistics in each case, thus aect the photon counting distribution.
This force us to use a more general ansatz, consisting on a Poissonian one-
photon distribution, a Poissonian two-photon distribution, and a thermal
two-photon distribution. The thermal component is essential to describe the
photon counting distribution for the leapfrog line ∆2PI , i.e., the central peak,
which as commented above is degenerated, originating from three dier-
ent leapfrog processes. The generating functions for a coherent one-photon
process (λ1), a coherent two-photon process (λ2) and a thermal two-photon
process (θ2) are given by:
Πλ1 = e
−λ1(1−s) (392)
Πλ2 = e
−λ1(1−s2) (393)
Πθ2 =
1− θ2
1− s2θ2 = e
log
(
1−θ2
1−s2θ2
)
(394)
This gives the total generating function Πλ1,λ2,θ2 = Πλ1Πλ2Πθ2 = eg(s),
with
g(s) = −λ1(1− s)− λ2(1− s2) + log
(
1− θ2
1− s2θ2
)
(395)
whose n-th derivatives are:
g(n)(0) = δn,1 λ1 + δn,2 2λ2 +
θn/22 2[(n− 1)!] n even0 n odd (396)
This is all the information one needs to construct the photon counting prob-
ability given by Eq. (349). By tting Monte Carlo photon counting curves
to this formula, one can obtain values for the parameters λ1, λ2 and θ2.
The mean values associated with each of the three processes are n1 = λ1,
n2 = 2λ2, nθ2 = 2θ2(1− θ2). The purity can then be dened as:
pi
(PC)
2 =
n2 + nθ2
n1 + n2 + nθ2
=
θ2/(1− θ2) + λ2
λ1/2+ λ2 + θ2/(1− θ2) . (397)
The result is plotted in Fig. 7.4 d for a cavity on resonance with each of the
leapfrog peaks in the two-photon spectrum: I, II, III and IV, whose positions
shift withΩ as plotted in panel e. The corresponding cavity population na =
〈a†a〉, second order correlation function g(2)(0) = 〈a†2a2〉/n2a and the two-
photon second order correlation function g(2)2 (0) = 〈a†4a4〉/〈a†2a2〉2, ap- The N-photon, n-th ordercorrelation function wasintroduced in Section 6.9.For n = N = 2, g(2)2 (0)takes the meaning of astandard second ordercorrelation function forphoton pairs when thesepairs dominate the emission(pi2 ≈ 1).
pear in a, b and c respectively.
On the low driving regime, we can see that resonances I and II converge to
the same point atω = ωL and show very high purity: this is the usual regime
of two-photon emission in the (undressed) biexciton, that has been studied
extensively before [65, 66]. Note, however, that this high purity comes at the
expense of the amount of signal (low na). As Fig. 7.4 shows, this signal can
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Figure 7.4: Steady state observables as a function of the pumping intensity Ω Param-eters: χ = 4× 103γσ , g = 102γσ , γa = 10γσ , ∆X = χ/2 and ∆C = ∆2PI (blue), ∆2PII(red), ∆2PIII (yellow) and ∆2PIV (green). The gridlines mark the three points where leapfrogprocesses intersect with real transitions—dashed lines in e—, which spoils the purity.
be enhanced by orders of magnitude if we increase the pumping intensityΩ
in order to bring the biexciton to the dressed regime. In this regime, all the
resonances start being resolved and the four of them present a sizable purity.
In the case of resonances II, III and IV, the purity goes down whenever they
cross a single-photon resonance (dashed, vertical lines in Fig 7.4). At very
high intensity, Ω > χ, all of them reach almost 100% of pair emission.
In this limit of high pumping, we observe a bunching behaviour g(2)(0) >
1 for all the leapfrog resonances, which is an expected result for two-photon
emission. The statistics of the photons, however, hides a non-classical be-
haviour if one regards the pairs as the basic entity of emission and consider
the pair-pair coincidences as described by the g(2)2 (0). In this case, we obtain
antibunched photon pairs in resonances II, III and IV, giving the possibility
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of implementing an on-demand source of single photon-pairs, and bunched
photon pairs in resonance I. This is not the only dierence between reso-
nance I (blue) and the others. The position of this resonance is independent
of the pumping intensity, and the emission at this frequency is order of mag-
nitudes more intense than at the other resonances. These dierences are ex-
plained by the fact that three dierent transitions contribute to the photon
pair emission at line I, and that the starting and ending state of the transi-
tion are always the same, as can be seen in Eq. (391a). Because of this, no
reloading time to go back to the initial state is needed, which is the origin
of the antibunching on all the other cases. All these features are a sample
of the rich set of physical regimes that can be explored when the proposed
method of multi-photon Purcell enhancement in dressed states systems is
applied in non-trivial congurations.
We will now compare the emission rates that can be obtained through this
mechanism with other approaches in similar systems. The most straight-
forward comparison is with the undressed regime [181]. For the parame-
ters used in Fig. 7.4 b, for the minimum (undressed regime) and maximum
(dressed regime) values ofΩ shown on the gure, we obtain na = 2× 10−4
and na = 0.25, respectively, which for g = 51 µeV [181] gives pair gen-
eration rates of r = 0.12 MHz and r = 151 MHz, that is, over three or-
ders of magnitude enhancement. While this comparison is illustrative of the
gain brought by our paradigm, it does not represent an exhaustive study of
the space of parameters. For instance, resonances II, III and IV benet from
higher values of γσ than those studied here, leading to faster reloading times
that increase the value of na. For a xed g, changes in χ, γa or γσ can opti-
mize the generation rates of either regime, although the dressed case should
typically outperform the undressed one. A comparison can also be made
with proposals in the pulsed excitation regime, although the juxtaposition
with our continuous-wave excitation case is less direct. We will compare
with the rates obtained in Refs. [72, 169], since both works use the biexci-
tonic cascade to generate photon pairs. For this analysis, since we compare
with existing experiments, we use parameters of systems available in the lab-
oratory, namely g = 51 µeV, γa = 24 µeV and γσ = 0.13 µeV [181], along
with χ = 2 meV [169]. Doing so is detrimental to our proposal that exploits
the strong-coupling regime [201] and performs better with gures of merit
not yet available in the laboratory, but remain realistic in the light of the tech-
nological progress in growth and material science. Still, in units normalized
to g, this choice of today’s parameters for our mechanism yield γa ≈ 0.5g,
γσ ≈ 0.002g and χ ≈ 40g. We will focus on the resonance I, which is the
brightest. For these parameters and high values of the pumping, Ω ≈ 2.5χ,
the cavity acquires a population na ≈ 0.01 and a top purity of pair emission,
pi2 ≈ 1, with a photon pair generation rate of r = naγa/2 ≈ 29 MHz. This
is superior to both the values obtained in Ref. [72], with r = 10 MHz, where
a Purcell enhancement through cavity modes is also used, and in Ref. [169],
with r = 0.30 MHz. The last work actually reports a higher generation rate
but correcting for their collection eciency of≈ 0.4%, since light is emitted
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isotropically from a quantum dot. In contrast, our proposal, like the one in
Ref. [72], collects the light trough the cavity channel, therefore solving this
problem. Notice as well that said collection through the cavity mode is done
by Purcell-enhancing a two-photon process of photons with equal energy,
that in consequence will be indistinguishable. This represents another ad-
vantage with respect to the conventional approach based on emission from
the bare biexcitonic states, that might suer from ne-structure splitting,
spoiling indistinguishability.
7.6 EM ISS ION OF ENTANGLED PHOTONS
Many practical applications in quantum computing and quantum communi-
cation require emission of entangled photon pairs [35, 121, 161, 170, 183, 184,
214, 225]. So far, we have only considered the case in which the emission
was ltered by a single cavity with a xed polarization. Therefore, chang-
ing the frequency of the cavity corresponds to moving along the diagonal of
Fig. 7.2 a, and all photons extracted by the cavity will tend to be indistinguish-
able. However, the results for the spectrum of the cavity emission depicted
in Fig. 7.2 b show that correlated photons of dierent frequencies can be Pur-
cell enhanced with a single cavity, so that the spectrum as a function of the
cavity detuning follows the trend of the two-photon frequency correlation
map of the biexciton, Fig. 7.2 a. It is therefore expected that a bimodal cavity
in resonance with two dierent, correlated frequencies—showing bunching
in the map of Fig. 7.2 a—will show strongly correlated emission. The biex-
citonic scheme allows also to introduce an extra degree of freedom, the po-
larization, such that two-photon emission takes place in a reduced Hilbert
space of polarization and frequency:
{|H,ω1; H,ω2〉 , |H,ω1; V,ω2〉 , |V,ω1; H,ω2〉 , |V,ω1; V,ω2〉}. (398)
We will now show how the mechanism of two-photon emission described
above can be extended to yield emission of entangled photons of the kind
|ψ〉 = (|H,ω1; V,ω2〉+ |V,ω1; H,ω2〉)/
√
2 when the enhancement of the
light emitted by the dressed biexciton is done by a bimodal cavity, with each
of the modes having two degenerate polarizations.
The system, already implemented experimentally [72, 140] is theoretically
described in the same way as before, but now including including four cavity
modes with annihilation operator ai,X , i ∈ {1, 2}, X ∈ {H,V}, describing
the two possible polarizations of the two modes of the bimodal cavity. The
part of the Hamiltonian that describes the cavity modes and their coupling
to the biexciton is then given by:
HC = ωC1(a
†
1,Ha1,H + a
†
1,Va1,V)
+ ωC2(a
†
2,Ha2,H + a
†
2,Va2,V)
+ g[(a†1,H + a
†
2,H)σH + (a1,H + a2,H) σ
†
H]
+ g[(a†1,V + a
†
2,V)σV + (a1,V + a2,V) σ
†
V] (399)
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Figure 7.5: Two-photonspectra of the dressedbiexciton.a, Correlationsbetween photons with thesame polarization. b, Cor-relations between photoswith perpendicular polar-izations. The black squarehighlights a zone wherethe correlations betweenphotons of different polar-izations are stronger thanbetween photons with thesame polarization.
The vertically polarized driving term given by (384) leads to dierent prob-
ability of emission in horizontal or vertical polarization. Since we now want
that probability to be equal, we use a circularly-polarized driving laser:
HΩ = Ω (σ†e
−iωLt + σeiωLt) (400)
with σ = (σH + iσV)/
√
2. We will not discuss in detail the possible sin-
gle and two-photon transitions that arise in the dressed biexciton under
this driving, since the physics and derivation are similar to the results ex-
posed above for the linearly polarized pumping. However, it is interesting
to analyze the frequency-resolved, cross polarized second order correlation
function g(2)Γ,HV(ω1,ω2) of the dressed biexcitonic system alone (g = 0),
which is a cross-correlation function between photons emitted at frequency
ω1 and polarization H and photons emitted at frequencies ω2 and polar-
ization V. This correlation function can be compared with the frequency-
resolved correlation functions for a xed polarization that we have been
considering so far, that we now term g(2)Γ,HH(ω1,ω2). Due to the circular po-
larized pumping, the system is symmetric under the exchange H ↔ V, so
g(2)Γ,HH(ω1,ω2) = g
(2)
Γ,VV(ω1,ω2) and g
(2)
Γ,HV(ω1,ω2) = g
(2)
Γ,VH(ω1,ω2).
Figure 7.5 shows the comparison between these two quantities. While
g(2)Γ,HH displays the same features than in the case of linearly polarized pump-
ing (Fig. 7.2 a), the cross-polarized correlation function g(2)Γ,HV presents a
leapfrog line ∆2PIV where correlations are much stronger than in the case of
photons emitted with the same polarization. The region where this happens
is highlighted with a black square on the map.
Figure 7.6 a shows a cut of both g(2)Γ,HH and g
(2)
Γ,HV on the diagonal (ω,ω) of
the black square and the antidiagonal (ω, 2∆2PIV −ω), corresponding to said
leapfrog line of strong correlations. This curves show clearly that, when the
light is ltered at two frequencies along this line, emission of photons of dif-
ferent polarization is clearly dominant over the emission of photons of equal
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Figure 7.6: Mapping between the fre-quency resolved correlations of the biex-citon and the statistics of the cavities.a, Cuts of the two-photon spectra alongthe antidiagonal (ω1 − ωL,ω2 − ωL) =
(ω1 − ωL, 2∆2PIV − ω1 + ωL) and diag-onal (ω1,ω2) = (ω1,ω1) of the blacksquare in Fig 7.5 for equal (blue) and per-pendicular (red) polarizations. b, Autocor-relations and cross-correlations betweentwo cavity modes coupled to the biexcitonthat have orthogonal polarizations andwhose energies are equivalent to the fre-quency filters of panel a. The statisticsof the cavities as a function of their fre-quency follow the trend observed in thefrequency resolved statistics of the biexciton.
polarization. The dip in the correlations corresponds to the crossing with a
single-photon transition. This behaviour is mapped into the emission of the
bimodal cavity when the frequencies of the modes correspond to those of
the lters, as is shown in Fig. 7.6 b, which depicts the correlations between
the two modes (for the same and dierent polarizations) when their frequen-
cies are the same as those of the frequency lters of panel a. The population
of the modes is also shown, featuring in the bottom panel a sharp resonance
when the two modes have equal frequency and the two-photon resonance is
crossed. The top panel shows how, as the separation in frequency between
the modes increases (always maintained in the line of strong correlations),
the population decreases after crossing the single photon resonance. How-
ever, a strong dierence on the correlations between similar and dierent
polarizations can be achieved without paying too much price on the signal,
yielding much better entanglement, as we show below.
Quantum tomography [59, 72, 118, 226] allows us to reconstruct the den-
sity matrix of the emitted photon pairs in the basis
{|H,ω1; H,ω2〉 , |H,ω1; V,ω2〉 , |V,ω1; H,ω2〉 , |V,ω1; V,ω2〉} (401)
from second order correlation functions corresponding to photon coinci-
dence measurements. We dene the (unnormalized) density matrix:
θAB,CD = 〈a†Aa†BaDaC〉 (402)
with {A, C} ≡ {A,ω1; C,ω1}, {B, D} ≡ {B,ω2; D,ω2} and A, B, C, D ∈
{H, V}. The corresponding normalized density matrix is θ˜ = θ/ Tr[θ]. The
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Figure 7.7: Emission of entangled photonpairs. a, Concurrence of the emitted photonsfrom the bimodal cavity and population ofthe cavity modes when the energy of themodes is equivalent to that of the frequencyfilters of top panel of Fig. 7.6 b. b, Concur-rence of the emitted photon-pair state froma single cavity with two polarizations as afunction of the total measurement time. c,Density matrix of the emitted state for twodifferent total measurement times denoted asτ1 and τ2. Parameters: Ω = 8× 103γσ , allthe rest same as in Fig. 7.4.
degree of entanglement of this emitted bipartite state can be quantied by
the concurrence C , that in the case of pure states ranges from 0 (separa- The concurrence is definedas C = max{0,√λ1 −√λ2 −√λ3 −√λ4}, where{λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4} are theeigenvalues in decreasingorder of the matrix ρTρ∗T ,with T a diagonal matrixwith diagonal {−1, 1, 1,−1}.
ble states) to 1 (maximally entangled states) [238]. Figure 7.7 a depicts the
concurrence of the emitted states as the frequencies of the modes move
along the leapfrog line of strong correlations, (ωC1 − ωL,ωC2 − ωL) =
(ωC1 −ωL, 2∆2PIV −ωC1 +ωL), corresponding to the same points shown in
Fig. 7.6 b, top. A region of concurrence C ≈ 0.9 exists for small detuning be-
tween the two modes, while another region where C ≈ 1 can be reached for
higher energy dierences without a dramatic decrease in the rate of emis-
sion, as can be seen in the behaviour of na (which is the population of one
of the modes, all of them being equally populated). These high values of the
concurrence correspond to the emission of photons in a pure entangled Bell
state |ψ〉 = (|H,ω1; V,ω2〉+ |V,ω1; H,ω2〉)/
√
2.
Entanglement can also be studied for a single cavity mode with two po-
larizations, with time of emission being the extra degree of freedom instead
of frequency. In that case, the states of the Hilbert space are of the form
|XY〉 ≡ |X, early; Y, late〉, with X, Y ∈ {X, Y}. The density matrix is then
dened as [59, 226]
θAB,CD(τ) =
∫ τ
0
〈a†A(0)a†B(τ′)aD(τ′)aC(0)〉dτ′ (403)
with A, B, C, D ∈ {H, V}, and two-time correlation functions are calculated
from the steady state of the system using the quantum regression theorem.
Therefore, τ corresponds to the time of measurement that begins with the
emission of the rst photon, and for each τ we dene the normalized density
matrix θ˜(τ) = θ(τ)/ Tr[θ(τ)]. This analysis reveals, for short measurement
times, a highly pure density matrix, Tr
[
θ˜2
] ≈ 0.92 consisting of the entan-
gled Bell state |ψ〉 = (|HV〉+ |VH〉)/√2 with delity F ≈ 0.9, shown in
Fig. 7.7 b. Beyond a certain time of measurement 1/γa, the density matrix
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loses purity due to the contributions from subsequent emissions. In our con-
guration, the concurrence takes a value C ≈ 0.92 for short measurement
times. However, one must bear in mind that the maximum concurrence for a
mixed state is lower than one [234] and θ˜ is a mixed state with linear entropy
SL(θ) = 4/3[1−Tr
(
θ2
)
] ≈ 0.11, which brings this value ofC closer to that
of a maximally entangled mixed state. These results, that come from an spe-
cic choice of parameters and therefore do not represent an exhaustive study
of all the scenarios available, prove unambiguously that the mechanism of
two-photon emission analyzed in this text can be easily extended to include
new degrees of freedom—like color or polarization—and provide entangled
two-photon emission.
7.7 CONCLUS IONS
We have shown how Purcell enhancement of multi-photon resonances in the
dressed ladder of a strongly driven biexciton can yield regimes of bright con-
tinuous two-photon emission. Thanks to the strong driving, the emission of
photon pairs occurs at a much higher rate than it would in the approach that
combines standard TPE (without dressing the system) and two-photon Pur-
cell enhancement. The richness of the dressed biexcitonic structure allows to
reach dierent two photon regimes like antibunched two-photon emission
or entangled photon pairs. These results suggest that the fundamental ideas
behind this particular proposal are susceptible to be applied in a variety of
platforms.
8CONCLUS IONS
8.1 ENGL ISH
In this Thesis, we have studied several regimes of light-matter interaction
at the quantum level, with the aim of unveiling, enhancing and harvesting
quantum correlations for the generation of states of light with novel non-
classical features. The basic conguration brings together a two-level sys-
tem (2LS) and an harmonic mode. This formalizes the typical conguration
of a quantum emitter (say, a quantum dot) embedded in a single-mode cavity.
The interaction of the combined system yields the rich dynamics of cavity
QED. Most of the dierent scenarios that we have considered in this The-
sis follow a common theme: the 2LS provides the quantum character while
the harmonic mode provides the classical one. This obvious observation pro-
vides a guiding line that has seldom been followed in the experimental im-
plementations. Illustratively, the ideal conguration to exploit the quantum
features of the interacting light-matter system is to drive the 2LS and to de-
tect the cavity. The QD—highly nonlinear—generates a strong quantum re-
sponse to an impinging classical excitation, while the cavity—that can host
a large number of excitations—is an ideal cast where to imprint complicated
quantum states. Bringing these together is therefore a promising congura-
tion to mold interesting quantum states of light. Much of the literature is
concerned instead on the cavity QED as a system in itself, to be probed as
a whole, typically by driving the cavity. Here, the paradigm is a driven 2LS
brought in contact with the cavity. This conceptual variation, however in-
nocent looking, powers breakthroughs from the previous results such as the
“detuned photon blockade”. There, one drives the 2LS far from the cavity, al-
lowing to eciently and selectively target states ultimately allowed by the
presence of the cavity, even though far-detuned, namely: quantum superpo-
sitions of, on the one hand, the excited 2LS in the vacuum of the cavity with,
on the other hand, the ground state of the 2LS in presence of N photons.
These states are the simplest manifestation of the type of quantum dynam-
ics that this Thesis has identied, unraveled, optimized and put to use for
practical applications.
Our rst step towards the quantum begins, interestingly, with a classical
system: recent developments in the eciency of the computation of frequency-
resolved correlations allowed to revisit from that perspective the most com-
mon systems in quantum optics. This exercise revealed a whole zoo of cor-
relations and features that only appear when one takes into account the
energy degree of freedom and spans the measurement over all possible com-
binations of frequencies, yielding a ‘two-photon correlation spectrum’ (2PS).
This has put the 2PS in the spotlight as an observable of enormous funda-
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mental and practical interest, since it brings information not only about the
quantum state of a system, but also of its underlying dynamics, which can
me much richer and complex than suggested only by the steady state. We in-
vestigates the most fundamental features of this observable in a system that
does not present many features itself: a non-equilibrium polariton ensem-
ble in the verge of condensation. To all eects, we can regard the emission
of such a state as a conventional laser with a broad linewidth, emitting un-
correlated photons at random times. Both the theory and measurement of
frequency-resolved correlations in this system yield the same result; apart
from the well known bunching of photons of equal frequencies, correspond-
ing to the celebrated Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) eect, we report an-
ticorrelations between photons of opposite frequencies with respect to the
center of the emission peak. This is a robust feature replicated by our three
theoretical approaches to describe the system: the steady state of a classi-
cal, phase-diusing eld, the steady state of a quantum model of two-mode
condensation, and the spontaneous emission of an arbitrary quantum state.
These anticorrelations can be understood as a conservation of the number of
photons in a stream, together with the already known HBT eect, that tends
to clutter indistinguishable photons. The net result is an eective repulsion
between photons of dierent color (that are distinguishable). It is striking
that such anticorrelatiosn are, in fact, dictated by their bosonic statistics. In-
terestingly, as in the case of the standard HBT, this phenomenon needs some
dephasing mechanism to manifest itself, even for states (such a Fock states)
that have no phase in the rst place. This highlights once again the power of
frequency-resolved correlations to provide information about the dynamics
of a system, not only about the state itself.
With the backbone of every experiment of this kind now understood, we
put this quantity to scrutiny with cavity QED systems in the crucial con-
guration where the 2LS is driven and the cavity is observed. Alternatively,
such a conguration can be seen as the Purcell-enhancement of a dressed
two-level system. Under strong coherent pumping, it has long been known
that a two-level system develops a ladder of energy levels consisting of dou-
blets, that feature multiple transitions between them at dierent energies.
To rst order, four types of transitions occuring at three dierent energies
are allowed, leading to the celebrated Mollow triplet of resonance uores-
cence. However, many higher order processes are accessible by looking at
the frequency-resolved correlation function of the system. For instance, two-
photon cascades in the innite ladder of energy levels give rise to another
set of transitions, that are not directly visible in the single-photon spectrum.
The correlations of these transitions are however so strong as to surpass
the limits imposed by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Bell inequalities,
whereas direct one-photon transitions between the ladders are found to be
classically correlated. We found for instance that the more separated are the
intermediate states of a two-photon cascade from the real states of the sys-
tem, the stronger is the quantum character of the emitted photons. That is
to say, these transitions that avoid real states are the valuable ones insofar
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as the generation of quantum states is concerned, and a quantum-optician
engineer should focus on these rather than on the other, obvious, spectral
features. This is one of the important results of this Thesis, that should leave
a long-standing trace in the design of tomorrow’s quantum optical devices.
Applying these principles to practical eects culminates with the concept
of a “bundler”, a conguration of the cavity QED system that drives it into
a new regime of emission, whereby all the light is emitted in groups (or
’bundles’) of N photons, for a tunable integer N. The underlying physical
mechanism is to Purcell-enhance the strongly-correlated processes previ-
ously identied with the photon-correlation spectrum, to give rise to new
types of light emitters. This provides a considerable generalization of the
one-photon emitter N = 1 and the emerging two-photon emitter N = 2.
Our scheme is able to provide, in principle, emitters with an arbitrary N and
we have shown that sizable four-photon emitters are well within the state
of the art. We have also explored variations of this theme, for instance in
the dynamics of a bi-exciton coupled to two polarized cavities, and found
similar possibilities to engineer usefully and boost the quantum features of
such systems. This Thesis therefore nds that its concluding point is a good
one to leave it to experimentalists to bring these results to the laboratory,
and to usher the next generation of quantum light sources.
In conclusions, at a fundamental level, we have provided a cornerstone for
two pillars of quantum optics: the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian and the
Mollow triplet. We have seen how the physical picture of one or the other
is more suitable to understand and describe the complicated dynamics that
takes place in a driven 2LS in a cavity. The concept of the two-photon correla-
tion spectrum serves as a support for these two pillars, allowing in particular
to identify the ranges of genuine quantum emission, to be found in innocu-
ous frequency windows where nothing striking appear to the naked eye (i.e,
at the one-photon level). At a practical level, we have proposed a new type of
quantum light, along with the prospective device to generate it and the the-
oretical tools to characterize it. The light-source itself, the bundler, should
serve as an archetype for future generations of quantum light emitters.
8.2 ESPAÑOL
Es esta Tesis hemos estudiado diversos regímenes de la interacción luz ma-
teria en la escala cuántica, con el objetivo de revelar, potenciar y recopilar
correlaciones cuántias para la generación de estados de luz con nuevas car-
acterísticas no clásicas. La conguración básica combina un sistema de dos
niveles (2LS) y un modo armónico. Esto formaliza la típica conguración
de un emisor cuántico (por ejemplo, un punto cuántico) embebido en una
cavidad de un solo modo. La interacción del sistema combinado da lugar a
la riqueza dinámica de la electrodinámica cuántica de cavidades (cQED). La
mayoría de los diferentes escenarios que hemos considerado en esta tesis
siguen un tema común: el 2LS provee el caracter cuántico, mientras que el
modo armónico provee el clásico. Esta observación tan obvia proporciona
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una guía que pocas veces se ha seguido en implementaciones experimentales.
Como ejemplo, la conguración ideal para explotar características cuánti-
cas de la interacción luz-materia es excitar un 2LS y detectar por la cavi-
dad. El punto cuántico—extremádamente no lineal—genera una respuesta
muy fuerte frente a una bombardeao de una excitación clásiac, mientras que
la cavidad—que puede almacenar un gran número de excitaciones—es un
lienzo ideal sobre el que imprimir complicados estados cuánticos. Unir estos
dos aspectos es por lo tanto una prometedora conguración para moldear
interesantes estados de luz. Mucha de la literatura se preocupa en vez de eso
sobre el sistema en su conjunto, para ser sondeado como un todo, normal-
mente bombeando la cavidad. Aquí, el paradigma es un ya 2LS excitado, que
es entonces puesto en contacto con la cavidad. Esta variación conceptual, por
muy inocente que parezca, da lugar a grandes avances con respecto a otros
resultados previos tales como el ‘detuned photon blockade’. En este ejemlo,
uno bombea el 2LS lejos de la cavidad, permitiendo acceder de modo selec-
tivo a estados que solo están permitidos gracias a la presencia de la cavidad,
incluso si están muy detuneados: en concreto, superposiciones cuánticas de,
por un lado, el 2LS excitado en el vacío de la cavidad, y en el otro, el estado
fundamental del 2LS en presencia de N fotones. Estos estados son la mani-
festación más simple del tipo de dinámica cuántica que en esta Tesis hemos
identicado y optimizado para su uso en aplicaciones prácticas.
Nuestro primer paso hacia lo cuántico comienza, curiosamente, en un sis-
tema clásico. Recientes progresos en la eciencia de cómputo de funciones
de correlacion resueltas en frecuencias han permitido revisitar, desde la per-
spectiva de este observable, los sistemas mś comunes de la óptica cuántica.
Este ejercicio ha revelado un completo zoo de correlaciones y patrones que
solo aparecen cuando uno tiene en cuenta el grado de libertad de la energía
y extiende la medida sobre todas las posibles combinaciones de frecuencias,
dando lugar al ‘espectro de correlaciones de dos fotones’ (2PS). Esto ha colo-
cado al 2PS en el punto de mira, como un observable de enorme interés tanto
fundamental como aplicado, ya que proporciona información no solo sobre
el estado cuántico del sistema, sino también sobre su dinámica subyacenete,
que puede ser mucho más rica y compleja de lo que sugiere simplemente el
estado estacionario. Hemos investigado los aspectos más fundamentales de
este observable en un sistema que no presenta ninguna característica partic-
ular por sí mismo: un colectivo de polaritones fuera del equilibrio, al borde
de la condensación. A todos los efectos, podemos considerar la emisión de
este sistema como un laser convencional con un gran ancho de banda, emi-
tiendo fotones descorrelacionados a tiempos aleatorios. Tanto la teoría como
la medida de las correlaciones resueltas en frecuencias nos arrojan el mismo
resultado; aparte del bien conocido ‘amontonamiento’ de fotones de iguales
frecuencias, correspondiente con el bien conocido efecto de Hanbury Brown
y Twiss (HBT), hemos reportado anticorrelaciones entre fotones con frecuen-
cias opuestas respecto al centro del pico de emisión. Esta es una característica
robusta que ha sido replicada por nuestros tres aproximamientos teóricos al
problema: el estudio del estado estacionario de un campo clásico con difusión
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de fase, el análisis del estado estacionario de un model cuántico de conden-
sación de dos modos, y la emisión espontánea desde un estado cuántico ar-
bitrario. Estas anticorrelacioes pueden entenderse como la conservación del
número de fotones en el haz, junto con el ya conocido efecto de HBT, que
tiene a agrupar a los fotones indistinguibles. El ersultado neto es una re-
pulsión efectiva entre fotones de colores diferentes (que son distinguibles).
Es sorprendente cómo estas anticorrelaciones son, de hecho, dictadas por la
estadística bosónica de los fotones. Curiosamente, como en el caso del están-
dar efecto de HBT, este fenómeno necesita de algún mecanismo de desfase
para manifestarse, incluso para estados (como los estados de Fock) que no
tienen fase en sí mismos. Esto destaca de neuvo el poder que las funciones de
correlación resueltas en frecuencias tienen para proveernos de información
sobre la dinámica del sistema, y no solo sobre el estado en sí mismo.
Con la columna vertebral de todos los experimentos de este tipo ya enten-
dida, hemos puesto a diversos sistemas de cQED bajo el escrutinio de este
observable, en la conguración fundamental en la que el 2LS es excitado y la
cavidad observada. Alternativamente, esta conguración puede verse como
el Purcell-enhancement de un sistema de dos niveles vestido por el láser.
Bajo un bombeo coherent muy fuerte, es de hace tiempo sabido que un sis-
tema de dos niveles desarrolla una escalera de niveles de energía consistente
en dobletes, manifestando multiples transiciones entre ellos a diferentes en-
ergías. A primer order, solo cuatro tipos de transiciones ocurriendo a tres
distintas energías están permitidas, dando lugar al famoso triplete de Mol-
low en el espectro de uorescencia. Sin embargo, muchos otros procesos de
orden más alto son accesibles si miramos a las funciones de correlación re-
sueltas en frecuencias. Por ejemplo, cascadas de dos fotones en la escalera
‘innita’ de niveles de energía dan lugar a otro conjunto de transiciones que
no son directamente visibles en el espectro. Las correlaciones entre los fo-
tones emitidos en estas transiciones son, sin embargo, tan fuertes que puede
sobrepasar los límites impuestos por la desigualdad de Cauchy-Schwarz y
las desigualdades de Bell, mientras que las transiciones directas de un solo
fotón resultan tener correlaciones clásicas. En esta Tesis hemos encontrado
que cuanto más separados estén los estados intermedios de la cascada de
un estado real del sistema, más fuerte es el caracter cuántico de las correla-
ciones entre los fotones emitidos. Dicho de otro modo, aquellas transciones
que evitan a los estados reales son las más valiosas en lo que se reere a la
generación de estados cuánticos, y un ingeniero cuántico debería enfocarse
en ellas antes que aquellas que se maniestan evidentemente en el espectro.
Éste es uno de los resultados importantes de esta Tesis.
La aplicación de estos principios para utilidades prácticas culmina con
el concepto del ‘bundler’ (empaquetador), una conguración del sistema de
electrodinámica cuántica de cavidades que lo conduce a un nuevo regimen
de emisión donde toda la luz se emite en paquetes (en inglés, ‘bundles’)
de N-fotones, donde N es un número que podemos seleccionar. El mecan-
ismo subyacente es el Purcell-enhancement (emisión estimulada) de aque-
llos procesos fuertemente correlacionados identicados previamente medi-
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ante el espectro de correlaciones de dos fotones, dando lugar a nuevos tipos
de emisores de luz. Esto proporciona una generalización considerable del
emisor de un solo fotón N = 1 y del emergente emisor de dos fotones
N = 2. Nuestro esquema es capaz de proveer, en principio, emisores con un
arbitrario N. También hemos explorado variaciones de este principio, como
por ejemplo en la dinámica del biexcitión acoplado a dos cavidades polar-
izadas, encontrando posibilidades similares para explotar las correlaciones
cuánticas de estos sistemas. El punto de conclusión de esta Tesis es por lo
tanto un buen lugar para que los experimentales recojan este trabajo en su
laboratorio, con el objetivo de dar nacimiento a una nueva generación de
fuentes de luz.
En conclusión, a un nivel fundamental, hemos proporcionado un punto de
encuentro para dos pilares de la óptica cuántica: el Hamiltoniano de Jaynes-
Cummings y el triplete de Mollow. Hemos visto cómo la imagen física de uno
u otro es más adecuada para describir las compicadas dinámicas que tienen
lugar en un 2LS en una cavidad. El concepto de espectro de correlaciones de
dos fotones sirve como soporte para estos pilares, permitiendo en particu-
lar identicar los rangos de emisión cuántica genuina. En la práctica, hemos
propuesto un nuevo tipo de luz cuántica, junto con dispositivos candidatos
para generarla y las herramientas teóricas para caracterizarla. La fuente de
luz en si mismo, el ‘bundler’, debería servir de arquetipo para nuevas gen-
eraciones de emisores de luz.
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